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Introduction
About the IUCr
The International Union of Crystallography (IUCr) is a scientific union
adhering to the International Science Council (ISC). Its objectives are to
promote international cooperation in crystallography and to contribute
to all aspects of crystallography, to promote international publications
of crystallographic research, to facilitate standardization of methods,
units, nomenclatures and symbols, and to form a focus on the relations
of crystallography to other types of sciences.
The IUCr fulfils these objectives by publishing in print and electronically
primary scientific journals through Crystallography Journals Online, the
series of reference volumes International Tables for Crystallography, distributing the quarterly IUCr Newsletter, maintaining the online World
Directory/Database of Crystallographers, awarding the Ewald Prize and
organising the triennial Congress and General Assembly.
The triennial congresses of the IUCr are the major international scientific
meetings for crystallographers world wide. Each congress includes one
or more sessions of the General Assembly which approves the policies
of the Union.
IUCr Freedom and gender policy
The Organizing Committee of the IUCr2021 observes the basic policy
of non-discrimination and affirms the right and freedom of scientists
to associate in international scientific activity without regard to factors
such as ethnic origin, religion, citizenship, language, political stance,
gender, sex or age, in accordance with the Statutes of the International
Council for Science. No barriers, which would prevent the participation
of bona fide scientists, will exist at this meeting.
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About the Congress
Modern crystallography is an interdisciplinary subject covering structural
biology, pharmacy and chemistry to physics and materials science. It
includes the study of protein structures and also the crystals structures
and microstructures of minerals, new functional materials, nanoparticles,
bulk materials, and thin films. It is interested also in the relationship
between the structure and function of materials. Important related
topics is development of instrumental techniques for structural characterization of materials including large facilities XFELs, synchrotrons and
neutron sources but also continuous improvement of laboratory equipments, development of optics, better and faster detectors.
The core methods of crystallography are X-ray and neutron scattering.
However, mainly in last decade, it includes electron diffraction and
microscopy, NMR and different spectroscopies. This development also
allows investigation of structural changes under extreme conditions such
as high and low temperatures, high pressures, time-resolved studies, different
in-situ experiments in external fields (magnetic, electric), chemical reactions.
The scope of the congress comprises all this. Moreover, this is the
25th anniversary congress and completes one era of these congresses
that started in 1948.
The congress programme is prepared by the International Programme
Committee representing mainly the IUCr commissions that are also the
main focus of the congress: Aperiodic Crystals, Biological Macromolecules, Quantum Crystallography, Crystal Growth and Characterization of
Materials, Crystallographic Computing, Crystallographic Nomenclature,
Crystallographic Teaching, Crystallography in Art and Cultural Heritage,
Crystallography of Materials, Electron Crystallography, High Pressure,
Inorganic and Mineral Structures, Magnetic Structures, Mathematical
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and Theoretical Crystallography, Neutron Scattering, NMR Crystallography and Related Methods, Powder Diffraction, Small-Angle Scattering,
Structural Chemistry, Synchrotron and XFEL Radiation, XAFS.
We have 3 plenary lectures, 35 keynote lectures, over 100 standard sessions
and a few special sessions.
About the Organizers
The main organizer is the Czech and Slovak Crystallographic Association (CSCA, https://www.xray.cz). This association publishes its own
crystallographic journal Materials Structure and organizes annual meetings (www.xray.cz). The CSCA has organized several international conferences in the past. It began a series of Size-Strain meetings in 1995,
organized the European Crystallographic Meeting (ECM-18 in 1998,
with 1200 participants), the European Powder Diffraction Conference
(EPDIC-IX in 2004, 330 participants), XTOP – the X-ray topography and
high-resolution konference (2004 in Prague, 2016 in Brno, 150 participants), Aperiodic 2015 (Prague, 130 participants) and the International
Conference on Crystallization of Biological Macromolecules (ICCBM-16,
2016, 200 participants). During these meetings, we succeeded to put
together an organizing team of enthusiastic colleagues and volunteers
having now invaluable experience. Because of its size, the congress is
organized in a close cooperation with PCO Auletris (https://www.auletris.com).
Prague Congress Centre
We are inviting crystallographers from all over the world to Prague, the
capital of the Czech Republic and one of the principal European cities with
a long history. Its original medieval monuments are attractive for visitors
from any part of the world and its modern infrastructure makes it easily
accessible and friendly. The congress will take place in the modern and well
-equipped Prague Congress Center that has already hosted several large
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congresses, the largest of which were NATO Summit in 2002 (8,000 participants), the Annual Meeting of the International Monetary Fund and
World Bank Group (17,000 participants), and some international medical
conferences. The center has five halls for 400 3,000 people and 8 rooms
with capacity of about 100 people (https://www.praguecc.cz). The total
number of meeting rooms is 50 and exhibition space covers 13000 m2.
History of Crystallography in Czech Republic
Crystallography has long and rich tradition in the region of the former
Czechoslovakia. It was cultivated under the auspices of two principal
Czech scientific organizations, Charles University (founded in 1348),
and the the Academy of Sciences (whose oldest predecessor was the
Royal Bohemian Society of Sciences /Královská česká společnost nauk
founded in 1784). Johannes Kepler, known as a famous astronomer,
during his stay in Prague (1600-1612) wrote a paper On hexagonal
snow flake. This work is the oldest written document of the new era
crystallography and deals with the outer symmetry seen in morphology
of crystals as a reflection of the inner symmetry of matter, without any
idea about the nature of building elements at that time. Ivan Puluj developed an X-ray emitting device as early as 1881 in Prague, Friedrich
Reinitzer discovered liquid crystals there.
25th IUCr congress and COVID-19
We were going to organize big anniversary congress for 2020 and
everything was going smoothly. The IUCr International Programme
Committee met in Prague in May 14-16 2019 on a meeting called Current trends and future of crystallography. Plenary, keynote lectures,
sessions, workshops were subsequently prepared during next half a
year. Registration was open in February 2020 and we were receiving
many registrations and basic programme was complete. However, in
that time Coronavirus started to spread all over the World and in quick
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online meeting of the IUCr Executive committee it was decided to postpone the congress to 2021 to the only one free slot in the Prague Congress centre, from August 13 to August 21. Many people thought it was
a good decision and also hoped that after a year even more participants
can come. Nearly nobody expected what would happen in next months.
In January 2021, it was more or less clear – classical congress cannot be
organized in summer 2021. In the meantime tools for online communication and presentations have been well-developed and in February
we could see the gCon system used in the Prague Congress Centre that
should be very suitable for this mixed mode conference. We decided
that the congress could be either pure virtual or hybrid but it was sure
that if the congress goes hybrid, it requires maximum flexibility and improvization from all sides an also that nobody would know anything
specific before about June. Since the programme was complete a year
before it was necessary to verify plans of all main speakers, speakers invited in sessions, chairs. In total, nearly 500 people. The question could
not be „Will you come?“ but „Are you going to come, if possible?“ or „Are
you decided for online participation only“. Main result of such survey
was that about 50 % pre-registered participants would definitely like to
come while about 25 % were decided for virtual participation only, over
5 % cancelled any participation. It was necessary to find replacements
of lost speakers and chairs. Then we were mainly watching COVID-19
numbers and extending deadlines. After very bad situation in the
Czech Republic in February-April when also the restrictions for normal
life were quite severe, with proceeding vaccination the COVID-19 number started to decrease dramatically, and not only here. In the second
half of May, conditions for organization of various summer events were
announced and then we decided to open registration also for real participation. We did not expect that another wave connected with delta
variant would appear and push back our optimism.
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So, now we have hybrid congress where number of virtual participations is much higher than real ones. However, I think that it is still better
than to have nothing or conditions for organization of various summer
events. And that the new forms are not only temporary for pandemic
but will stay forever. We all hope that people will again be travelling
freely and attending conferences, but not all. Others do not have time,
money but still want to have a chance to watch lectures, see posters and
moreover to have everything available for longer time and have possibility to go through more carefully. This has never been possible before.
We hope that all participants will enjoy the congress also in this new form.
Radek Kužel, IUCr2021 (IUCr25) chair
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Comittee
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Zbyněk Šourek
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Petr Kolenko
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Czech Academy of Sciences, Institute of Organic Chemistry, Prague (chair)
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Charles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Prague
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Czech Academy of Sciences, Institute of Biotechnology, Vestec
Charles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Prague
Czech Academy of Sciences, Institute of Physics, Prague
Czech Academy of Sciences, Institute of Biotechnology, Vestec
Czech Academy of Sciences, Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Rež
Slovak Academy of Sciences, Institute of Molecular Biology, Bratislava
Prague
ILL, Grenoble, France
Argonne National Laboratory, USA
Technical University Freiberg
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International Programme Committee
Kutá Smatanová Ivana
Allen Andrew J.
Aquilanti Guiliana
Oluwatoyin A Asojo
Banerjee Rahul
Boldyreva Elena
Bouckaert Julie
Černý Radovan
Dakovic Marijana
De las Penas Ma. Louise Antonette
Delgado Jose Miguel
Esterhuysen Catherine
Helliwell John
Jin ChangQing
Kawano Masaki
Kenendy Brendan J
Kovalchuk Mikhail V.
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Czech Republic (chair)
USA (CSAS)
Italy (CXAS)
USA (CCT)
India (IUCr2017)
Russia (IUCr2021 chair)
France (CBM)
Switzerland (CPD)
Croatia (CSC)
Philippines (MathCryst)
Venezuela (CCACH)
South Africa (CSC)
UK (CommDat)
China (CCM)
Japan (CSC)
Australia (CPD)
Russia (IUCr2021 chair)

Lamas Diego
Lidin Sven
Liu Haozhe
Mercier Patrick
Meshi Louisa
Moreno Abel
Nowotny Marcin
Pascarelli Sakura
Perez Olivier
Petříček Václav
Proffen Thomas
Senker Jürgen
Vrielink Alice
Whisstock James
Wozniak Krzystof
Zaharko Oksana

Argentina (CCT)
Sweden (EC)
China (CHP)
Canada (CIMS)
Israel (CEC)
Mexico (CCGCM)
Poland (CBM)
France (CSynr)
France (CAC)
Czech Republic (IUCr2021 chair)
USA (CNS, CCC)
Germany (CNMR)
Australia (CBM)
Australia (IUCr2023)
Poland (CQC)
Switzerland (CMS)
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Plan of Congress Venue – 1st Floor
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Plan of Congress Venue – 2nd Floor
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General Information
Language: The official language of the congress is English. Sessions
and posters will be presented in English.
Registration Desk: The Registration desk is located in the designated
registration area at the first level of the venue and is open:
Saturday, 14 August		
Sunday, 15 August		
Monday, 16 August		
Tuesday, 17 August		
Wednesday, 18 August		
Thursday, 19 August		
Friday, 20 August		
Saturday, 21 August		

14:00 - 19:00
08:00 - 18:00
08:00 - 18:00
08:00 - 18:00
08:00 - 18:00
08:00 - 18:00
08:00 - 18:00
08:00 - 18:00

The Congress materials will be handed to pre-registered participants
upon their arrival. On site registration is possible. Fee can be paid in
cash (Czech Crowns) or credit card (Visa, MasterCard).
Covid 19 - Restrictions
All participants must have a confirmation proving that everybody is infection free, i.e. every participants must be either fully vaccinated at least
14 days earlier (14 days after the second dose in the case of a two-dose
vaccination scheme, in the case of a one-dose vaccination scheme, 14 days
after the one dose) or alternatively muste have recovered from COVID-19
in the past 180 days. The rest must have a written confirmation of negative
Covid19 test either PCR not older than 72 hours or antigen not older
than 48 hours.
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FEE INCLUDE:
Participants and Students:
• Opening ceremony and Welcome reception on Saturday, 14 August 2021
• Lunch, AM and PM coffee breaks on 15-21 August 2021
• Closing ceremony on 21 August
• Congress bag containing program and other materials
• Attendance to all Congress scientific sessions
• Virtual Attendance to all the sessions, exhibition and posters
• Access to the Exhibition and Poster area
• Access to all the recorded sessions for 3 months after the congress
• Free of charge public transport ticket
VIRTUAL PARTICIPATION FEE INCLUDE
• Virtual Attendance to all the sessions including Welcome & Closing Ceremony
• Access to Virtual Exhibition
• Access to Virtual Posters
• Access to all the recorded sessions for 3 months after the congress
Accompanying persons:
• Opening ceremony and Welcome reception on Monday, 14 August 2021
• Access to the exhibition and poster area only
• Lunch, AM and PM coffee breaks on 15-21 August 2021
• Closing ceremony on 21 August 2021
• Free of charge public transport ticket
Name Badges: At the registration time, each registered participant will
receive a name badge. The badge must be clearly exhibited in order to
access the congress area during all scientific and social events. Congress
registrants are required to wear their name badge in order to gain entry
to the scientific sessions, the exhibitions and social acitivities. Failure to
present this badge will exclude participation in any congress activity.
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Exhibition: The Exhibition will take place in conjunction with the Congress
at the following timings:
Saturday, 14 August 2021
Sunday,
15 August 2021
Monday,
16 August 2021
Tuesday,
17 August 2021
Wednesday, 18 August 2021

17:00 - 22:00
09:00 - 18:00
09:00 - 18:00
09:00 - 18:00
09:00 - 17:00

Internet: The wifi is available in all the conference rooms, exhibition,
catering and study area.
The network is:
IUCr Wifi
The password is:
Symmetry
ATM
An ATM is located between the entrances No. 5 and 6 of the Congress
Center. There is also another ATM right next to the entrance of metro
station Vysehrad.
Certificate of Attendance
All registered delegates are entitled to receive a Certificate of Attendance.
The certificates of attendance will be available for download after from
the registration system after the congress starts.
Cloakroom
A cloakroom is located on the first floor of the Congress Center next to
the registration.
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Culture and Entertainment
Museums
The most important cultural institutions in Prague are the National
Gallery with its extensive art collections spread throughout the city in
six locations and the National Museum hosting historical and natural
history exhibits. Prague’s other fine museums are definitely worth a visit:
the Jewish Museum with the world’s largest collection of Judaic art,
Rudolfinum which hosts contemporary art temporary exhibitions, and
House of the Black Madonna, one of the rare Cubist buildings in Europe itself, with exhibitions of Czech Cubism. Families with children can spend
pleasant time in National Technical Museum or in the Prague Zoo.
Performing Arts
There are nearly 40 different theatres in Prague. Among them the National
Theatre, the Estates Theatre (the first theatre which was built in Prague),
State Opera, and National Marionette Theatre are all gorgeous buildings hosting a wealth of performances, mostly concerts, opera and
ballets. Very amazing is Black Light Theatre. One performance is also
offered for the Congress participants.
Films
The Czech Republic, and especially Prague is a top destination for foreign
movies production. Prague was a carefully chosen shooting location
for Amadeus, Mission: Impossible with Tom Cruise (the movie opening
scene takes place in the National Museum), The Bourne Identity, Les Miserables and many others.
Music
Prague has several major opera houses and concert halls. It is home to
the world famous Czech Philharmonic Orchestra and the Czech Symphony Orchestra, etc. So why not treat yourself to a bit of Prague culture
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by visiting the Statni Opera Praha, the Prague State Opera on Wilsonova 4,
which has a continuous programme of Opera and Ballet. It is just a step
away from the National Museum at the top of Wenceslas Square. Prague
also offers ma ny small scale clubs with live music production as well as
dance clubs with DJ production.
Currency
Currency of the Czech Republic is the Czech Crown (CZK). However, Euro
is accepted in many restaurants, hotels and shops. Payment with credit card
is always a solution. Exchange rates are approximately 25,50 CZK/EUR
and 21,50 CZK/USD. For more detailed information please check the actual
exchange rates. Czech banknotes are issued in the following denominations: 100/200/500/1000/2000/5000 CZK. Coins are denominated:
1/2/5/10/20/50 CZK.
Electricity
The voltage is 220 V with frequency of 50 KHz
Emergency Numbers
General Emergency: 112
Fire Department: 150
Medical Services: 155
Police: 158
First Aid
In case of need please contact the registration desk that is located on
the first floor of the Venue.
The nearest clinic is Poliklinika Budejovicka which is located at the Budejovicka metro station (red line).
Poliklinika Budějovická, Antala Staška 1670/80, 140 00 Praha 4
Reception desk: +420 261 006 111
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Information About Prague
For more information about Prague or the Czech Republic, we recommend
visiting these websites:
www.prague.cz
www.prague-czechrepublic.com
www.czechtourism.com
www.praguemorning.cz
www.czech.cz/en/Home-en
Insurance
We strongly recommend participants to carry travel and health insurance.
Such an insurance is not included in the registration fee.
Parking
An underground parking space is available in the Prague Congress Centre,
however the parking fee is not included in the registration fee.
Pharmacy
The nearest pharmacy is located in the shopping center Arkady Pankrac
– 2 underground stations from Vysehrad metro station (direction Haje).
For more information you can visit the pharmacy´s website:
www.lekarnapankrac.cz
Restaurants
Czech cuisine is a combination of Austrian, Hungarian and German cuisines and creates its own special style and taste. The most famous Czech
dishes are a roasted duck, Prague ham or roasted pork with dumplings
and cabbage (sauerkraut) served of course with the famous well cooled
Czech Pilsner beer. If you prefer a sweet dish, there is a long list of them,
such as sweet dumplings stuffed with strawberry, apricot, blueberry or
many other kinds of fruit. Prague has been emerging as a centre of fine
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dining in Europe in the last couple of years as many Czech and international chefs started showcasing their talents in Prague restaurants.
Safety
Prague is one of the safest destinations in Europe. Nevertheless we
strongly recommend you to pay a special attention to all your personal
belongings.
Shopping
Most shops in Prague are opened from 9:00 to 18:00 from Monday to
Saturday. Pařížská street is an exclusive shopping precinct filled with
luxurious designer retail stores and most of the items are priced too
match. The street is also home to up-market hotels and restaurants including Baroque restaurant with its movie star and film theme. International companies such as the retailers Louis Vuitton, Cartier, Prada, Hugo
Boss and a Christian Dior boutique have premises along this street.
There is also a good selection of the Czech porcelain, Bohemian glass
and crystal from stores situated here and in close streets as the Celetná
Street. Beside the Pařížská and Celetná street, there is also Wenceslas
Square, which is a wide boulevard with many shops, restaurants and
hotels, and the Na Příkopě street, that is the heart of Prague business
centre.
Smoking Policy
Please note that smoking is not permitted anywhere within the Prague
Congress Center except of the outside terrace on the second floor.
Smoking is also forbidden in all indoor restaurant premises.
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Taxi
It is very easy to get a Taxi in the city center. However we recommend
you to use hotel taxis or obtain taxis by phone through the taxi services:
AAA: + 420 14 014
City taxi: + 420 257 257 257
Nejlevnejsi taxi: + 420 226 000 226
Boarding charge is approximately 30 CZK. Please be careful to fraudulent
taxi services and always ask in advance about the boarding charge.
Uber or Bolt are also frequently used and are a safe option of travel.
Time
Czech time is GMT +1 hour, in summer GMST + 2 (summer time).
Tipping
In all restaurants and bars tips are welcome. If you consider the service
good enough to leave a tip, suggested level is around 10 % that is not
included in the bill.
Weather in the Czech Republic
Prague being located in Central Europe has rather high variations regarding weather between the seasons. It is possible to say, the weather in
Prague is warm and fairly dry in spring; summer is warm and sunny. The
average temperature in June/July is 24° C (75°F) during the afternoon.
Prague is very beautiful during the entire year. It is very difficult to say
when to come, because you will always find the capital’s own unique
charm in any season.
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Exhibition
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Exhibit Hours, Set-Up and Dismantling
Exhibit hours:
Saturday, 14 August 2021
Sunday,
15 August 2021
Monday,
16 August 2021
Tuesday,
17 August 2021
Wednesday, 18 August 2021

17:00 - 22:00
09:00 - 18:00
09:00 - 18:00
09:00 - 18:00
09:00 - 17:00

Exhibitor move-in
Friday,
13 August 2021
Saturday, 14 August 2021

14:00 - 20:00
10:00 - 16:00

Exhibitor move-out:
Wednesday, 18 August 2021

17:00 - 23:00

www.iucr25.org

Exhibition Floor Plan
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Sponsor and Exhibitor Profiles
Booth No.

Company Name
Amsterdam Scientific Instruments – Exhibitor
Amsterdam Scientific Instruments (ASI) is a fast-growing high-tech company located in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The company
was founded in 2011 from innovations of the Dutch National Institute for Subatomic Physics (Nikhef ) and the Dutch Research
Council Institute for the physics of functional complex matter (AMOLF).
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Our mission is to progress the pace and scope of scientific research by enabling more sensitive and accurate measurement
of high-energy particles. We empower researchers with sophisticated instruments that spark breakthrough discoveries and
generates new insights into the functional dynamics and properties of X-rays, photons, electrons, neutrons and ions.
ASI produces hybrid-pixel detectors specialized for a broad range of analytical imaging techniques in fundamental physics,
materials science and life science research. Our detectors are based on the Medipix/Timepix sensor ASIC developed
and marketed by CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research based in Geneva, Switzerland.
Contact:
ASI (Amsterdam Scientific Instruments), Street: Science Park 106, 1098XG Amsterdam
Telephone: +31 207235200
www.amscins.com
Anton Paar – Gold sponsor
With over 60 years’ experience in areas like X-ray diffraction (XRD), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and advanced X-ray
optics, Anton Paar offers powerful X-ray analysis systems to meet the ever-growing demands of our customers.
Our flexible XRD solutions combine best possible data quality with unrivalled measurement efficiency. The XRDynamic 500
powder diffractometer offers intuitive use, a high degree of automation, and state-of-the art components. A wide range of
applications are covered by the extensive ambient and non-ambient sample stage portfolio.
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Our precise SAXS/WAXS/GISAXS/RheoSAXS solutions provide excellent resolution and the best data quality for your nanomaterials research. The robust systems employ brilliant X-ray sources and scatterless beam collimation. They are equipped with
a wide range of sample stages to cover many different applications.
AXO DRESDEN (an Anton Paar company) offers advanced X-ray optics, developing and applying high precision deposition
techniques for the production of nanometer single and multilayers with sub-nanometer precision.
Contact:
www.anton-paar.com
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Sponsor and Exhibitor Profiles
Booth No.

Company Name
Auletris – Event management services
Auletris is a company operating in the event management business since 2010. Our main focus is organization of scientific-oriented
events, such as conferences, symposia and large scale congresses as well as commercial events like meetings & incentives.
We have a large network of suppliers ready to fulfill all the needs our customers might have. Our main goal is to provide excellent
services with personal and professional attitude. Auletris was founded as a family company in order to provide to our clients
personal contact.

Virtual booth

The Auletris team has a well-founded knowledge of the academic field combined with excellent organization skills thus being able
to provide first-class services and consultation not only for academically oriented events.
Auletris team is set of professional enthusiasts with broad experience in event management.
Contact:
martin.haloun@auletris.com
+420 606 441 285
www.auletris.com
AXO DRESDEN: X-ray sources & optics – Exhibitor

4

Primux 50 microfocus X-ray sources: high brilliance, water-cooled, easy alignment, low running and maintenance costs
Tailored multilayer X-ray optics: all wavelengths, focusing or collimating, bandwidth, convergence, focal length and other
parameters on demand
Multilayer monochromators and coatings: synchrotron mirrors, nm to sub-monolayers, reference and calibration samples, and more
Complete systems and upgrades: for all common instruments, tailored solutions
Contact:
www.axo-dresden.de
Bruker / Incoatec – Gold sponsors

Virtual booth

Bruker is enabling scientists to make breakthrough discoveries and develop new applications that improve the quality of human life.
Today, worldwide more than 6,900 employees are working on this permanent challenge at over 90 locations on all continents.
In close cooperation with our customers, Bruker is enabling innovation, improved productivity, and customer success. We serve
a wide range of customers in research, development and quality control in academia, governmental institutions, and industry
to advance their technologies and accelerate their processes.
Being one of the world‘s leading analytical instrumentation companies, Bruker is strongly committed to further fully meet its customers’ needs as well as to continue to develop state-of-the-art technologies and innovative solutions for today‘s analytical questions.
Contact:
Bruker cordially welcomes you to the IUCR 25 in Prague. Please, see www.bruker.com/IUCR2021 for an overview of Bruker activities
during the meeting. For further information contact: Info.BAXS@bruker.com.

Praha, 2021
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Sponsor and Exhibitor Profiles
Booth No.

Company Name
The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) – Exhibitor

Virtual booth

The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) are world-leading experts in structural chemistry data, software and knowledge
for materials and life science research and application. We specialise in the collation, preservation and application of scientific
structural data for use in pharmaceutical discovery, materials development and research and education. We compile and distribute
the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD), a certified trusted database of fully curated and enhanced organic and metal-organic
structures, used by researchers across the globe. Our cutting-edge software empowers scientists to extract invaluable insights from
the vast dataset, informing and accelerating their research and development.
Contact:
P: +44 (0)1223 336408
F: +44 (0)1223 336033
hello@ccdc.cam.ac.uk
CEGITEK – Exhibitor
Cegitek is a young French company that designs photons counting detectors for a wide range of applications.

Virtual booth

Strongly involved in its customers‘ projects, Cegitek‘s teams use all their skills to offer standard or customised detectors that are
robust, easy to set up and to manage. From synchrotron to small laboratory, on large goniometers or small portable devices,
Cegitek‘s RebirX 2d detectors always meet the most specific needs.
Contact:
sales@cegitek.com
contact@cegitek.com
City of Prague – Sponsor
The Congress was organized thanks to the financial support from the city of Prague.
Contact:
https://www.praha.eu/jnp/en/index.html
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Sponsor and Exhibitor Profiles
Booth No.

Company Name
Crystal Maker Software – Exhibitor
Award-winning software for crystal/molecular modelling and diffraction.
Our flagship CrystalMaker application features an elegant, interactive interface with spectacular „out-of-the-screen“ 3D graphics.
Advanced crystal-engineering tools and multi-structure animations transform complex structures into simpler representations
for greater understanding, enhanced discovery and effective communication.
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CrystalMaker works seamlessly with SingleCrystal and CrystalDiffract, for TEM, X-ray, Laue, neutron and powder diffraction
simulations - including rapid auto-indexing of TEM patterns. A live intensity link connecting all three programs lets users edit
crystal structures and observe how their diffraction properties change - in real time.
Our newest product, CrystalViewer, is designed to meet the challenges of „distance learning“ during these difficult times.
An integrated library of some 1400 structures (600 minerals) is showcased within an elegant browser interface, with interactive
3D graphics and animation.
All our software is available in 100% native Mac or Windows versions, with full system integration.
Contact:
Dr. David C. Palmer (Managing Director)
E-mail: info@crystalmaker.com
www.crystalmaker.com
Czech Convention Bureau – Exhibitor
Czech Convention Bureau is a non-profit organisation associated with the national tourist board CzechTourism since 2010. Its
aim is to assist meeting industry professionals and conference organisers in planning events in the Czech Republic, providing
them with a variety of complimentary services, free information and valuable contacts.

Virtual booth

Professional associations, meeting planners and societies planning to organize an event in the Czech Republic can turn to the
Czech Convention Bureau for information and help in finding a unique location for the event, advice on how they can connect
with the most appropriate partners and assistance in forwarding their inquiry to the Czech Convention Bureau members.
Contact:
Czech Convention Bureau, Vinohradská 46, 120 41 Prague 2, Czech Republic
Phone: + 420 221 580 404
E-mail: czechconvention@czechtourism.com
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Sponsor and Exhibitor Profiles
Booth No.

Company Name
DECTRIS – Bronze sponsor

3

DECTRIS develops and manufactures the most accurate X-ray and electron cameras to spark scientific breakthroughs around the
world. While CCD and CMOS cameras capture and integrate X-rays indirectly, DECTRIS hybrid-photon-counting detectors count
individual photons directly. DECTRIS is the global technology and market leader at synchrotrons, and has also tailored this technology
for laboratory use. This year, DECTRIS celebrates its 15th anniversary and the whole team thanks the crystallographic community
(and beyond!) for their support, collaborative spirit and trust in our products. We are happy to continue detecting a bright future
with you.
Contact:
DECTRIS Ltd. ,Taefernweg 1, 5405 Baden-Daettwil, Switzerland
Email: info@dectris.com
Douglas Instruments – Exhibitor

13

All our protein crystallization robots use contact dispensing – the best method for microseeding. They can also set up microbatch-under-oil experiments for characterizing samples with DLS prior to structure determination by cryoEM. A variety of screening
and optimization experiments are available, including sitting drop, hanging drop (on cover slides) and LCP. Use as little as 10µL
(plus 1.5 µL of seedstock) for 96 wells.
Contact:
www.douglas.co.uk
ELDICO – Gold sponsor
ELDICO Scientific AG (The Electron Diffraction Company) is a Swiss technology and service company founded in 2019 and based in
the Switzerland Innovation Park Innovaare at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). ELDICO develops, manufactures and commercializes
solutions based on electron diffractometers , i.e. novel instruments for electron crystallography, enabling to investigate nano-crystalline samples. ELDICO will launch the first instrument specifically designed for nano-crystallographic investigations at the IUCr
meeting in Prague, 2021.

14

Proof-of-concept was achieved back in 2018 in collaboration with ETH Zurich, C-CINA Basel and the Swiss Nanoscience Institute
(SNI). Also in 2018 Electron Diffraction was awarded „Breakthrough of the Year 2018“ by the leading science magazine SCIENCE.
ELDICO serves industrial and academic researchers in a broad range of application, such as e.g. the chemistry, geology, pharma,
electromobility and material research sectors. The company partners with leading engineering companies and component
suppliers, among which are Dectris, Axilon and SmarAct in order to deliver superior performance.
Contact:
www.eldico-scientific.com | info@eldico.ch | +49 173 7000 615
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Excillum – Exhibitor

5

Excillum is the global source for X-ray innovation. We develop, manufacture, and service the world’s brightest and most advanced
industrial and laboratory X-ray sources. In close collaboration with best-in-class scientific, industrial and system integration
partners we enable new science, improve medicine and enhance manufacturing. Headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden,
Excillum is pushing the limits of X-ray source technologies since 2007. Please read more about our MetalJet and NanoTube
X-ray sources on our website: www.excillum.com
Contact:
info@excillum.com, +46 8 750 9660
Heinz Maier-Leibnitz-Zentrum (MLZ) – Exhibitor

12

The Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum is a leading centre for cutting-edge research with neutrons and positrons. Operating
as a user facility, the MLZ offers a unique suite of high-performance neutron scattering instruments. This cooperation involves
the Technische Universität München, the Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH and the Helmholtz-Zentrum hereon GmbH. The MLZ
is funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research, together with the Bavarian State Ministry of Science and
the Arts and the partners of the cooperation.
Contact:
MLZ User Office
Email: useroffice@mlz-garching.de
Huber Diffraction – Exhibitor
HUBER DIFFRACTION (Huber Diffraktionstechnik, GmbH & Co. KG) is a manufacturer of precise positioning and diffraction
equipment for laboratory, synchrotron and neutron applications.
The all-in-house manufacturing covers rotary stages (goniometers), segment stages and linear stages of different size and load
capacity.

11

The Huber standard stages can be widely customized and combined to multi axis positioning systems or complete
diffractometers.
Contact:
Sommerstr. 4, 83253 Rimsting, Germany
T +49(0)8051-68780 F +49(0)8051-687810
E sg@xhuber.com
www.xhuber.com

Praha, 2021
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Sponsor and Exhibitor Profiles
Booth No.

Company Name
ChromoTek – Exhibitor
ChromoTek offers premium Nanobody-based tools for protein purification, immunofluorescence (IF), immunoprecipitation (IP), and
live cell imaging. ChromoTek’s fully characterized and validated Nanobodies are derived from single domain camelid antibodies.
The Spot-Cap®, GFP-Trap®, and V5-Trap®, Nanobody based affinity resins, offer a higher level of performance in protein purification.
ChromoTek has been part of Proteintech Group since 2020.

15

Proteintech Group is a leading manufacturer of Proteintech antibodies and ELISAs plus HumanKine cytokines and growth factors.
The Proteintech Group has the largest proprietary portfolio of self-manufactured antibodies covering more than 2/3 of the human
proteome. In addition, Proteintech produces HumanKine cytokines, growth factors, and other proteins that are human cell line
expressed, highly bioactive, and GMP-grade. It is ISO13485 and ISO9001-2015 accredited.
Contact:
Proteintech Europe, Ltd. , 4th Floor, 196 Deansgate, Manchester, M3 3WF, UK
Phone: +44 161 839 3007
Email: europe@ptglab.com
ChromoTek GmbH, Am Klopferspitz 19, 82152 Planegg-Martinsried, Germany
Phone: +49 89 124 1488 0
Email: order@chromotek.com
The International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) – Bronze sponsor
The International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD®) and Materials Data (MDI) focus on the needs of the materials characterization
scientific community by providing the Powder Diffraction File™ (PDF®) and JADE analysis software. PDF Release 2022 has over
1,000,000 entries for phase identification and JADE Pro software provide the best in X-ray powder diffraction data analysis.

Virtual booth

JADE Pro software is an All-Inclusive, Phase ID, Whole Pattern Fitting (WPF) and Rietveld refinement tool that makes quantifying
and identifying even minor phases routine. JADE Pro and the Powder Diffraction File are a powerful combination for all of your
materials analyses needs.
Contact:
International Centre for Diffraction Data, 12 Campus Boulevard, Newtown Square, Pennsylvania 19073, USA
Email: info@icdd.com
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Incoatec / Bruker – Gold sponsor

Virtual booth

As a specialist in X-ray optics, we at Incoatec have long offered solutions tailored to the needs of our customers in the field of X-ray
analytics and synchrotron instrumentation. 15 years ago, we introduced the IµS, a microfocus source optimized for the special
requirements in crystallography. Since an optic can only develop its full strength if the source is also matched to it, we began
developing X-ray tubes in-house in 2011 with the aim of offering the best combination of optics and tube for applications in X-ray
diffraction. With the IμS3.0 and the IμS DIAMOND, we have developed air-cooled, maintenance-free sources that enable high flux
densities of more than 5*10^10 ph/s/mm² in a spot of less than 100μm with long run times. In our fairly new X-ray tubes business
unit, we are continuously developing metal-ceramic tubes for this as well as for other applications.
Contact:
e-mail: info@incoatec.de
phone: +49 4152 889 381
www.incoatec.de
IRELEC – Exhibitor
IRELEC is the leading worldwide provider of automated systems (robotic sample changers) for the automation of X-ray diffraction
experiments on Synchrotron macro-molecular crystallography (MX) beamlines. These automated high-throughput systems
guarantee the safe and reliable storage and handling of biological samples at liquid nitrogen temperatures for structural
biology research.
First CATS, then ISARA, have created a new standard for MX sample changers, whether in terms of high throughput capabilities,
user-friendliness or reliability.

Virtual booth

While building on these strengths, ISARA2 still improve the beamline uptime with unique features that both:
• Improve the whole process reliability
• And minimize the required human intervention during the normal use, further to an incident and for routine maintenance
operations
ISARA2 is flexible system which is specifically built to interface with any end-station configuration and that can be smoothly
integrated with all supervision beamline software.
Contact:
Raphaël RICHAUD – rrichaud@irelec-alcen.com – phone nr +33 (0)6 72 50 29 15

Praha, 2021
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IUCr / IUCr Journals – Exhibitor

8 + Virtual booth

In addition to the Congress, the IUCr publishes primary research journals and reference books of the highest quality,
implements outreach initiatives, supports meetings and workshops, informs via its website and Newsletter, maintains the
World Directory of Crystallographers and awards the Ewald Prize, the W. H. and W. L. Bragg Prize and – new for IUCr2023 – the
Struchkov Prize. IUCr Journals are the leading journals in the field and are celebrating improved impact in 2021. The number of
open-access articles is increasing, and the Journal of Synchrotron Radiation will move to open access from 2022. A new Teaching
edition of International Tables for Crystallography: Crystallographic symmetry is available, as is the 3rd edition of A Little Dictionary
of Crystallography, which contains an updated definition of “crystal”. Visit our booth - whether in person or virtually - to find out
more. We look forward to seeing you!
Contact:
IUCr / IUCr Journals
www.iucr.org / journals.iucr.org
Contact: Andrea Sharpe, as@iucr.org
MiTeGen – Exhibitor
MiTeGen designs, manufactures, and distributes tools for crystallization, crystallography, cryo-EM and X-ray diffraction. We work
with researchers and labs from around the world to improve their workflow and ability to solve structures. Our tools have been
mentioned over 4500 in scholarly papers and trusted by researchers.

Virtual booth

Examples of our tools include:
· NANUQ - Automated Ultra-Fast Cryocooling Device for Optimized Biomolecular Structure Characterization
· Watershed - Humidity Controlled Workstation for Protein Crystal Harvesting
· Crystallography Tool Set - Loops, Mounts, Plates, Pucks, Baskets, Screens and More
· Cryo-EM Lab Tool Kits - Provides Labs with Everything They Need to Use Cryo-EM with Their Samples
· Cryo-EM Grid Storage and Shipping Systems - Designed to Organize, Store, Track, And Ship Samples on Grids for Single Particle
Analysis and Other Cryogenic Electron Microscopy (Cryo-EM) Applications
· Cryo-EM Consumables - Grids, Grid Boxes, Vitrification Tools, Surfactants, Dry Shippers And More
Contact:
MiTeGen, Ithaca, NY 14850, US.
Telephone: 1-607-266-8877, Email: support@mitegen.com
Oxford University Press – Exhibitor

Virtual booth

Oxford University Press (OUP) is the world’s largest university press with the widest global presence. Our Global Academic
Publishing program spans the entire academic and higher education spectrum, including a wide array of scholarly and general
interest books, journal, and online products. Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. It furthers the
University‘s objective of excellence in research, scholarship, and education by publishing worldwide.
Together with the IUCr, we publish two respected series, IUCr Texts on Crystallography and IUCr Monographs on Crystallography.
Contact:
Please visit us online at http://global.oup.com for more information or contact Sonke Adlung sonke.adlung@oup.com
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Rigaku – Platinum sponsor
Rigaku Corporation is a leading analytical instrument company with a particular focus on X-ray based technologies. Some of the
X-ray areas include single crystal analysis, XRD, SAXS, WDXRF, EDXRF, and X-ray imaging.

9

Rigaku Oxford Diffraction is the business unit within Rigaku that focusses on single crystal analysis. It is comprised of the
former Oxford Diffraction company combined with Rigaku’s previous single crystal business. The combination of the hardware,
software, and scientific expertise from the two groups has led to a synergistic improvement in today’s single crystal instrumentation. We were proud to announce in May that we have launched a new electron diffractometer, the world’s first commercially
available ED instrument designed with crystallographers in mind.
This year Rigaku is celebrating its 70th anniversary and wants to thank all its customers for allowing us to provide solutions
to your research and industrial needs for seven decades.
Contact:
For additional information contact: paul.swepston@rigaku.com.
SmarAct – Exhibitor
SmarAct‘s mission is to develop and manufacture market-leading solutions in the field of high-precision positioning and measurement technology. With innovative solutions for the most demanding applications – such as the world‘s smallest closed-loop
linear actuators or the most accurate closed-loop cryogenic positioners – SmarAct reliably accompanies their customers in
achieving their goals.

6

The broad product portfolio – from individual stages to complex parallel kinematics, miniaturized robots and easy-to-operate
control systems – is complemented by sophisticated measurement technology based on powerful laser interferometers. Even
the most challenging customer requirements can be met by maximum adaptability and a complete in-house development
and production process.
Since its founding in 2005 as an independent and privately held company, SmarAct has steadily grown from a small team
of engineers to a company with more than 180 highly skilled employees. Today, SmarAct draws on over 15 years of experience
and, more importantly, a very passionate team with unconditional customer focus.
Contact:
Alexander Omelcenko (omelcenko@smaract.com)
Philipp Berger (berger@smaract.com )

Praha, 2021
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STOE – Exhibitor
STOE, founded in 1887, to manufacture equipment for the optical analysis of crystals, has been a pioneer in powder and single
crystal X-ray diffraction instrumentation since the 1960’s.

10

STOE is based in Darmstadt, Germany, and keeps the R&D, software programming, electrical and mechanical engineering and
production all in house, allowing STOE to provide customers with standard as well as individual solutions. Whenever it comes to
quality, STOE accepts no compromises. This high-level of detail is what sets STOE apart.
Contact:
Come and meet us in the exhibition area and/or do not hesitate to contact us with any question: info@stoe.com
Thermo Fisher Scientific – Bronze sponsor

Virtual booth

Thermo Fisher Scientific is the world leader in serving science. We serve both academic and industrial life sciences researchers,
providing an unmatched combination of complete workflow solutions rang-ing from cryo-EM structural determination
of macromolecular complexes and protein sociology, in the native state, to reconstruction of 3D architecture of tissues and
cells. Our solutions help researchers unlock the mysteries of underlying protein function and cellular process and bridge the
gap between basic science and translational therapeutics. We also supply innovative solutions for the world’s phar-maceutical
and biopharmaceutical industries. With applications that span the drug development pro-cess—from drug discovery through
large-scale commercial production—we provide a broad range of products and services including single-use technologies,
customized fluid transfer systems, high-quality media and sera, freezing and storage equipment, and innovative consumables
and reagents, purification, and analytics.
Contact:
www.thermofisher.com

2

Xenocs – Exhibitor
Xenocs provides solutions for characterization at the nanoscale to help our customers in their research, development, and
production of advanced materials. With more than 20 years of experience, the company has built a strong reputation for its
expertise in X-ray technology, the performance of its products and the quality of its customer service. The product portfolio
of the company includes innovative high performance instruments that combine Small and Wide Angle X-ray Scattering
techniques (SAXS/WAXS) and associated software. Xenocs supplies its solutions to leading research and development institutions
around the world, both academic & industrial. On January 2017, Xenocs acquired SAXSLAB, recognized leader in high end
Small Angle X-ray Scattering laboratory equipment. Xenocs has subsidiaries in the US, China, Singapore and Denmark, and work
closely with a strong network of distributors worldwide ensuring local support and close contact to our customers.
Contact:
Contact us for more information : sales@xenocs.com or visit our website: www.xenocs.com
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Thermo Scientific Tundra Cryo-TEM
Accessible, cost effective cryo-EM solution
Find out more at thermofisher.com/Tundra

THE ELECTRON DIFFRACTION COMPANY

What if crystals‘ size

WAS NOT AN ISSUE
ANYMORE?
Introducing the Electron Diﬀractometer.
A novel instrument for the analysis of solid compounds.
Characterising hitherto unmeasurable nano-crystalline samples.
Produce accurate atom structures from your nano-sized samples in minutes. Easy with
ELDICO‘s electron diﬀractometer, a smart combination of a 5-axis, 140° rotation,
nanometer-precise goniometer and an electron beam. Invented by crystallographers,
for crystallographers.

●
●
●
●
●
●

As easy-to-use as single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction
Straightforward to install – no special requirements
Sample size from 10 to 1000 nm
Radically simpliﬁed EM design
Improved goniometer
R₁ below 10 %

ELDICO Scientiﬁc AG, PSI West, 5234 Villigen, Switzerland | www.eldico-scientiﬁc.com | info@eldico.ch | +49 173 7000 615

DRIVING XRD:
XRDynamic 500

-

Versatile powder diffractometer for all XRD applications
Large goniometer radius, evacuated beam path: supreme data quality
Maximum efficiency via automatic optics and alignment routines
State-of-the-art components: from high-end pixel detectors to
innovative X-ray optics

Get in touch: www.anton-paar.com
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ISO
9001:2015

12 Campus Boulevard•Newtown Square, PA 19073
1.610.325.9814
info@icdd.com
www.icdd.com
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WORKING TOGETHER
FOR YOU
With over 1,000,000 patterns available at your
fingertips, ICDD’s PDF® databases and MDI’s
JADE® software work together to make your life
easier. Let the software work for the science and
take your results further.

Save 15% on a JADE Pro Bundle with PDF-4+ or PDF-4/Organics!
JADE Pro and the PDF-4 powder diffraction database are a powerful combination for all of your materials analysis needs.
JADE Pro is an All-Inclusive, Phase ID, Whole Pattern Fitting (WPF) and Rietveld Refinement tool.
Bundle pricing is available for JADE Pro with PDF-4+ or PDF-4/Organics.

Visit ICDD at the IUCr Virtual Exhibit!
@TheICDD

@TheICDD

@ICDDICDD

@TheICDD

ICDD, the ICDD logo, PDF, Materials Data, JADE, Denver X-ray Conference, and Denver X-ray Conference logo
are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Powder Diffraction File, and Materials Data-JADE logo
are trademarks of the JCPDS-International Centre for Diffraction Data.
©2021 JCPDS-International Centre for Diffraction Data. 7/21

Microsymposia
MS no.

Microsymposium title

1

Structural bioinformatics

Microsymposium title

15

Integrative methodologies for novel thin film structures

2

Validation of cryoEM structures and maps

16

3

Crystallographic approaches for designing new framework materials

Pre and post publication peer review
of crystallographic data

17

4

Quantum crystallography challenges and newest
accomplishments

Automation in bio-crystallography: tools, perspectives
and applications

MS no.

Phase transitions in complex materials

18

6

Application of electron crystallography to functional
materials

Structural biology of receptors, signaling
and membrane proteins

19

7

High troughput vs. careful planning: How to get the
best data?

Crystal structures of pharmaceutical and organic
compounds from electron diffraction

20

Dynamic frameworks

8

Social media and new frontiers for spreading
crystallographic

21

Structure, modeling and properties of quasicrystals

22

Methods and software developments
for magnetic-structure analysis

23

Ptychography: present and near future

24

Data-driven discovery in crystallography

25

Structural biology of proteostasis, ubiquitination,
protein quality control

25

Structural biology against coronavirus/COVID-19

26

Solution scattering and combined techniques for
biological systems, including component dynamics

27

New trends in pharmaceutical materials

28

Theory and practice of supramolecular synthons in
crystal engineering

9

Structure guided drug design and antibiotic resistance
targets

10

Structural biology of eukaryotic immune systems

11

Ab initio powder structure analysis for polymorphism
and phase transformation studies with pharmaceutical
applications

12

Quantum crystallographic studies
on intra/inter-molecular interactions

13

Porous framework materials for gas
adsorption/separation

14

34

18a,b

Crystal structure prediction

5a,b

Perovskites
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Microsymposium title
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Texture, strain and structure in metals and ceramics

43

Solid state reactions and dynamics

30

Magnetic structures of novel and functional materials

44

31

Recent advances in instrumentation

Beyond pure point diffraction: Theory and application
of diffuse sc.

32

Recent advances in electron crystallography
techniques

45

Frustrated magnetic order and emerging science

46

In-situ and in operando studies of battery materials

33

CryoEM for macromolecules - from single particles to
microcrystals

34a,b

Structural biology of enzymes, mechanism and
regulation

47a,b

Nanocrystalline materials

48

Combination of X-rays and electrons for structure
characterization

49

Protein design and engineering

51

Molecular magnets and metal-organic frameworks
including quantum crystallography approaches

34

Structural, electronic and magnetic ordering: From
fundamental physics to functionality

35

Polymorphism and structural transformations
in crystalline materials

52

Combination of XFEL and electron microscopy…

36

Generalizations of crystallographic groups and their
applications

53

Function and application of porous crystals

54

Materials for energy conversion and storage

37

Total scattering

56

38

Structural, electronic and magnetic ordering: From
fundamental physics to functionality

Analysis of the fine structure in electron diffraction
data

57

Neutron scattering - sources, applications

58

Ultra-high resolution macromolecular crystallography
and quantum biocrystallography

39

Quantum crystallography in materials science

40

New applications of coherent scattering

41

Macromolecular machines and hybrid methods
to crystallography

42

Novel techniques and insights into in vitro and in situ
crystallisation for X-ray and electron diffraction

Praha, 2021

59a,b

Crystal chemistry with emerging technology

60

Composite and incommensurate modulated crystals:
structural and physical properties

61

Magnetic structures at extreme conditions
and in extreme samples

35

Microsymposia
MS no.

Microsymposium title

MS no.

62

The mineral/life interface - prebiotic chemistry, biomineralization, advanced biomimetic materials

77a,b

63

Catalysis: functionalized materials studied by XRD and
XAFS

78

64

In-situ and time resolved electron crystallography

65

Graphs, tilings and crystal structures

80

4th generation SR and XFEL Facilities

66

Integrative structural biology: The next 50 years of the PDB

81

Nucleic acids and binding structure and function

67

Crystallization mechanisms of small molecule systems

82

Handling of big data in crystallography

68

Symmetry aspects of magnetic order and magnetic
properties

83

High pressure crystallography

85

Science meets art: Crystallography and cultural
heritage

86

Modular structure of inorganic and mineral compounds

87

Topological magnetic

88

Quantum crystallography research

89

Fragment Screening, LCP, and Automation

90

Structure solution and poorly crystalline materials

91

Time-resolved phase evolution, interaction & crystallization in soft matter: Integrative approaches

69

X-ray spectrometry and X-ray diffraction in art and
archaeology

70

Matter at extreme conditions at SR and XFEL: complementarity of spectroscopy and diffraction

71

Advanced neutron sources in biological and materials
sciences

72

36

New methods and strategies in NMR crystallography in Honour of Francis Taulelle

73

Machine learning in biological and structural sciences

74

Small- and Wide-Angle Scattering for industrial
materials far from equilibrium

75

Small- and Wide-Angle Scattering for industrial materials far from equilibrium

79a,b

Microsymposium title
Disordered materials: spectroscopic and scattering
techniques
Science meets art: X-ray spectrometry and X-ray diffraction in art and archaeology
Complex structures of minerals and inorganic materials

93a,b

Non-covalent interactions in crystal engineering

94

Organic minerals, metal-organic frameworks, and
metal-oxygen clusters: the emergent interface of
geochemistry and crystal engineering

www.iucr25.org

MS no.

Microsymposium title

SMS no.

95

Advanced methods for analysis of XAFS and crystallographic data

1

Session in the memory of An-Pang Tsai: from
quasicrystals to catalysis

96

Crystallography schools to promote interdisciplinarity
in science

2

Exemplary practice in chemical, biological
and materials database archiving

97

New methods to fight the pandemic

3

Online crystallography: Tools, apps and web services

98

2D type crystals and their heterostructures

4

100

Stimuli-responsive crystalline compounds

Using crystallography for education during the
pandemic

102

Crystallography using large volume presses and
diamond anvil cells

5

103

XAS and crystallography applied for geomaterials and
environmental problems

Advances in data and model validation in biomolecular
Small-Angle Scattering: Impacts on data and metadata recording and data archiving

6

104

Diffraction imaging, grain mapping in materials and art

Spectroscopy applied to electrochemistry: operando
studies

7

Hydrogen rich compounds: design, properties & phase
transitions at high pressures

Praha, 2021
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Official Functions
Opening Ceremony
Date: Saturday, 14 August 2021
Time: 17:00
Venue: Panorama Hall, PCC

Closing Ceremony
Date: Saturday, 21 August
Time: 18:30-19:30
Venue: Panorama Hall, PCC

The official start of the congress. 12th Ewald prize has been awarded to
prof. Olga Kennard from University of Cambridge. The presentation of
the Ewald Prize will also be made during the Opening Ceremony.

Featuring presentation of poster prizes and official announcement of
IUCr 2026 Host Country.

This will be followed by Cultural Programme and Welcome reception at
the exhibition area.
The whole Opening ceremony will be recorded and streamed.

Social Programme and Networking Events:
Welcome reception
Date: Saturday, 14 August
Time: 20:00
Venue: Exhibition area, PCC
(This event is included in the registration fee for
both delegates and accompanying persons.)

38

Boat Trip for Young Scientists
Date: Monday, 16 August
Time: 20:00
Meeting point: pristaviste Na Frantisku – pod
nemocnici – Dvorakovo nabrezi.

Concert of Classical Music
Date: Tuesday, 17 August
Time: 19:15
Venue: Panorama Hall, PCC

(This is a ticketed event for a symbolic price.)

(This event is included in the registration fee
for both delegates and accompanying persons.)

2 hour boat trip in the city centre on the
Vltava river with snacks. Meet your new colleagues and explore the city from the river
perspective.

Enjoy the best of Czech and international
classical music performed by the quartet
Dvorak Ensemble. The concert is open for all
participants and exhibitors.

www.iucr25.org

Excursions & Trips
Date: Sunday, 22 August
Time: Various
Venue: Various
(This is a ticketed event.)
Please explore the offer of trips and excursions. Inform at the registration desk for the
most updated offer of trips and excursions.
Trips within and outside Prague are available.
Congress Dinner
Date: Friday, 20 August
Time: 20:00
Venue: ND na Vinohradech, Náměstí Míru
820/9, 120 00 Praha 2-Vinohrady
Boat Trip with Dinner
Date: Wednesday, 18 August
Time: 20:00
Meeting point: pristaviste Na Frantisku – pod
nemocnici – Dvorakovo nabrezi.
(This is a ticketed event.)
2 hour boat trip in the city centre on the Vltava
river with buffet dinner. You will enjoy the
most unique and marvellous views of the
Prague city centre. Explore the hidden gem
on the boat.

Praha, 2021

(This is a ticketed event.)
All participants are welcome to come to the
congress dinner to celebrate the 25th IUCr
Congress, meet old friends and make some
new. The Congress dinner will take place in
the palace Národní dum na Vinohradech,
building from the nineteenth-century with
first tentative signs of Art Nouveau.
The dinner will be accompanied by live music
of jazz / pop rock band.

Train trip to Pilsen Brewery
Date: Sunday, 22 August
Time: 8:30
Meeting point: Train station
(This is a ticketed event.)
Departure from Prague at 8:43. The brewery
is close to the railway station – 10-15 min.
walk. Excursion in brewery 10:45, more
groups possible after 15 minutes. Lunch in
brewery restaurant Na Spilce with unlimited
beer consumption. Other drinks possible too.
Departure from Pilsen at 15:22 or later. In the
train, serving of drinks, music.
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August 11-13 online workshops, school
August 11

August 13

09:00-18:30
School on Electron Crystallography

09:00-18:30
School on Electron Crystallography

09:00-18:30
When should small molecule crystallographers publish raw
diffraction data?

08:30-16:30
Workshop on Aperiodic and Magnetic Structure for Beginners

August 12

08:30-16:30
Olex2 workshop

09:00-18:30
School on Electron Crystallography

09:00-17:00
ICDD workshop

09:00-18:30
When should small molecule crystallographers publish raw
diffraction data?
08:30-16:30
Workshop on Aperiodic and Magnetic Structure for Beginners
(hybrid)
09:00-16:00
CSD and ICSD workshop
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Saturday, August 14
Opening ceremony
Online

09:00-13:00
APEX 4 workshop (Bruker)

Online

09:00-15:00
MX Raw image data and metadata, formats
and validation

Hybrid
221-2

09:00-16:30
Data quality assesment

Hybrid
Club H

14:00-17:00
School on Electron Crystallography

Praha, 2021

Panorama
1st floor

17:00-17:50
Introduction, opening
17:50-18:50
Music

Panorama
1st floor
Exhibition area
2nd floor

19:00-19:50
Ewald prize – Olga Kennard
20:00-22:00
Welcome drink and refreshment
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Your Partner for X-ray Optics, X-ray Tubes and
Microfocus Sources

HIGH PRESSURE
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

CULTURAL HERITAGE

INCOATEC
innovative coating te c hnologies

SYNCHROTRON BEAMLINES

IN-SITU GRAZING
INCIDENCE SAXS

IµS - THE MICROFOCUS SOURCE

FOR EVERYONE

Solutions made by incoatec

Sunday, August 15 – Keynote Lectures
Morning session 09:00 - 09:50

Evening session 18:10 - 19:00

KN-1 Terrace 2A

KN-4 Terrace 2A

Dylan Jayatilaka: Quantum Crystallography: Past, Present, and Future

Susan Reutzel-Edens: Crystal forms in pharmaceutical applications

KN-2 Terrace 2B

KN-5 Terrace 2B

Holger Stark: The symbiosis of cryo-EM and X-ray crystallography in
structure determination of large macromolecular systems

Uwe Grimm: State of the art understanding of diffraction from aperiodic crystals

KN-3 Club A

KN-6 Club A

Leonid Dubrovinsky: Stress state in a diamond anvil cell at megabar
pressures at ambient and high temperatures

Andrea Thorn: The Coronavirus Structural Task Force

Praha, 2021
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Sunday, August 15 – Keynote Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Ivan Kruglov: T-USPEX - novel method
for crystal structure prediction at finite
temperatures

Mauro Gemmi: 3D electron diffraction
on nanoparticles with a complex
structure

Pavel Afonine: Protein hydrogen bond
parameters as a new validation tool

Zhichao Miao: RNA-Puzzles - the
evaluation and automation of RNA 3D
structure prediction

10:55–11:25

Graeme Day: Functional materials
exploration through evolutionary
searching and large-scale crystal
structure prediction

Maria Roslova: Reliable structure determination of K-intercalated RuCl3 nanoflakes
by 3D electron crystallography and multivariate analysis of fused EELS and EDX …

Florence Tama: Integrative modeling to
characterize structure and dynamics of
biomolecules

Bohdan Schneider: A nucleic acid
structural alphabet and conformational
analyses at dnatco.datmos.org

11:25–11:45

Club B – MS-1

Structural bioinformatics
Chairs: J. Bujnicki, J. Černý

Yizhi Zhu: Design of metal-organic
frameworks: from theoretical structure
and reactivity predictions to mechanochemical synthesis and screening

Ela Mara Schmidt: 3D-ΔPDF from
electron diffraction data

Gerard Kleywegt: Community
recommendations on validating
cryo-EM models and data

Filomeno Sanchez Rodriguez: Applications of residue contact predictions in
structural biology

11:45–12:05

Club A – MS-2

Validation of cryoEM structures and
maps
Chairs: J.M. Carazo, E. Orlova

Honbin Zhang: CCDCGAN: Deep
learning prediction of crystal
structures

A. Ken Inge: Electron diffraction for
the promotion of stable and green
metal-organic frameworks

12:05–12:25

Terrace 2B – MS-6

Application of electron crystallography to functional materials
Chairs: H. Klein, K. Balzuweit

Mihails Arhangelskis: Computational
design and prediction of solid-state
properties of MOFs

Louisa Meshi: Crystal structure of the
Al78Mn17.5Pt4.5 phase as revealed by
electron crystallography

12:25–12:45

Terrace 2A – MS-5a

Crystal structure prediction
Chair: Q. Zhu

Alexander Kvashnin: Computational
search for new high-TC superconductors
based on lanthanoid and actinoid
hydrides at moderate pressures
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from 11:35 – 15 min each
Rangana Warshamanage: Cryo-EM
Validation Metrics in EMDA
Erney Ramírez-Aportela: FSC-Q:
A method for quality analysis of
cryoEM-derived models
Catherine Lawson: Outcomes from
EMDataResource model challenges
Greg Pintilie: Quantifying resolvability
of atomic features in cryo-EM maps
using Q-scores

Sergei Grudinin: Pepsi-SAXS/SANS small-angle scattering-guided tools for
integrative structural bioinformatics
Nicholas M. Pearce: Refactoring the
B-factor: intuitively extracting
structural dynamics from
macromolecular disorder
Janusz Bujnicki: Computational
modeling of RNA 3D structures and
RNA-protein complexes, with the use
of experimental data

www.iucr25.org

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Delhine Chenevier: Humanising science
to reach new audience

Aina Cohen: Next-generation
Automation and Remote-access
Crystallography

Francoise M. A. Noa: Hexagon-based
metal-organic frameworks extensions
to reticular chemistry

Nicolas Claiser: Spin resolved charge
density and wave function refinements: the Mollynx/MoPro software

Rhianon Morris: Using social media to
make crystallography accessible

Danny Axford: Strength in Numbers:
Exploiting the space between single
crystal oscillation and serial femtosecond crystallography

Sanja Burazer: From positive to colossal
negative thermal expansion in a novel
family of bimetallic imidazolates

Yoann Levis Launay: N-representable
one-electron reduced density
Matrices reconstruction at non-zero
temperatures

Ilaria Gimondi: Using social media to
share the wonders of crystallography - perspectives from a structural
database

Petrus Zwart: Towards
High-Throughput Autonomous
Infrared Spectromicroscopy

Thomas Michael Roseveare:
Solvent-dependent phases and phase
transformations of a family of 2D
halogen-bonded networks

Giovanni Macetti: Accurate refinement of
hydrogen atoms positions through a quantum mechanical embedding scheme based
on extremely localized molecular orbitals

Sneh Patel: Memes: a new avenue for
spreading crystallographic knowledge
for the next generation

Andreas Förster: Strategy in the age of
360° sweeps

Petra Bombicz: Structural features of
the formation of Hydrogen bonded
Organic Frameworks

Sylwia Pawlędzio: Relativistic Hirshfeld
atom refinement of organo-gold(I) and
organo-mercury(II) compounds

Elizabeth Helen Driscoll: The Building
Blocks of Battery Technology: Inspiring
the next generation of battery
researchers

Amy Jane Thomson: Exploring the
mechanism of elastically flexible
crystals by automatic analysis

Yukana Terasawa: Preferences of
Chirality and Polarity in Triglycine
sulfate Crystals

Paolo Pio Mazzeo: social media for the
growth of a scientific community: the
case of the Italian Young Crystallographers Group

Martin Malý: Finding the optimal
resolution cutoff with PAIREF

Christopher Sumby: Solid-state
isolation of reactive complexes in a
metal-organic framework matrix

12:25–12:45

Alessandro Genoni: Multi-determinant X-ray restrained wavefunction
approaches

10:55–11:25

Room 223-224 – MS-3

Crystallographic approaches for
designing new framework materials
Chairs: Y.B. Zhang, A. Sapchenko

11:25–11:45

Club H – MS-7

High troughput vs. careful planning:
How to get the best data?
Chairs: J. Heliwell, S. Storm

11:45–12:05

Club D – MS-8

Social media and new frontiers for
spreading crystallographic
Chairs: A. Ienco, H. Maynard-Casely

12:05–12:25

Club C – MS-4

Quantum crystallography challenges
and newest accomplishments
Chairs: P. Macchi, D. Stalke

Praha, 2021
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Sunday, August 15 – Keynote Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Marc de Boissieu: An-Pang Tsai: an
exceptional career from quasicrystals
to catalysis

10:55–11:25

Hiroyuki Takakura: Structure of Tsai-type icosahedral quasicrystals

11:25–11:45

Satoshi Kameoka: Heritage from
Professor An Pang Tsai to the research
field of metallic catalysis materials

11:45–12:05

Yuir Grin: An Pang Tsai – a chemist

12:05–12:25

Hem Raj Sharma: Epitaxial Thin Films
on Tsai-type Quasicrystals

12:25–12:45

221-22 – SMS-1

Session in the memory of An-Pang
Tsai: from quasicrystals to catalysis
Chairs: M. de Boissieu, Y. Ishii

Sven Lidin: An-Pang Tsai, a scientist,
inspirator and friend
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Terrace 2A

13:15-14:45
Commercial presentations

Bruker/Incoatec

Club H

12:45 – 14:45
ECA EC meeting

www.iucr25.org

Notes
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Sunday, August 15 – Keynote Lectures – afternoon

Jade Forwood: Understanding viral
host interactions that modulate nuclear transport and innate immunity

Tsan Sam Xiao: Catching fire:
inflammatory responses mediated
by inflammasomes, caspases, and
gasdermins

Brian McMahon: Data scrutiny in IUCr
journals

James M Rondinelli: Understanding the
thermal expansion in layered
perovskite chalcogenides

Vibha Gupta: Novel targets in old
rouges: Integrative structural biology
approach for discovery of natural
product inhibitors

Raul Olivier Martin: Structure of the
activated ROQ1 resistosome directly
recognizing the pathogen effector
XopQ

Suzanna Ward: Crystallographic
review - perspectives from a chemical
structural database
(15:50 – 16:15)

Hanna L. B. Boström: Octahedral tilting
in Prussian blue analogues

Megan J. Maher: The structure of the
ABC transporter PsaBC shows that
bacterial manganese import is
achieved by unique …

Wen Song: Structural mechanism of
NAD+ cleavage by plant TIR domain
(15:50-16:20)

Alexander Wlodawer: How not to
publish structural results
(16:15 – 16:40)

Pragya Singh: Evidence for pressure
induced ‘morphotropic’, octahedral tilt
and ‘reentrant’ ferroelectric transitions
in (Pb0.5Bi0.5) (Ti0.5Fe0.5)O3

Jason Paxman: Uncovering the
structures and mechanisms for the
largest group of bacterial surface
virulence factors

Jerome Le Nours: The structure of the
marsupial γμ T cell receptor defines
a third T cell lineage in vertebrates
(16:20-16:40)

Dariusz Brzezinski: Evolution of macromolecular model quality
(16:40 – 17:05)

Lucas Atila Bernardes Marçal:
In situ imaging of ferroelastic domain
dynamics in CsPbBr3 perovskite nanowires by nanofocused scanning XRD

Kai-En Chen: Inhibiting, stabilising and
probing the function of the Retromer
endosomal trafficking complex
through the novel macrocyclic peptides

Annette K Shrive: Bacterial lipopolysaccharide recognition by surfactant
protein D
(16:40-17:00)

Nan Zhang: Unraveling the
mysterious intermediate state in
Zr-rich PbZr1-xTixO3

Clyde Smith: Structural and mechanistic
studies on carbapenem-hydrolysing
class D serine β-lactamases leading to
improved inhibitor design

Wael Awad: Molecular basis underpinning metabolite-mediated T-cell
immunity
(17:20-17:20)

16:50–17:10

14:50–15:20

14:45–17:10

Joke Hadermann: Uncovering hidden
complexity in oxygen deficient
perovskites

15:20–15:50

Club B – MS-10

Structural biology of eukaryotic
immune systems
Chairs: B. Kobbe, S. Savvides

15:50–16:10

Club A – MS-9

Structure guided drug design and
antibiotic resistance targets
Chairs: B. Heras, A.V. Zavialov

16:10–16:30

Terrace 2B – MS-14

Perovskites
Chairs: C. Ling, P. Lightfoot

16:30–16:50

Terrace 2A – MS-16
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Pre and post publication peer review
of crystallographic data
Chair: M. Jaskolski, A. Linden
Stephen K Burley: Celebrating the
50th Anniversary of the Protein Data
Bank - Prepublication Peer Review and
Validation of Small-Molecule Ligands
Bound to Proteins and Nucleic Acids

www.iucr25.org

14:45–17:10
14:50–15:20

Michael John Zaworotko: Crystal Engineering of Ultramicroporous Materials

James A Kaduk: Crystal Structures of
Large-Volume Commercial Pharmaceuticals

Benoit Guillot: Beyond multipolar pseudoatom transferability: accounting for
intermolecular polarization effects in
protein-ligand complexes

Harold L. Powell: Le mieux est l‘enemi
du bon; homology modelling with
Phyre2 in a deep learning world
(14:45-15:05)

15:20–15:50

Catharine Esterhuysen: The role of noncovalent interactions in the properties
of porous compounds

Kenneth D.M. Harris: Structure determination from powder X-ray diffraction
data augmented by complementary
techniques

Jacob Overgaard: Using advanced
X-ray and neutron diffraction techniques in single molecule magnets
research

Arslan B. Mazitov: Prediction of the
atomic structure of two-dimensional
materials on substrates (15:05-15:25)

15:50–16:10

Room 223-224 – MS-5b

Crystal structure prediction II
Chair: Q. Zhu

Armin Hoel: Direct observation of
the xenon physisorption process
in mesopores by combining in situ
Anomalous SAXS and XAS

Lucia S Germann: Monitoring polymorphic transition of a cocrystal to a salt
using time-resolved XRPD and ss-NMR

K. Molčanov: Use of transferrable
multipoles to extend the range of
X-ray charge density study to variable
temperature and high pressure

Thomas Michael Roseveare:
Solvent-dependent phases and phase
transformations of a family of 2D
halogen-bonded networks

16:10–16:30

Club H – MS-12

Quantum crystallographic studies on
intra/inter-molecular interactions
Chairs: A.M. Makal, C.F. Matta

Soumya Mukherjee: Crystal engineered
hybrid ultramicroporous materials for
single-step ethylene purification from
C2-CO2 ternary mixture

Hidehiro Uekusa: Mechanism elucidation of Stepwise dehydration of pharmaceutical hydrate crystals by structure
determination from PXRD data

Erna Katharina Wieduwilt: NCI-ELMO:
towards a more quantitative description of non-covalent interactions in
macromolecules

Matej Badin: Nucleating diﬀerent
coordination in crystal under pressure:
Study of B1-B2 transition in NaCl by
metadynamics (15:25-15:45)

16:30–16:50

Club D – MS-11

Ab initio powder structure analysis
for polymorphism and phase transformation…
Chairs: M.U. Schmidt, F. Gozzo

Charl Bezuidenhout: Gas adsorption
and separation: tuning the channel
electrostatics for CO2

Analio Jose Dugarte Dugarte: Structure
determination of racemic trichlormethiazide from powder diffraction
data

Titas Pramanik: Organic eutectics:
characterization, microstructural
evolution, and properties

16:50–17:10

Club C – MS-13

Porous framework materials for gas
adsorption/separation
Chairs: A. Comotti, R. Matsuda

Stephanie Teruzzi: Elucidation of CO2
adsorption process in a bis-pyrazolate
based MOF through HR-PXRD

Marcus Müller: Difficult structures of
organic molecules and how to solve
them

Michelle Ernst: Strength and nature of
host-guest interactions in metal-organic frameworks from a quantum
chemical perspective

Praha, 2021
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Sunday, August 15 – Keynote Lectures – afternoon

15:45–17:20
15:50–16:20

Jolie Dendooven: In situ study of noble
metal atomic layer deposition
processes using grazing incidence
small angle X-ray scattering

14:55-15:45
Rangana Warshamanage: EMDA - Tools
for cryoEM map validation

16:20–16:50

221-222 – SF-1

Software Fayre 1
Chair: M. Lutz

Byeongdu Lee: Symmetry-breaking in
double gyroid block copolymer film

15:40-16:25
Zdeněk Matěj, Milan Dopita: MStruct software for MicroStructure analysis by
powder diffraction

16:50–17:00

223-24 – MS-15

Integrative methodologies for novel
thin film structures
Chairs: D. Babonneau, B. Krause

Martin Roelsgaard: Growth studies
of thin films with total scattering in
real time

16:25-17:10
Christian Jelsch, Benoit Guillot:
Advanced tools for charge density refinement/modelling with MoProSuite

Club H

20:00-22:00
IUCr General Assembly 1

17:10-17:55
Sergei Grudinin: Software tools for
flexibility and symmetry analysis of
macromolecules
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Monday, August 16 – Keynote Lectures
Morning session 09:00 - 09:50

Evening session 18:10 - 19:00

KN-7 Terrace 2A

KN-10 Terrace 2A – Gjonnes medal lectures

Lukáš Palatinus: Electron crystallography of molecular crystals

Ute Kolb: The development of automated diffraction tomography
Sven Hovmöller: Electron crystallography - from slow 2D of simple
structures to rapid crystal structure determinations in 3D of very
complex structures

KN-8 Terrace 2B
Artem Abakumov: Order and disorder in metal-ion battery materials
KN-9 Club A
Makoto Fujita: Crystalline sponge, metal-organic assembles

KN-11 Terrace 2B
Delia Haynes: Dithiadiazolyl radicals as building blocks for molecular
magnetic materials
KN-12 Club A
Natalie Strynadka: Structural hybrid methods to probe membrane
transport nanomachines in pathogenic bacteria

Praha, 2021
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Terrace 2A – MS-19

Terrace 2B – MS-18a

10:20–12:45

Crystal structures of pharmaceutical
and organic compounds from
electron diffraction
Chair: U. Kolb, P. Brázda

Phase transitions in complex materials
(structure and magnetism) I
Chairs: Y. Shimakawa, A. Gibbs

Automation in biocrystallography
tools, perspectives, applications
Chairs: S. Panjikar, M. Vollmar

Structure, modeling, and properties
of quasicrystals
Chairs: M. Engel, C. Pay Gómez

10:25–10:55

Brent Nannenga: Combining MicroED
and GIWAXS for determining structure
and orientation of organic
semiconductor thin films

Patrick Woodward: Phase Transitions
in Hybrid Layered Halide Perovskites –
Hydrogen Bonding Meets Octahedral
Tilting

Jose Antonio Marquez: Online Crystallography: Automated, Remote-Controlled Protein-to-Structure Pipelines for
Drug Design

Tsunemoto Yamada: Atomic structures
of Tsai-type icosahedral quasicrystals
and approximants

10:55–11:25

Enrico Mugnaoli: Strategies for
structure solution of small-molecule
organics by 3D ED using a small beam

Midori Amano Patino: Complex A-site
magnetism in quadruple perovskite
materials

Katherine McAuley: Automated data
collection at the Swiss Light Source
macromolecular crystallography
beamlines

Priya Subramanian: How to determine
thermodynamically stable soft matter
quasicrystals efficiently?

11:25–11:45

Sergi Plana Ruiz: The crystal structure
determination of an organic dye
with triclinic symmetry by electron
diffraction

Carlos William Galdino: Charge orderdisorder crossover and Co-O bond
anomalies in the Co3O2BO3 ludwigite

Yosuke Yamada: Fully automated data
collection and remote access in
macromolecular beamlines at the
Photon Factory, Japan

I. J. Buganski: The d-AlCuRh stability
– the proof of the random-tiling hypothesis by the distribution moments
analysis

11:45–12:05

Barbara Gruza: Refinement with
multipolar scattering factors

Alexandra Krajewska: Competition
between spin-orbit coupling and
molecular orbital crystal in pyrochlore
ruthenate In2Ru2O7

Matthew Jordan McLeod: Millisecond
Time-Resolved Crystallography using
Film Mixing and Plunge Cooling

Shelomo Izhaq Ben-Abraham: Beyond
Golay-Rudin-Shapiro

12:05–12:25

Taimin Yang: Improving data quality
for 3D electron diffraction (3DED) by
Gatan Image Filter

Matilde Saura-Muzquiz: Cation order
and magnetic behaviour in mixed
metal bismuth scheelite Bi3FeMo2O12

Isak Lindhé: Automated ML-based
sample centering for macromolecular
X-ray crystallography with MXAimbot

JungWen Yeh: Molecular dynamics
simulation of complex alloy structures

12:25–12:45

Monday, August 16 – Keynote Lectures – morning

Gustavo Santiso-Quinones: 3D electron
diffraction: a dedicated device for
structural elucidation of
nanocrystalline particles

Emil Bozin: Correlated disorder-to-order crossover in the local structure of
KxFe2-ySe2-zSz superconductor

Richard James Gildea: xia2.multiplex:
a multi-crystal data analysis pipeline

Jens R. Stellhorn: Atomic resolution
holography for characterizing the local
structure in quasicrystals
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Club A – MS-17

Club B – MS-21

www.iucr25.org

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Hoi Ri Moon: Flexible Metal-Organic
Frameworks for Hydrogen Isotope
Separation

Chris Jacobsen: Ptychography: how it
has developed, and where it might
lead

Wenhao Sun: Unsupervised Knowledge
Discovery in ‘Big’ Materials Data

Václav Petříček: Jana2020 - Magnetic
option

10:55–11:25

Yao Chen: Novel composite platform:
Biomolecules-incorporation for biocatalysis, separation and biopharmaceutical formulations

Juliane Reinhardt: Collaborative software solutions and data standards for
ptychographic Imaging

Aria Mansouri Tehrani: Predicting
ground state and metastable crystal
structures using elemental and phonon mode

Juan Rodriguez-Carvajal: Developments
in FullProf for magnetic structures
determination in superspace

11:25–11:45

Room 223-224 – MS-22

Methods and software developments for magnetic-structure
analysis
Chairs: M. Perez-Mato

Susan Ann Bourne: Dynamic frameworks: the role of non-covalent
interactions

Shiva Shirani: Quantitative analysis
of cementitious materials by X-ray
ptychographic nanotomography

Michael Engel: Beyond the constraints
of chemistry: Crystal structure discovery in particle simulations

Pablo J. Bereciartua: MagStREXS:
a software for magnetic structure
determination through resonant X-ray
magnetic diffraction data

11:45–12:05

Club H – MS-24

Data-driven discovery in
crystallography
Chairs: O.C. Gagné, A. Oliynyk

J. Marti-Rujas: Synthesis and structural
properties of isostructural Zn(II) M12L8
poly-[n]-catenane using the 2,4,6tris(4-pyridyl)benzene ligand

Carles Bosch: Quantitative analysis
of cementitious materials by X-ray
ptychographic nanotomography

Shuyan Zhang: Data-driven approaches on pair distribution function data:
matrix factorization and clustering

I. A. Kibalin: Asphericity of magnetization
density and anisotropy in rare-earth
pyro-chlores via polarized neutron diff.
and iterative entropy maximization

12:05–12:25

Club D – MS-23

Ptychography: present and near
future
Chairs: M. Guizar Sicairos,
J. Cesar da Silva

E. Priola: Cocrystallization, high pressure/ low temperature behaviour and
vapochromism in a family of aurophilic
copper-gold supramolecular networks

Anico Kulow: Spectral X-ray ptychography for the investigation of technical
catalysts

Hande Öztürk: Exploring the mechanism of elastically flexible crystals by
automatic analysis

Michal Kaminski: Magnetic x-ray
standing waves

12:25–12:45

Club C – MS-20

Dynamic frameworks
Chairs: C. Sumby, M. J. Zaworotko

P.K. Tsobnang: Structural modifications
occurring during the water sorption
processes on a potential material for
autonomous indoor humidity control

Maik Kahnt: Coupled ptychography
and tomography reconstruction of
experimental data

Snežana Zarić: Study of noncovalent
interactions using crystal structure
data in the Cambridge Structural
Database

Ryoko Oishi-Tomiyasu: Global
optimization of magnetic structure
analysis by semidefinite relaxation
method
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Monday, August 16 – Keynote Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:45

11:05-11:50
What literature papers are related to
my diffraction dataset? Pydatarecognition - a web project of the IUCr
Journals and Columbia University
Martin Karlsen, Berrak Ozer, Peter Strickland, Simon Westrip, Nicola Ascroft,
Brian McMahon, Song Sang Koh and
Simon J. L. Billinge

Terrace 2A

13:15-14:45
Commercial presentations

Club H

12:45-14:45
ECA council meeting I

13:30-14:00
Xenocs

14:00-14:30
Chromotek

11:50-12:35
Adam Simpkin: SIMBAD: Sequence
independent MR

12:25–12:45

12:05–12:25

11:45–12:05

11:15–11:45

10:20-11:05
Adam Simpkin: Using next generation
ab initio models with AMPLE

10:45–11:15

221-22 – SMS-1

Software Fayre 2
Chairs: M. Lutz
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Monday, August 16 – Keynote Lectures – afternoon

14:45–17:10
14:50–15:20

Emanuela Liberti: Quantitative electron
ptychography for simultaneous light
and heavy elements atom counting

Wenbing Yun: Holistically Optimized
Laboratory XAS Systems

Xuhui Huang: Millisecond Functional
Dynamics of RNA Polymerases
Elucidated by Markov State Models

Anne Martel: Motion of a Membrane
Enzyme as Seen by SANS

15:20–15:50

Hongyi Xu: Structure Determination
of Biomolecules by 3D Electron
Diffraction

Andrew Thomson: Evolutions in
Synchrotron based Integrated
Structural Biology at SOLEIL

Andi Babak: Co-crystallization of
hepatitis C virus NS3/4A inhibitors and
SARS-CoV-2 main protease using high
density ADE

Mitsunori Ikeguchi: MD-SAXS: Hybrid
method of molecular dynamics
simulations and SAXS experiments

15:50–16:10

Club B – MS-26

Solution scattering and combined
techniques for biological systems
Chairs: F. Gabel, M. Sugiyama

Ding Peng: QCBED-DFT: Experimentally
constrained density functional theory

Selina Sophie Storm: Optimised high
energy data collection in protein
crystallography with a CdTe based
detector

Yogesh Gupta: Structural basis of mRNA
cap modification by SARS-CoV-2: Role of
metal ions and implications for COVID-19
severity by emerging variants

Greg Hura: Transient complexes of the
Nsp7, Nsp8 and Nsp12 in SARS-CoV-2
replication transcription complex

16:10–16:30

Club A – MS-25

Structural biology against
coronavirus/COVID-19
Chairs: S. Bowman. L Zhang, G. Santoni

Petr Brázda: Precise lattice parameters
through distortions refinement using
circular harmonics

Daniele de Sanctis: The upgrade of
ID29: a novel instrument for Time
resolved serial cryst. at the ESRF
Extremely Brilliant Source

Daren Fearon: Crystallographic fragment screening of SARS-CoV-2 drug
discovery targets

Andrew Whitten: The dynamics and
interactions of Scs proteins from
Proteus mirabilis

16:30–16:50

Terrace 2B – MS-31

Recent advances in instrumentation
Chairs: E. Zschech, M. Cianci

Weilun Li: Direct Imaging of Metal
Additives on Au Nanocube Surface
Using 4D-STEM

A. Eich: Development of a high-press.
option for neutron scattering experiments at low temperatures and high
magnetic fields at the MLZ

Andre D. Mesecar: Crystallographic
fragment screening of SARS-CoV-2
drug discovery targets

Tomohide Saio: Application of a lanthanide tag for evaluation of conformational
states of a multidomain protein

16:50–17:10

Terrace 2A – MS-32

Recent advances in electron
crystallography technique
Chair: J. Ciston, M. Gemmi

Jian-Min Zuo: Real space frequency
analysis of electron diffuse scat. for
lattice distortion determination in
real crystals

Julius Hällstedt: MetalJet X-ray Source
for time resolved and in-situ SAXS

V. Srinivasan: Structure of SARS-CoV-2
papain-like protease PLpro reveals
a framework for antiviral inhibitor
design

Yunyun Gao: An Objective Metric to
Guide Background Correction and
Interpretation of Small Angle X-ray
Scattering Data
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14:45–17:10
14:50–15:20

Jindřich Fanfrlík: Modulation of halogen, chalcogen and pnictogen bonds
by σ-hole tunning

Doris E. Braun: Troublesome hydrates
of alkaloids

Wei Tian: Investigating the nature
of the magnetoelectric coupling
in molecular (ND4)2 [FeCl5(D2O)] via
neutron scatt.

Efthymios Polatidis: Tailoring the TRIP
effect of austenitic stainless steels with
selective laser melting

15:20–15:50

Berta Gomez-Lor: Benzothiadia-zole
-based luminescent stimuli-responsive
materials: The role of “2S–2N” square
synthon on their supramolecular arrangement and switchable behaviour

Tonglei Li: Kinetic Retraction at the
Onset of Concomitant Crystallization

Jonathan White: Multi-k magnetic
phases and topological charges in the
candidate Weyl semimetal CeAlGe

Jana Šmilauerová: Phase transformation pathway in Ti-15Mo studied by in
situ synchrotron x-ray diffraction

15:50–16:10

Room 223-224 – MS-29

Texture, strain and structure in
metals and ceramics
Chair: D. Rafaja

Rogeria Nunez Costa: Combining
modified CCDC tools to predict multicomponent formation: co-crystals of
nevirapine and benzoic derivatives

Andrew Maloney: “Particle Informatics”:
Evolving methods for understanding
particle properties

Javier H. Lohr: Novel incommensurate
magnetic phase in the magnetoelectric Sr-doped cobaltate CaBaCo4O7

Doriana Vinci: Microsecond time
resolved X-ray diffraction for the fast
determination of fatigue behavior
beyond one billion cycles

16:10–16:30

Club H – MS-30

Magnetic structures of novel and
functional materials
Chairs: V. Simonet, V. Petříček

Giuseppe Resnati: Gold(III) as an effective electrophilic site, namely coinage
bond donor: assembly of AuCl4ˉ units
into supramolecular anionic polymers

R. M. Bhardwaj: A Novel Physics-based
Ensemble Modeling Approach that
Utilizes Crystal Packing to Predict
Aqueous Thermodynamic Solubility

Nikolina Penić: View outside the box:
Supramolecular synthon and intermolecular interactions as a directing tool
for shaping magnetic behaviour …
complexes

Przemysław Kot: Mechanisms of elastic-plastic deformation in magnesium
alloy studied using neutron diffraction
and crystallite group method

16:30–16:50

Club D – MS-27

New trends in pharmaceutical
materials
Chairs: N. Báthori, L. Fabian

Leszek M Malec: Experimental and ab
initio molecular dynamics study of
hydrogen bond systems in selected
crystals

Alice Brink: The harvesting of small molecule structure and dynamic data for
macro-molecular and catalytic usage.

Praveen Vir: Structural phase transition
and magnetic phase diagram of the
lacunar spinel GaMo4Se8

Louis E Fuentes-Cobas: Texture and
eco-piezoceramics

16:50–17:10

Club C – MS-28

Theory and practice of supra-molecular synthons in crystal eng.
Chairs: A. Bacchi, S. Tsuzuki

D. Prasad Karothu: Experimental and
ab initio molecular dynamics study of
hydrogen bond systems in selected
crystals

Paul Benjamin Klar: Absolute configuration directly determined from 3D
electron diffraction data

Juan Pablo Bolletta: Neutron powder
diffraction studies of magnetic
transitions in Fe-based orthorhombic
perovskites

Fernando Igoa: Super hardness
in boron carbide through nano
structuration
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Monday, August 16 – Keynote Lectures – afternoon

15:45–17:20
14:50–15:20

Ian Bruno: CSD One Million: Reasons
why the crystallographic community
is exemplary

15:20–15:50

Stephen K. Burley: RCSB Protein Data
Bank: Celebrating 50 years of the PDB with
new tools for understanding and visualizing biological macromolecules in 3D

15:50–16:15

Annett Steudel: Behind the scenes - data
processing and quality assurance for
the ICSD

16:15–16:40

Stacy Gates-Rector: The Full Plate:
Benefits of simulated and raw data
digital patterns in the Powder
Diffraction FileTM

16:40–17:05

221-22 – SMS-2

Exemplary practice in chemical,
biological and materials database
archiving
Chairs: S. Ward, G. Kurisu

Genji Kurisu: Protein Data Bank Japan:
20 years and more as the Asian hub
for 3D structure and the founding
member of the wwPDB
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20:00-22:00
IUCr General Assembly 2
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Tuesday, August 17 – Keynote and Plenary Lectures
Morning session 09:00 - 09:50

Afternoon session

KN-13 Terrace 2A

15:00-15:50
PL-1
Helen Berman: How data have revealed the structural universe

Andrew Goodwin: Structural flexibility and disorder in functional materials
KN-14 Terrace 2B
Piero Macchi: Quantum crystallography and spintronic materials
KN-15 Club A
Arwen R Pearson: Time resolved macromolecular crystallography

Praha, 2021

Panorama

15:50-16:40		
W.H. and W.L. Bragg Prize lectures
Jean-Philippe Julien: Structure-guided design of next-generation
malaria vaccine
James Fraser: Targeting COVID-19 Viral Enzymes in an Evolving
Landscape of Publishing and Peer Review
17:40-18:30
PL-2
Clare Grey: In situ studies of battery materials with NMR crystallograhy
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Tuesday, August 17 – Keynote and Plenary Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Rebecca Scatena: Formate-mediated
Magnetic Superexchange in the Model
Hybrid Perovskite [(CH3)2NH2]Cu
(HCOO)3: …

Nenad Ban: Structural basis of SARSCoV-2 translational shutdown and
programmed ribosomal frameshifting

Liang Wu: Adventures in heparan
sulfate degradation

Chérif F. Matta: The Electric Field of
ATP-Synthase

Dimple Karia: Home source for cryo-EM

Pascal Arnoux: High-resolution
structure and reaction cycle of Fatty
Acid Photodecarboxylase: anatomy of
a crime scene

Harry S Geddes: Extracting interface
correlations from the pair distribution
function of composite materials

Sounak Sarkar: Thermal stability of
Glass forming Metal-Organic Framework: Role of metal-ligand bonding

Fasseli Coulibaly: High-resolution
structures of immature and chimeric
flaviviruses reveal key features redefining viral architecture and maturation

Flora Meilleur: Structural insights into
the enzymatic mechanism of lytic
polysaccharide monooxygenases

Ann-Christin Dippel: Total scattering
at grazing incidence to study real thin
film systems at variable temperature

Kasper Tolborg: Chemical bonding origin of the thermoelectric power factor
in Half-Heusler semiconductors

Dominik Hrebík: Receptor induced
rearrangements of capsid and genome
prime rhinovirus 14 for activation and
uncoating

Jose Antonio Manso: Structural studies
on a unique glucosamine kinase unveil
a novel enzyme family

Parke Kip Hamilton: Magnetic pair
distribution function analysis of antiferromagnetic semiconductor MnTe

Philip NH Nakashima: Towards the
measurement of bonding electron
densities in nanostructured materials

Mohammed Ahmad: M. tuber-culosis
enolase: Crystal and Cryo-EM structures
provide insights into 2-phosphoglycerate
binding and catalysis

Robert Koch: The local structure
fingerprint of dual orbital degeneracy
lifting in a strongly correlated electron
system

Magdalena Woinska: Towards accurate
positions of hydrogen atoms bonded
to heavy metal atoms

10:55–11:25

Bo Brummerstedt Iversen: Pair
Distribution Function Analysis in
Materials Science

11:25–11:45

Club B – MS-34a

Structural biology of enzymes
Chairs: M. Czjzek

11:45–12:05

Club A – MS-33

CryoEM for macromolecules …
Chairs: J. P. Abrahams, J. Nováček

12:05–12:25

Terrace 2B – MS-39

Quantum crystallography in materials
science
Chairs: S. Grabowsky, J-M. Gillet

12:25–12:45

Terrace 2A – MS-37

Total scattering
Chair: P. Bordet, E. Bozin
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Stephan Rosenkranz: Recent developments in measuring and analysing
large 3D volumes of scattering data to
investigate the role of complex disorder on crystalline materials properties

Jorge Ripoll-Rozada: Biosynthesis
of mycobacterial methylmannose
polysaccharides requires a unique
1-O-methyltransferase specific for
3-O-methylated mannosides
Kyprianos Hadjidemetriou: Time-resolved serial femtosecond crystallography on photoswitchable fluorescent
proteins.

www.iucr25.org

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Christian Balz: Magnetic Phase diagram
of alpha-RuCl3

10:55–11:25

Mark Senn: Striping of orbital-order
with charge-disorder in optimally
doped manganites

Franziska Emmerling: Mecha-nochemical cocrystal formation: Insights into
polymorph control

Victor Lamzin: Macromolecular Model
Building Over the Web

Johannes Ihli: Visualizing the effect
additives have on the nanostructure of
individual bio-inspired calcite crystal

11:25–11:45

Room 223-224 – MS-40

A. J. Browne: Formation and ordering of
orbital molecules in AV2O4 spinels

Carolyn Brock: Pervasive approximate
symmetry in organic P1 structures

David Aragao: Live monitoring onsite,
remote, and unattended data collection
on synchrotron MX beamlines

Florian Meneau: Cateretê: The Coherent
X-ray Scattering Beamline at the 4th
generation synchrotron facility SIRIUS

11:45–12:05

Club H – SMS-3

Rebecca Clulow: Perovzalates: a family
of perovskite-related oxalates

Molly Lightlower: The Crystal Structure
of Indomethacin Polymorph δ Solved
by 3D Electron Diffraction

Vitaliy Kurlin: Introduction to invariant
-based machine learning for periodic
crystals

Dmitry Karpov: Burning cups and donuts: what coherent X-rays can reveal
about topological defects

12:05–12:25

Club D – MS-35

Emma E. McCabe: Aurivillius oxyfluorides: nuclear and magnetic order and
the role of the anion sublattice

A. Spasojević-de Biré: Analysis of the
exp. parameters impacting Non-Photochemical Laser-Induced nucleation
of glycine

Ville Uski: Introduction to invariant
-based machine learning for periodic
crystals

Guillaume Beutier: Coherent diffraction
imaging at space-group forbidden
reflections

12:25–12:45

Club C – MS-38

Structural, electronic and magnetic
ordering: From fundamental physics
to functionality
Chairs: J. Sanchez-Benitez, O. Garlea

O. Heczko: Intermartensitic transformation between modulated structures in
Heusler Ni-Mn-Ga(-Fe) single crystals

Krishnayan Basuroy: Photo-induced
electron transfer in Pyre-ne-(CH2)2-N,N‘-Dimethyl-aniline: Time-resolved pink Laue
XRD studies on crystalline polymorphs

Maria m. Garcia Alai: eSPC, an Online
Data Analysis Platform for Molecular
Biophysics

Ian Robinson: Machine Leaning approach to the phase problem in Bragg
Coherent Diffraction Imaging

Praha, 2021

Polymorphism and structural transformation of organic crystals …
Chairs: K.D.M. Harris, D.E. Braun
David Bryce: Preparation strategies and
solid-state NMR characterization of
supramolecular architectures based on
halogen bonds, chalcogen bonds, and
pnictogen bonds

Online crystallography
Chairs: E. Krissinel, C.B. Hübschle

New applications of coherent
scattering
Chairs: I. Robinson, C. Gutt

Mois Ilia Aroyo: Symmetry database of
International Tables online

Fivos Perakis: Molecular movies with
X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy
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Tuesday, August 17 – Keynote and Plenary Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:45
10:45–11:15

Pavel Kalugin: Flat-branched semi
simplicial complexes: a versatile tool
for aperiodic solids

11:15–11:45

Agatha Kristel M. Abila: Flat-branched
semi simplicial complexes: a versatile
tool for aperiodic solids

11:45–12:05

Branton J. Campbell: Advances in the
application of magnetic and non-magnetic superspace-group symmetry
Radoslaw Przenioslo: Magnetic modes
compatible with the symmetry of
crystals

Terrace 2A

Club H

12:45-14:45
ECA ECM programme committee

13:15-14:45
Commercial presentations

MiTeGen

12:25–12:45

Martin Cramer Pedersen: Behind the
curve: Generating and analysing nets
and tessellations on periodic minimal
surfaces in their universal covering space

12:05–12:25

221-22 – MS-36

Generalizations of crystallographic
groups and their applications
Chairs: G. McColm, E.D. Miro
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Wednesday, August 18 – Keynote Lectures
Morning session 09:00 - 09:50

Evening session 18:10 - 19:00

KN-16 Terrace 2A

KN-19 Terrace 2A

Tamir Gonen: MicroED: conception, practice and future opportunities

Federico Boscherini: X-ray absorption spectroscopy and materials
science: recent advances

KN-17 Terrace 2B
Gwenaelle Rousse: In-situ and In-operando diffraction Studies of Li Ion
Battery Electrodes
KN-18 Club A
Julia Contreras-Garcia: Electron density, and its interplay with the
energy and properties of molecules and solids

Praha, 2021

KN-20 Terrace 2B
Edgar F Rauch: The benefits of Scanning Precession Electron Diffraction
to access to the crystallographic phases and orientations of nanomaterials
KN-21 Club A
Wei Yang: How limitless antibodies are generated by V(D)J recombination
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Wednesday, August 18 – Keynote Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

T. Gorelik: XR powder diffraction and
electron single crystal diffraction – two
techniques for structure analysis of
nanocrystals

Paolo Pio Mazzeo: Stepwise evolution
of molecular nanoaggregates inside
the pores of a highly flexible MOF

H. Hasegawa: Concurrent crystal-lization
of multiple proteins in a single cell
without interfering each other’s phase
separation…

Tanmay Bharat: Structural biology of
prokaryotic cell surfaces

10:55–11:25

Stef Smeets: In the age of electrons, do
we still need powder diffraction?

Hiroyoshi Ohtsu: Kinetic assembly of
coordination networks creates flexible
and functional materials

Alexandra Ros: Microfluidic Tools
Reducing Sample Amount in Serial
Crystallography with XFELs

K. Djinovic-Carugo: Order from disorder
in the sarcomere: FATZ forms a fuzzy
complex and phase-separated macromolecular condensates with α-actinin

11:25–11:45

Club B – MS-41

Macromolecular machines and hybrid methods to crystallography
Chairs: M. Landsberg, D. Svergun

Yaşar Krysiak: The long-time elusive
structure of magadiite, solved by
3D electron diffraction and model
building

Martin Schreyer: In-situ XRD and PDF
investigation of battery fluoride materials MF3.3H2O (M = Fe, Cr) in controlled
atmosphere controlled chemistry

Connie Darmanin: MyD88 TIR domain
higher-order assembly interactions revealed by microcrystal electron diffraction
and serial femtosecond crystal…

Tomáš Kovaľ: Deciphering the role of
unique bacterial transcription-associated
factor HelD

11:45–12:05

Club A – MS-42

Novel techniques and insights into
in vitro and in situ crystallisation for
XRD and ED
Chairs: L. Redecke, F. Coulibaly

Iryna Andrusenko: The long-time
elusive structure of magadiite, solved
by 3D electron diffraction and model
building

S. Ewa Kutniewska: Light- and temperature-induced linkage isomerism in a
series of NiII, CuII and CoIII complexes
in the solid s.

Sylvain Engilberge: The crystallomics
pipeline, a shotgun approach on
native proteomes to (re)discover the
unsuspected

Andrey Gruzinov: Anomalous small
-angle X-ray scattering on biological
macromolecules at the P12 beamline
of EMBL-Hamburg

12:05–12:25

Terrace 2B – MS-43

Solid state reactions and dynamics
Chairs: J. Marti-Rujas, F. Emmerling

Philipp Gollé-Leidreiter: A Novel High
-Pressure Tin Oxynitride Sn2N2O

A. Targonskiy: Studies of the functional
characteristics of adaptive X-ray
optical elements based on
combination acoustic

Eric Girard: Protein crystallization
assisted by the crystallophore.

A. Buschiazzo: An asymmetric structure
of the filament is key to inducing
flagellar curvature and enabling
motility in the Leptospira

12:25–12:45

Terrace 2A – MS-48

Combination of X-rays and electrons
for structure characterization
Chairs: J. Hadermann, J. Sun

Emre Yörük: Low Dose Electron
Diffraction Tomography (LD-EDT) in
TEM: Application on an hydrated Al
arsenate mineral

Akiko Sekine: In situ control of
Photochromic properties with dual
photoreactive soft crystal

José A. Gavira: Protein crystallisation
in agarose gel, a cheap and versatile
technique

Albert Guskov: Structure of the 80S
ribosome from Candida albicans revealed by integrative structural biology
approach
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10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Ketty Beauvois: Dimer physics in the
frustrated Cairo pentagonal antiferromagnet Bi2Fe4O9

Karena Chapman: Dynamic heterogeneity in transition metal oxide
cathodes

Chrizaldi Neil Manibo: The mathematics
of absolutely continuous diffraction

Ulf Olsson: The colloidal structure of
a regenerated cellulose fiber

10:55–11:25

Nicholas Gauthier: Characterizing the
local charge density to determine
complex magnetic correlations, and
vice versa

Sandrine Lyonnard: Operando
characterization of battery anodes
using mXRD and combined SAXS/
WAXS

Ella Mara Schmidt: Mean field theory
calculations to model single crystal
diffuse scattering

Junliang Sun: Structure determination
of nanocrystals

11:25–11:45

Room 223-224 – MS-47a

Nanocrystalline materials I
Chairs: C. Giannini, J. Zhu

S. Calder: Magnetic structure and
interactions in 2D layered van der
Waals semiconductors CrPS4 and
MnPSe3 probed with neutron scat

Chandrani Nayak: Insight into the
charging-discharging of magnetite
electrodes: In-situ XAS study

Vladimir Alekseevich Belyakov: Kossel
lines and X-ray localized conical modes

Alberto Leonardi: Thermal disorder and
mechanical anisotropy in nanocrystals

11:45–12:05

Club H – MS-44

Beyond pure point diffraction: Theory
and application of diffuse scattering
Chairs: N. Strungaru, U. Grimm

Jonathan M Bulled: Geometric frustration
on the trillium lattice in a magnetic
metal–organic framework

Eneli Härkr: Insight into the chargingdischarging of magnetite electrodes:
In-situ XAS study

Matthias Quintelier: Characterization of
the correlated disorder in Ge2Bi4Te7

S. Neumann: Interplay between size,
morphology, microstructure defects
and optoelectronic properties of CdSe
nanocrystals

12:05–12:25

Club D – MS-46

In-situ and in operando studies of
battery materials
Chairs: V. K. Peterson, C. Villevielle

Benjamin A. Frandsen: Investigating
Kosterlitz-Thouless physics in the
triangular lattice antiferromagnet
TmMgGaO4

Kosuke Suzuki: Redox oscillations in
18650-type lithium-ion cell revealed
by in-operando Compton scattering
imaging

Yevheniia Kholina: Tuning of disordered
local structure in Prussian Blue
analogues

Marco Sanna Angotzi: Spinel ferrite
nanoparticles in core shell architecture
for heat release

12:25–12:45

Club C – MS-45

Frustrated magnetic order and
emerging science
Chairs: R. Sibille, G. Balakrishnan

Alexandros Lappas: Nanoscale distortions and ground state selection in
geometrically frustrated magnets

Mylene Hendrickx: Optimization of
in-situ 3D electron diffraction in an
electrochemical liquid cell for crystal
structure determ. of energy materials

Yuanpeng Zhang: Implementation for
coping with sample and instrument
effects for reverse Monte Carlo
modelling of total scattering data

Nabila Jarmouni: Monodisperse
Cesium lead bromide perovskite
nanocrystals (NCs) CsPbBr3 with bright
and stable green photo-luminescence
for application light emitters devices.
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Wednesday, August 18 – Keynote Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45

11:05-11:50
Florian Kleemiss: NoSpherA2:
non-spherical form factors in Olex2
11:50-12:35
Lorraine Andrade Malaspina:
lamaGOET - an interface for quantum
crystallography

13:30-14:00
Panelists: Elspeth Garman (Acta D);
Chiara Massera (Acta E); Andrew Allen
(Editor-in-Chief )
Managing editors and IUCr staff:
Louise Jones (Acta D); Michele Zema
(Executive Outreach Officer)

Club H

12:45 - 14:45
ECA council meeting II

Terrace 2A

13:15-14:45
Commercial presentations

12:25–12:45

12:05–12:25

11:45–12:05

11:15–11:45

10:25–10:45

online

Journal Author Workshop.
From data to publication

10:45–11:15

221-22 – SMS-1

Software Fayre 3
Chairs: M. Lutz
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Wednesday, August 18 – Keynote Lectures – afternoon

14:45–17:10
14:50–15:20

Marco Giorgetti: Structure and charge
monitoring of battery materials: long
range vs. short range in Prussian Blue
Analogous

15:20–15:50

Ilaria Carlomagno: Diffraction and
Spectroscopy: characterizing thin
ferromagnetic films from the local
scale to the long-range... beyond

15:50–16:10

Paula Macarena Abdala: Combining
X-ray absorption and diffraction to
relate structure to the activity in catalysts for CO2 valorization reactions

16:10–16:30

N. Precisvalle: XAS, IR and XRD analysis
for structural characteri-zation of rare
minerals: new occurrence of demantoid garnet in Sa Spinarbedda mine …

16:30–16:50

Michelle Thiebaut: Effects of Li+ addition rate during the synthesis of LiFePO4: Combining X-ray diffraction and
spectroscopy techniques to determine
average and local structure

16:50–17:10

Terrace 2A – MS-52

Combining X-ray diffraction
and spectroscopy to characterise
materials
Chairs: C. Meneghini, S. Schmid

M. V. Kirichkov: Ultraviolet-assisted
synthesis and structural characterization of the Pd nanoparticles on the
CeO2 subst..
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Terrace 2B – MS-54

Club A – MS-49

Club B – MS-51

Materials for energy conversion
and storage
Chairs: J.M. Joubert, S. Adams

Protein design and engineering
Chairs: C. Uetrecht, S. McGowan

Molecular magnets and MOFs
including quantum crystallography
approaches
Chairs:J. Kožíšek, V. Paredes-Garcia

Yaroslav Filinchuk: Accessing microand macroscopic pictures of gas adsorption by in situ powder diffraction

Elizabeth Gillam: Using Ancestral
Sequence Reconstruction to Create
Robust, Highly Expressed Proteins for
Crystallography

Ivan Němec: Semi-coordination
in Co(II) Single-Ion Magnets

Kent J. Griffith: Parallel and serial
reduction pathways in complex oxide
lithium-ion battery anodes

Mauri Kostiainen: Protein cage directed
nanoparticle superlattices

Lorraine Andrade Malaspina: Quantum
crystallography of systems with agostic
interactions

Radovan Černý: Metal hydroborates as
solid-state electrolytes

Martin Marek: The bright-side and the
dark-side of computational protein
stabilization

Emil Andreasen Klahn: Field-dependent
magnetic anisotropy in a single-ion
magnet measured using polarized
neutron powder diffraction

Max Avdeev: Atomistic modelling as
a complementary tool for diffraction
studies

J. Loch: Enzyme engineering by
random mutagenesis: structural and
functional studies of modified plant
-type L-asparaginase (EcAIII)

A. Nath: Through-space intervalence
charge transfer in Co based MOF:
an experimental and theoretical study

W. Brant: Degradation mecha- nisms
and thermal stability of vacancy-free
Na2Fe[Fe(CN)6]: The impact of water
and guest cation.

Bram Mylemans: Computational design
of symmetric eight and nine-bladed
β-propellers

Matthew James Cliffe: Magnetism
of 2D Thiocyanates

Peter Khalifah: Structure-properties
correlations unlocked through exquisitely sensitive powder diffraction

Thi Yen Hang Bui: Structural evidence
for the bleaching caused by oxygen
in rsCherry

Andreas Munch Thiel: High-Pressure
Studies of Single-Molecule Magnets

www.iucr25.org

14:45–17:10
14:50–15:20

Yakov Cherner: Adaptable virtual
X-Ray laboratories for online teaching,
learning, and authentic practice

Paul Voyles: Approximate Rotational
Symmetries in Electron Nanodiffraction
from Amorphous Materials

Kenichi Kato: Picometer-level core-shell
structure in Pd nanocrystals revealed
by total scattering

Emma Wolpert: MOFs as hosts to analogues of complex magnetic phases

K. W. Theis: Learning in 3D with Pymol
and Proteopedia during a pandemic:
enzyme catalysis and conformational
change

Cheuk-Wai Tai: Local structure analysis
by pair distribution function obtained
from a TEM

P. Shyam: The journey from disorder to
order: transformation of ferrite magnets
investigated in situ by combined
Bragg & total scattering analysis

Chia-Her Lin: Click Chemistry and Rapid
Structural Transformation Paving the Way
for Superhydro-phobic MOFs with Ultra
High Mesoporosity and Surface Area

Radomír Kužel: Teaching crystallography
and X-ray diffraction online with
MS Teams - experience

Romy Poppe: Quantitative analysis
of diffuse electron scattering in the
lithium-ion battery cathode material
Li1.2Ni0.13Mn0.54Co0.13O2

Christopher Garvey: Millisecond
structural dynamics during the
piezoelectric cycle of silk fibroin by
synchrotron X-ray scattering & comparison with DFT calculation

Martin Dračinský: NMR crystallography
of 2D and 3D assemblies of functional
molecules

Joseph D. Ferrara: Using Zoom
Webinar to Teach Advanced Topics
in Crystallography

Meng Ge: High-Throughput Electron
Diffraction Reveals a Hidden Novel
Metal-Organic Framework

Songshegn Tao: A high-throughput
method for combinatorial screening
of metal nanoparticles using x-ray
PDF analysis

Fausto Secchi: From CO2 to dimethyl
ether: mesostructured acidic oxides
for methanol dehydration to design
bifunctional catalysts

Oluwatoyin Asojo: COVID-proofing
Biochemistry and engaging diverse
students with Crystallography
Research

Yevgeny Rakita: Scanning
Nano-Structure Electron Microscopy Hidden Potential for Evolving Systems

Andrea Kirsch: A high-throughput
method for combinatorial screening
of metal nanoparticles using x-ray pair
distribution function analysis

Joe Tanski: Integrating a discovery
based remote/hybrid crystallography
lab module into an undergraduate teaching laboratory during the pandemic

Peter Moeck: Information theory-based
plane symmetry classifications:
revealing pseudo-symmetries in the
presence of noise

Che Randy Nangah: Atomic pair distribution function analysis of goethite
and/or hydroxyapatite functionalized
cyclodextrin nano-sponges

16:50–17:10

Je-Wei Chang: Densely Packed UV-Visible
Light Responsive Photocatalytic Pairs in
Hexagonally Arrayed Silicate Nanochannels for Hydrogen Production

15:20–15:50

Room 223-224 – MS-55 (47b)

Nanocrystalline materials II
Chair: C. Giannini, J. Zhu

15:50–16:10

Club H – MS-56

Analysis of the fine structure in
electron diffraction data
Chairs: T. Gorelik, X. Zou

16:10–16:30

Club D – SMS-4

Using crystallography for education
during the pandemic
Chairs: O. Asojo

16:30–16:50

Club C – MS-53

Function and application of porous
crystals
Chairs: K. Chapman, F. Uribe-Romo
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Wednesday, August 18 – Keynote Lectures – afternoon

15:40-16:25
Simon Billinge: Advanced modeling
of nanostructure from Atomic Pair
Distribution Functions (PDFs) using
Diffpy-CMI on Windows 10
16:25-17:10
Simon Billinge: Atomic pair distribution
function (PDF) in the cloud

16:40–17:10

16:15–16:40

15:50–16:15

15:20–15:50

14:50–15:20

15:45–17:10

221-22 – SF

Software Fayre 4
Chairs: M. Lutz

17:10-17:55
Gemma de la Flor Martin, Mois I. Aroyo:
Crystallography online by the Bilbao
Crystallographic Server
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Thursday, August 19 – Keynote Lectures
Morning session 09:00 - 09:50

Evening session 18:10 - 19:00

KN-22 Terrace 2A

KN-26 Terrace 2A

Ynaming Ma: Record High superconductivity in sodalite-like rare-earth
hydrides stabilized at high pressures

Sergey V. Krivovichev: Complexity in crystals and minerals

KN-23 Terrace 2B
Virginie Chamard: Novel insights on biomineralization using x-rays
and optical coherent diffraction-based imaging
KN-24 Club A
Udo Heinemann: Regulation of gene expression by transcription
factors and RNA-binding proteins

Praha, 2021

KN-27 Terrace 2B
Juan Manuel Garcia-Ruiz: The crystal and the rose: On the impact
of crystals and crystallography in art and mind
KN-25 Club A
Glaucius Oliva: A Crystallographic Snapshot of SARS-CoV-2 Main
Protease Maturation Process and the Discovery of Inhibitors
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Thursday, August 19 – Keynote Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Sota Sato: Functional crystalline
materials based on macrocyclic
nanochannels

Gloria Borgstahl: Direct detection of
concerted proton and electron transfer
in human manganese superoxide
dismutase

M. Kubicki: Experimental studies of the
details of electron density distribution
in a Z-DNA hexamer: new insights,
new problems

Stephen John Skinner: Investigating the
modulated structures in the La(Nb,W)
O4+d family of oxide ion conductors

10:55–11:25

Marijana Đaković: Variable adaptability
of coordination polymers of cadmium(II)
to external mechanical stimuli

Svetlana Antonyuk: Damage-free
structures of green copper nitrite
reductase obtained by neutron crystallography and XFEL

Paulina Dominiak: Moving quantum
crystallography from sub-atomic XRD
to near-atomic 3D ED

Vincent Jacques: Revealing pinning
and solitonic transport of sliding
charge-density-waves by coherent and
nano-XRD

11:25–11:45

Club B – MS-60

Composite and incommensurate
modulated crystals: structural and
physical properties
Chairs: S. Ravy, S. van Smaalen

Sebastian Suarez: In situ photo
switching of spirorho-damines isomers
in solid-state

Lucrezia Capatano: Modelling and
refinement of hydrogens: new developments in CCP4

M. Cianci: Principles of the mechanism
of interfacial activation of a lipase:
open and closed states and lipid – …

Hagen Poddig: Polytelluride Anions in
Deficient RETe2–δ Structures – Superstructures and Bonding Analysis

11:45–12:05

Club A – MS-58

Ultra-high resolution macromolecular
crystallography and quantum biocrystallography
Chairs: C. Jelsch, A. Wlodawer

Nikita Bogdanov: The pancake-bonding of semiquinone radicals under
variable pressure and temperature
conditions

A. J. Edwards: Finding the Goldilocks
zone for chemical crystallography via
Laue single-crystal neutron diffraction
…

Hermann Schindelin: Investigating the
redox cycle of tryparedoxin
at ultra-high resolution

Petr Veřtát: Hysteretic structural changes within five-layered modulated
10M martensites of Ni-Mn-Ga(-Fe)

12:05–12:25

Terrace 2B – MS-57

Neutron scattering – sources,
applications
Chairs: M.P. Blakeley, F. Meilleur,
E. Oksanen

Nick Gerasimchuk: Structural chemistry
of azulenes

Justin Bergmann: An automatised
hydrogen orientation procedure for
neutron protein crystallography

Marta Kulik: Theoretical electrostatic
potential maps of macromolecules
calculated with multipolar electron
scattering factors

Arianna Minelli: The interplay of framework instability and electron-phonon
coupling in a CDW system, the monophosphate tungsten bronze family.

12:25–12:45

Terrace 2A – MS-59

Crystal chemistry with emerging
technology I
Chair: C. Tedesco, T. Asahi

Suganya Suresh: Understanding the
role of non-covalent interactions in
the acridine with different acids of salt
molecules

A. Kovalevsky: Identifying structural
and dynamic factors controlling catalysis
in pyridoxal-5’-phosphate enzymes by
neutron mechanistic studies
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John Bleddyn Claridge: Ba10Y6Ti4O27 an
aperiodic oxide with an unusually low
thermal conductivity
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10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Elena Solana-Madruga: Complex
magnetic structures in frustrated A-site
manganites

Maria Batuk: Following structure
evolution of SrFeOx in redox reactions
using in situ 3D electron diffraction

Ola F. Wendt: Heterogenization of
molecular catalysts: C–H activation
and dehydrogenation

Abel Moreno: The role of intramineral
proteins involved into the biomineralization of calcium carbonate in
eggshells formation. Implications to
the dinosaurs´ extinction

David Pinkowicz: High pressure effects
in molecular magnetic materials with
cyanide bridges

David J. Flannigan: Time-resolved TEM
beyond fast detectors

Elisa Borfecchia: Understanding local
structure and redox chemistry of metal
ions in nanoporous catalysts by XAS

Melese Getenet: Crystal texture of
mineral self-organized structures from
soda lake water and their implication
to early Earth and prebiotic chemistry

Kunlang Ji: Crystal and magnetic
structures of the high pressure
RMnMnTaO6 (R = Rare earth) double
(double) perovskites

Yan Eliovich: Time resolved x-ray
diffraction studies of prospective
crystalline materials under dynamic
ultrasonic loads

Alina Skorynina: XAS and XRD analysis
of active Pt and Pd sites in metal-organic framework UiO-67

Iryna Polischuk: Structure and properties of coralline red alga: from helical
configuration to alternating layers

Emma E. McCabe: Pb2NiOsO6: antiferromagnetic order breaks inversion
symmetry in high pressure perovskite

Laure Bourgeois: Discovering and
transforming precipitate phases in
aluminium alloys using in situ
transmission electron microscopy

Valeri Petkov: Structural dynamics of
nanoalloy catalysts for Fuel Cells by in
situ total x-ray scattering

Fredrik K. Mürer: Non-destructive 3D
orientational mapping of bone using
diffractive X-ray tomography

Martin Meven: High Pressure Diffraction on Single Crystals with Hot
Neutrons at MLZ

Laura Samperisi: Elucidation of Linker
Motion in Metal-Organic Frameworks
by Three-Dimensional Electron
Diffraction

Alexander Orbett: The Hopeful Journey
Towards Successful Tailoring of Water
(In)Soluble Cobalt Analogues as Potential
Water Splitting Catalysts.

12:25–12:45

Boaz Pokroy: Incorporation of amino
acids into inorganic crystalline hosts:
from biomineralization to bio-Inspired
band gap engineering

10:55–11:25

Room 223-224 – MS-63

Catalysis: functionalized materials
studied by XRD and XAFS
Chairs: V. Briois, A. Roodt

11:25–11:45

Club H – MS-64

In-situ and time resolved electron
crystallography
Chairs: A.A. Stewart, E. Olsson

11:45–12:05

Club D – MS-61

Magnetic structures at extreme
conditions and in extreme samples
Chairs: A.M. Arevalo-Lopez,
A. Katrusiak

12:05–12:25

Club C – MS-62

The mineral/life interface - biomineralization, advanced biomimetic
materials
Chairs: J. M. Garcia-Ruiz, G. Falini

Jike Lyu: Magnetic phase diagram of
the high-temperature spiral magnet
YBaCuFeO5
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Junwei Ben Li: Structural and bandgap
modification of KLaTiO4 hydrogen
evolution catalyst
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Thursday, August 19 – Keynote Lectures – morning
Club H

13:30 - 14:30
Quantum Crystallography
Open commission meeting

12:25–12:45

12:05–12:25

11:45–12:05

11:15–11:45

10:45–11:15

10:25–10:45

10:20–12:45

221-22 – SF-5
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Thursday, August 19 – Keynote Lectures – afternoon

14:45–17:10
14:50–15:20

Takeshi Eghamii: What does the
structure of liquid mean?

Aurora Cruz Cabeza: Can molecular
flexibility control crystallization?

Oliver Oeckler: Tellurides with monovalent Ga and In – from chains to
networks 14:50-15:15

Laura Chaix: Ba3NbFe3Si2O14:a model
system to study magnetic chirality

15:20–15:50

Shinya Hosokawa: Hyper-ordered
structures and glass-forming abilities
of Pd-based metallic glasses

Ian Rosbottom: Molecular, Solid-State
and Surface Structures of the
Conformational Polymorphic Forms
of Ritonavir in Relation to their Physicochemical Properties

Olivier C. Gagné: Elucidation and quantification of the factors underlying
bond-length variation in inorganic
solids for the design of non-oxide
materials … 15:15-15:40

15:50–16:10

Club B – MS-68

Symmetry aspects of magnetic order
and magnetic properties
Chair: M.I. Aroyo, M. Henriques

Andrew V. Martin: Introducing the
Pair-Angle Distribution Function:
many-atom statistics of crystals and
disordered materials

Katharina Edkins: Bridging the
nucleation step – the link of molecular
interactions in dilute solutions and the
crystal structure

Nataliya Novikova: Polytypism in the
compounds with the La18W10O57 type
structure
15:40-16:05

16:10–16:30

Club A – MS-69a

Complex crystal structures - chemical
crystallography
Chairs: M. Colmont, S. Krivovichev
14:45-17:20

Ida Gjerlevsen Nielsen: Group 13 precursor
structures and their effect on oxide
nanocrystal formation

A.M. Gołkowska: Controlling polymorphism of pharmaceutical cocrystals via
polymer assisted cocrystallization in
continuous processes

Sean Dusan Injac: Synthesis and
investigation of the 4H and newly
discovered 6H perovskite polymorphs
of BaRhO3 between 7 – 22 GPa.
16:05-16:55

16:30–16:50

Terrace 2B – MS-67

Crystallization mechanisms of small
molecule system
Chairs: D. Choquesiollo-Lazarte

Fabio Iesari: Extracting local symmetry
of liquid metals from extended x-ray
absorption fine structure using deep
neural network

Bernhardt Spingler: Crystallization of
anionic small molecules with the help
of a cation screen

Paul J. Sanies: Enhancing the Chemical
Flexibility of Hybrid Perovskites by
Introducing Divalent Ligands

Artem Vaulin: Low-temperature
magnetic state of Ho7Rh3 studied by
neutron diffraction and ac magnetic
susceptibility

16:50–17:10

Terrace 2A – MS-71a

Disordered materials: spectroscopic
and scattering techniques I
Chair: S. Billinge, A. Trapananti

Anthony E. Philips: Disorder and
dynamics of free and caged molecules
in crystals

Danny Stam: The Future of Co-crystallisation: A New Workflow Based on AI
Predictions, the Crystal16 Platform and
Electron Diffraction

Surya Rohith Kotla: Temperature
dependent structural studies of incommensurately modulated Rb2ZnCl4
16:55-17:20

Jacob Alexander Tosado: Ferrotoroidal
order and symmetry in LiFePO4 through
Spherical Neutron Polarimetry
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Fabio Orlandi: Peculiar commensurate
spin density wave in CeAuSb2 under
uniaxial stress
Henrik Friedrich Toma: Absolute sign of
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
in weak ferromagnets disclosed by
polarized neutron diffraction
Dan Porter: Resonant x-ray scattering
of magnetic anisotropy and orbital
ordering in Ca2RuO4
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Club H – MS-66

14:45–17:10

Graphs, tilings and crystal structures
Chairs: M. Loyola, B. Souvignier

Integrative structural biology: The
next 50 years of the Protein Data Bank
Chairs: S.K. Burley, D. Schneidman

New methods and strategies in
NMR crystallography – in Honour of
Francis Taulelle
Chair: D. Bryce, M. Dračinský

14:50–15:20

Virginia Monteseguro: Unveiling the
structural and electronic interplay
in 3d and 4f/5d compounds at
high-pressure

Vladislav Blatov: Perceiving zeolite
self-assembly within the natural tiling
model

Fei Xu: Crystal structure of the first
orphan GPCR

Sharon E. Ashbrook: Investigating
disorder in A2B2O7 ceramics for
waste encapsulation using NMR
crystallography

15:20–15:50

Emma Elisabeth McBride: Phase
Transition Lowering and Melting in
Dynamically Compressed Silicon and
Germanium at the LCLS

Jean-Guillaume Eon: Combinatorial
aspects of Löwenstein’s rule

Andrej Sali: From integrative structural
biology to cell biology

Lyndon Emsley: Structure determination
of amorphous molecular solids by
NMR crystallography

15:50–16:10

Club C – MS-70

Yimin Mijiti: A new internally heated
diamond anvil cell system for time
resolved optical and x-ray measurements 15:50-16:05
Guilherme A. Calligaris: EMA beamline
status and its XRD prospects
16:05-16:20
Andrey Protsenko: Fast EXAFS measurement in piezo-driven single-crystal
monochromatization scheme.
16:20-16:35
J. E. F. Soares odrigues: Unveiling the
Structural Behavior under Pressure of
Filled M0.5Co4Sb12 (M = K, Sr, La, Ce, and
Yb) 16:35-16:50
Anand Prashant Dwivedi: Towards
higher densities of matter: ultra-high
pre-compression in shock dynamic
experiments 16:50-17:05

Kristan B. Liza: Layer Groups associated
with 3-way 3-fold isonemal fabrics

Thomas Ve: Crystal and Cryo-EM
structures provide insight into how
pro-neurodegenerative SARM1 is
activated and cleave NAD+

Vitaliy Kurlin: A unique and continuous
code of all periodic crystals

Shubham Semwal: Structural studies of
Cysteine Synthase Complex obtained
from Klebsiella pneumoniae

K. J. Griffith: Anionic (dis)order and
fluoride dynamics in complex transition metal oxyfluorides from NMR
crystallography 15:50-16:05
Y. Nishiyama: NMR crystallography with
microED 16:05-16:20
L. Mueller: NMR-Assisted Crystallography:
Imaging Active Site Chemistry with
Protons 16:20-16:35
Brijith Thomas: NMR assisted structure
determination of coordination polymers
16:35-16:50
Jiří Brus: A Strategy for Determining
the Atomic-Resolution Structure of
Micro-/Nanocrystalline Composite
Solids 16:50-17:05
Robert Schurko: A new NMR crystallographic protocol based on quadrupolar
nuclei 17:05-17:20

16:50–17:10

16:30–16:50

16:10–16:30

Club D – MS-65

Matter at extreme conditions at
SR and XFEL: complementarity of
spectroscopy and diffraction
Chairs: A. D. Rosa, U. Zastrau

Praha, 2021

Anastasia Smerechuk: Synthesis of
magnetically frustrated oxides with
double perovskite structure

Nilaki Podhar: Crystal structure of a
complex between the electron-transfer partners arsenite oxidase and
cytochrome c552, from the arsenite
respiring bacterium
Jan Dohnálek: Structural evidence for
active site complementation and diverse
oligomerization in two bacterial α-LFucosidases from the same organism

Room 223-224 – MS-72
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Thursday, August 19 – Keynote Lectures – afternoon

15:45–17:10

Viktor Bentgsson: Scipion-ed for
electron crystallography

15:40-16:25
Filomeno Sanchez Rodriguez: ConPlot:
web-based tool for the visualization of
protein contact maps and distograms
integrated with other data

16:15–16:40

16:25-17:10
Vladislav Blatov: Topological analysis
with ToposPro and TopCryst

16:40–17:55

15:50–16:15

15:20–15:50

14:50–15:20

221-22 – SF

Software Fayre 5
Chairs: M. Lutz

17:10-17:55
Reinhard Neder: DISCUS Diffuse
Scattering and Structure Simulation
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Friday, August 20 – Keynote Lectures
Morning session 09:00 - 09:50

Evening session 18:10 - 19:00

KN-28 Terrace 2A

KN-31 Terrace 2A

Alexander Blagov: 4th generation SR and XFEL facilities: new era in
crystallography and material science

Marcia Fantini: The contribution of crystallography to new vaccine
formulations

KN-29 Terrace 2B

KN-32 Terrace 2B

Malla Reddy: Crystal engineering of adaptive smart materials: from
mechanical bending to self-healing

Gilberto Artioli: Crystallography and cultural heritage – On beauty,
science, and passion

KN-30 Club A

KN-33 Club A

Arockiasamy Arulandu: Structure guided inhibitor discovery targeting
a membrane receptor involved in atherosclerosis

Ken Andersen: Overview of Global Neutron Sources, Instruments,
and Initiatives

Praha, 2021
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Friday, August 20 – Keynote Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Melanie Vollmar: Predicting experimental phasing success for data
triaging

Isabel Moraes: Structures of the archaerhodopsin-3 transporter reveal that
disordering of internal water networks
underpins receptor.

Roman Gajda: Tracing electron density
changes in langbeinite under pressure

10:55-11:15 Ichiro Inoue: Ultrafast
structural changes in matter induced
by intense X-ray free-electron laser
pulses

Sergei Grudinin: Deep learning
entering the post-protein structure
prediction era: new horizons for
structural biology

Robert J Keenan: An ER translocon
for multi-pass membrane protein
biogenesis

Agata Wrobel: Experimental Electron
Density Distribution and QTAIM
Topological Analysis for the Perovskite
Mineral…

11:15-11:35 Karol Nass: Pink-beam
serial femtosecond crystallography for
accurate structure factor determination at an XFEL

Andrea Thorn: Modelling and refinement of hydrogens: new developments in CCP4

Oksana Degtjarik: To eat or not to eat:
Cryo-EM structure of melanocortin
receptor 4 reveals mechanism of a
“hunger switch” …

Marcin Stachowicz: Direct observation
of pressure induced charge density
redistribution at ions in zeolite,
hsianghualite

11:35-11:55 John Richard Helliwell: Towards a structural biology at organism
relevant temperature and chemical
conditions

Graeme M Day: Learning structure
-energy relationships for the prediction
of molecular crystal structures

Michael David Healy: Unravelling
the molecular architecture of the
Commander assembly

Teodoro Gauzzi: What are the crystallographic and genetic implications
of a naturally occurring polycrystal
composed of two mineral phases …

11:55-12:15 Angel Rodriguez-Fernandez: Ultrafast dynamical diffraction
wavefronts in strained Si imagined
with Tele-ptychography

James Cumby: New generalized crystallographic descriptors for structural
machine learning

Bronte A Johnstone: Two-component
pore formation by the novel CDCL
proteins ALY short and ALY long from
Elizabethkingia anophelis

Jennifer Readman: Structural studies of
titanium and zirconium silicate ion-exchange materials for the treatment of
nuclear waste

Danil Pashkov: Analysis of pre-edge
XANES spectra of Fe: SiO4 system by
using machine learning methods

William Bourquet: Mechanistic insights
into the synergistic activation of the
RXR–PXR heterodimer by endocrine
disruptor mixtures

Palmerina González-Izquierdo: Crystal
and Magnetic structures and Dielectric
phase transition of the novel Organic-Inorganic Hybrid Halometallate
compound: (quinuclidine)[FeCl4]

12:25–12:45

Jean Susini: The ultra-low emittance
synchrotron storage rings: a new paradigm for matter characterization.

10:55–11:25

Club B – MS-79(59b)

Complex structures of minerals and
inorganic materials II
Chairs: S. Krivovichev, M. Colmont

11:25–11:45

Club A – MS-74

Structural biology of receptors,
signaling and membrane proteins
Chairs: S. K. Buchanan, M. Parker

11:45–12:05

Terrace 2B – MS-73

Machine learning in biological and
structural sciences
Chairs: R. Giordano, H. R. Powell

12:05–12:25

Terrace 2A – MS-80

4th generation SR and XFEL Facilities
Chairs: M. Yabashi, S. Diaz-Moreno
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10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Oxana V. Magdysyuk: In situ study of
chemical synthesis using high-energy
X-ray diffraction on beamline I12 at
Diamond Light Source

Elliot Paul Gilbert: Characterising Food
Materials and the Case for Extended
q Scattering

Katrien Keune: Operation Night Watch:
macro- and microscale X-ray imaging
studies on the Rembrandts’ masterpiece The Night Watch …

Lars G.M. Pettersson: SpecSwap-RMC:
A Generalized RMC Approach to
Structure, Combining Scattering and
Spectroscopic Data

10:55–11:25

Alexandra Longcake: The solid-state
chemistry of rhodium(I) pincer complexes under extreme conditions.

Masato Ohnuma: „Slow operand“ measurements by laboratory small-angle
X-ray scattering

Christoph Berthold: X-ray Microdiffraction
of Cultural Heritage: Potentials und
Limitations

Maxwell W. Terban: Developing more
precise structural descriptions of
layered covalent organic frameworks
using total scattering data

11:25–11:45

Room 223-224 – MS-77(71b)

Disordered materials: spectroscopic
and scattering techniques II
Chairs: S. Billinge, A. Trapananti

Bryce Mullens: Insight into the Structural Variations of Fergusonite-Type
Structures: Combined Experimental
and Computational Studies

Fan Zhang: Breaking Bad: Towards Certifiable Additively Manufactured Alloys
Using Post-Build Heat Treatment

Silvie Švarcová: XRPD as a tool for the
study of pigment-binder interactions:
from metal formates to long-chain
carboxylates

Dorthe Ravnsbæk: Order-disorder transitions in battery electrodes studied by
operando X-ray scattering

11:45–12:05

Club H – MS-78

Science meets art: X-ray spectrometry and X-ray diffraction in art and
archaeology
Chairs: G. Artioli, S. Bette

Veronika Grigorieva: Growth and
spectroscopic studies of Na2W2O7 crystals
doped with Ce+4 and Cr+3 ions, promising
scintillation detectors of elementary
particles

Tereza Košutová: Time-evolution of
Au and Ag nanofluids prepared by
direct deposition of gas aggregated
nanoparticles into the liquid polymer

Hannah Louise Cross: Effects of soft
tissue on the crystallographic changes
to bone mineral upon heating

Nora K. Zimmerli: Insight into the structure of SiO2-supported Ni-Ga nanoparticles
for catalytic application via X-ray absorption spectroscopy and total scattering

12:05–12:25

Club D – MS-75

Small- and Wide-Angle Scattering
for industrial materials far from
equilibrium
Chairs: Jan Ilavský, Semra Ide

Rim Benali-Cherif: Correlation between
structural studies and third order NLO
properties of three new semi-organic
compounds

Diouma Kobor: XRD, USAXS, SAXS and
WAXS Investigations of ferroelectric
PZN-4.5PT nanoparticles thin films

Chiaramaria Stanii: A multidisciplinary
study unveils the nature of a Roman
ink of the I century AD

Nikolaj Roth: Tuneable Local Structure
in Thermoelectric Crystals

12:25–12:45

Club C – MS-76(59b)

Crystal chemistry with emerging
technology II
Chairs: C. Tedesco, T. Asahi

Abdelhadi El-Hachmi: Structural,
magnetic and optical properties study
of tellurium–based: Sr3–xPbxFe2TeO9 (0
≤ x ≤ 2.25) double perovskites

Peter A Beaucage: The nSoft Autonomous Formulation Laboratory: SANS/
SAXS/WAXS Liquid Handling for
Industrial Formulation Discovery

Partha Pratim Das: A new tool for
ancient artefact conservation studies:
Electron Diffraction Tomography
to study blue corrosion product in
Chinese Bronze sample

Praha, 2021

Andrea Bernasconi: Structure of complex
aluminosilicate oxide-glasses: the role
of zinc intermediate element.
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12:25–12:45

12:05–12:25

11:45–12:05

11:15–11:45

10:45–11:15
10:25–10:45
10:20–12:45

Friday, August 20 – Keynote Lectures – morning
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Friday, August 20 – Keynote Lectures – afternoon
Club B – MS-88

14:45–17:10
14:50–15:20

June Ki Wicks: Experimental measures
of the orientation dependence of the
B1-B2 trans-formation
in shock-compressed MgO

Thomas Dietl: Phase separations
and nematicity of transition metal
impurities

Liliya Yatsunyk: Non-canonical DNA
structures and their interactions with
small molecule ligands

15:20–15:50

Rachel J Husband: Simultaneous
imaging and diffraction of phase
transitions at intermediate
compression rates

Xiang Li: Pressure-induced phase
transitions and superconductivity
in a black phosphorus single crystal

Millie M. Georgiadis: Structural
properties of Alien DNA, an alternative
genetic system

Sophie Canton: Visualizing the
multiscale structural dynamics of
photoexcited molecular complexes
with ultrafast hard X-rays

15:50–16:10

Quantum crystallography research
Chair: Y.S. Chen, K. Jarzembska

Michael G. Stevenson: Phase Changes
in Dynamically Compressed Water

Evgenii O. Barts: Unconventional states
and topological defects in Fe-langasite

Yo-Yuan Hsiao: APE1 Exonuclease
Distinguishes Various DNA Substrates
by an Induced Space-Filling Mechanism

Piotr Łaski: Ultrafast photo-crystallographic and spectroscopic studies of
selected coinage-metal coordination
compounds

16:10–16:30

Club A – MS-81

Nucleic acids and binding proteins
structure and function
Chairs: S. Neidle, C. Bond

Amy Coleman: Investigations of the
high-pressure, high-temperature
behaviour of Au using laser-driven
dynamic compression

Siobhan Maeve Tobin: Magnetic excitations and structure of the topological
semimetal YbMnSb2

Niha Mishra: Structural characterization
of clinically reported missense mutations
identified in BRCA1

Jozef Kožíšek: Electronic structure
of (MePh3P)2[NiII(bdtCl2)2] . (CH3)2SO
and (MePh3P)[NiIII(bdtCl2)2], (bdtCl2 3,6-dichlorobenzene-1,2-dithiolate)

16:30–16:50

Terrace 2B – MS-87

Topological materials
Chairs: Y. Yao, W. Duai, A. Saxena

Marta Morana: Mineral inclusions
as models to characterize deviatoric
stress in single crystals

Laura Christina Folkers: Occupancy
disorder and magnetism in tetradymite
based topological insulators

Jason R Stagno: Solid-solid phase
transition in adenine riboswitch
crystals driven by large conformational
changes induced by ligand

Anna Malgorzata Krawczuk: Unusual
carbonyl interactions in co-crystals of
urea and dicarboxylic acids

16:50–17:10

Terrace 2A – MS-83

High pressure crystallography
Chairs: L. Ehm, J. H. Eggert,
V. Prakapanka, P. Dera

Achim Mathias Schaller: High-pressure
low-temperature phase transitions and
structural develop. in quasi-two-dimensional transition metal oxychlorides

Sergey Aksenov: Topological analysis of
local heteropolyhedral substitutions in
the eudialyte-related structures

Nobutaka Numoto: Molecular mechanism of self-antigen recognition by
the ligand binding domain of B cell
inhibitory co-receptor CD72

Michal Chodkiewicz: Testing various
variants of Hirshfeld atom like
refinement.
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Simon Grabowski: Synchrotron experiments revealing the similarities and differences between crystal and enzyme
environmental effects on the electron
densities of protease inhibitors …
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Moniek Tromp: Operando X-ray
Absorption Spectroscopy probing
Dynamic Processes in Batteries

Olivier Perez: Designing Composite Spin
Chain Structures Built up of Dimeric and
Trimeric Polyhedral Units: The oxides
A1+y[(Mn1-xCox)1-z◊z]O3 (A = Ca, Sr; x = 3/8).

Koen Henri Janssens: Fingerprinting
Natural Ultramarine in 15th-17th century
Netherlandish paintings

Marek Grabowski: IRRMC
(https:// proteindiffraction.org): Impact
on quality of structures in PDB

V. V. Shapovalov: Operando diagnostics
of cathode materials based on novel
sodium iron titanites

Akihiro Umayahara: Diffraction
enhancement of symmetry
and modular structures

Sebastian Bette: The variety of calcium
bearing efflorescence phases - An
explanation by crystal chemistry

Herbert J. Bernstein: A Gold Standard
for the archiving of macromolecular
diffraction data

SMS-5
Advances in data and model validation in biomolecular Small-Angle
Scattering: Impacts on data and
meta-data recording and data
archiving
Chairs: J. Perez
15:55-17:00

Jiří Hybler: Polytypism in cronstedtite;
how various stacking sequences of
layers affect diffraction pattern

Arie van der Lee: Why is heptagonal
symmetry so rare in art
and architecture?

Santosh Panjikar: Data evaluation on
the fly: Auto-Rickshaw at the MX beamlines of the Australian Synchrotron
15:50-16:15

Alexander Feige: Binary beryllium
pnictides: ordered and disordered
coloring variants of the diamond
structure

Grygoriy Dmytriv: Crystallography vs.
human masterpiece: Li20Mg6Cu13Al42,
Mg9Ni6Ga14 and Mg3Ni2Ga structures
vs. ivory puzzle balls

Wladek Minor: Rapid response to
biomedical challenges and threats
16:15-16:40

Peter Moeck: Information theory based
symmetry classifications of more or
less 2D periodic patterns in Islamic
building ornaments and Hans Hinterreiter’s graphic art
Eva Kočí: Laboratory X-ray powder
diffraction as a useful tool for identification of pigments and degradation
products in portrait miniatures painted
on ivory

Toshiyuki Nishiyama Hiraki: Development of an on-the-fly data processing
with information-lossless compression
for CITIUS detectors at SPring-8
16:40-17:05

16:30–16:50

Thomas Grant: Representing low-resolution electron density maps from
solution scattering data
16:00-16:30

16:50–17:10

16:10–16:30

14:45–17:10

Room 223-224 – MS-82

Handling of big data
in crystallography
Chair: W. Minor, B. Vallat
14:50-17:05

14:50–15:20

Club H – MS-85

Science meets art: Crystallography
and cultural heritage
Chairs: A. Rafalska-Lasocha, P. Bezdička

15:20–15:50

Club D – MS-86

Modular structure of inorganic and
mineral compounds
Chairs: I. Pignatelli, B. Stöger

15:50–16:10

Club C – SMS-6

Spectroscopy applied to electrochemistry: operando studies
Chairs: J.R. Plaisier, D. Bhattacharyya

Dina Schneidman: Integrative modeling
of structure and dynamics of macromolecules based on SAXS profiles and crosslinking mass spectrometry 16:30-17:00
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Friday, August 20 – Keynote Lectures – afternoon

15:45–17:10

14:55-15:40
Yunyun Gao: AUSPEX: Finding pathologies in macromolecular X-ray data

15:50–16:15

15:40-16:25
Silvina Pagola: winPSSP: solving organic
materials from powder diffraction

16:15–16:40

16:25-17:10
Martin Lutz: Eval15: Intensity integration
of area detector images

16:40–17:55

15:20–15:50

14:50–15:20

221-22 – SF

Software Fayre 6
Chairs: M. Lutz

17:10-17:55
Arkadiy Simonov: Yell: Diffuse scattering
analysis in single crystals
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Saturday, August 21 – Plenary and Keynote Lectures
Morning session 09:00 - 09:50

Evening session 17:40 - 20:00

KN-34 Club A

18:10-19:00
PL-3 Panorama

Mitsushiro Shibayama: Fabrication and Characterization of Inhomogeneity-free Polymer Gels

Panorama

David Eisenberg: The structural biology of pathogenic amyloid fibrils

KN-35 Terrace 2A

19:00-19:45

Harold Stokes: The Science of Symmetry Breaking

Closing ceremony Panorama

KN-36 Terrace 2B
Loes Kroon-Batenburg: Metadata and checkCIF for raw diffraction data
in realising ultimate crystallographic objectivity

Praha, 2021
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Saturday, August 21 – Plenary and Keynote Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Martin U. Schmidt: Wrong organic
crystal structures solved and refined
from powder data

Deepak Chopra: Understanding s- and
π-hole centered interactions in crystals
from electron density analysis

Orsolya Barabas: Structural insights
into the transposition of antibiotic
resistance

Kenton Longenecker: Fragment-Based
Discovery of Orally Efficacious Allosteric Inhibitors of TNF-alpha

10:55–11:25

Katharine Page: Probing Chemical
Short-range Order and other Nanoscale Motifs in the Solid State

Karah E Knope: Harnessing non-covalent interactions towards the isolation
of novel actinide structural units

John Horton: Extraordinary Structures
of Orphan Methyltransferases with
Their Substrate DNA

Martin E M Noble: FragLites: a library of
small molecules incorporating
anomalous scatterers with applications in screening and protein
interaction mapping

11:25–11:45

Club B – MS-89

Fragment Screening, LCP, and
Automation
Chairs: A. Douangamath, L. Keefe

Antonia Neels: Multiscale structural
decoding of fibrous materials by SAXS
and WAXD

Dušan P. Malenov: Stacking interactions of chelate rings of transition metal
complexes

Diana R. Tomchik: Structural and
mechanistic basis for protein
glutamylation by the kinase fold

11:45–12:05

Club A – MS-92 (34b)

Structural biology of enzymes, mechanism and regulation II
Chairs: M. Czjzek

Dean de Longchamp: Polarized
resonant soft X-ray scattering
measurements in polymer-grafted
nanoparticles

Arun Dhaka: Activating chalcogen
bonding in alkylseleno/ alkyltelluro
acetylenes: Helical arrangements and
crystal engineering strategies

Paulina Duhita Anindita: Mechanism
of RNA stimulated ATP hydrolysis
by tick-borne encephalitis virus NS3
helicase

Isabela Morales: High throughput
approach to prepare high-density
microcrystals in lipidic cubic phase for
serial crystallography and fragment
screening

12:05–12:25

Terrace 2B – MS-93

Non-covalent interactions in crystal
engineering I
Chairs: G. Resnati, P. Bombicz

Jack Binns: Understanding Order
and Correlation in Liquid Crystals by
Fluctuation Scattering

Bernadeta Prus: Hydrogen bond architecture in a series of allylamine and
normal alcohols (C1-C10) cocrystals

Samar Hasnain: Quinol-dependent
Nitric Oxide Reductases are dimers in
cryoEM structures

Geging Wang: Fragment-based development of bacterial DsbA inhibitors
as novel anti-virulence agents

12:25–12:45

Terrace 2A – MS-90

Structure solution and poorly crystalline materials
Chairs: A. Altomare

Patrick Leslie Raphael Adams: Using the
Pair Angle Distribution Function for
Analysing Protein Structure

Shamarke Mohamed: Expanding the
crystal form landscape: emerging computational tools for the discovery of
eutectic composites and higher order
cocrystals of organic compounds

Elke de Zitter: Interactive GUI for the
calculation of Fobs-Fobs electron density
difference maps and extrapolated
structure factors based on the cctbx
toolbox

Jan Wollenhaupt: Efficiently from Library to Hit – Crystallographic Fragment
Screening in Berlin via Structurally
Diverse Compound Libraries
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Ludmila Leroy: Using sound pulses to
solve the crystal harvesting bottleneck
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10:20–12:45
10:25–10:55

Julia Kornfield: Metastable structures,
interplay of sequential deformations,
and interactions between tungsten disulfide nanotubes and poly(L-lactide)
studied by in situ X-ray scattering

Ulrich Kortz: Discrete polyoxometalates: from geochemistry via crystal
engineering to functional materials

Diego Lamas: Crystallography schools
and other educational activities in
Latin America during the COVID-19
pandemic

Rocco Caliandro: Multivariate analysis
of X-ray diffraction and XAFS data

10:55–11:25

Christine Papadakis: Kinetics of mesoglobule formation and disintegration
in solutions of thermoresponsive
polymers after fast pressure jumps

Helen Maynard-Casely: Exploration of
organic minerals on Saturn’s moon
Titan

Marielle Yasmine Agbahoungbata:
X-TechLab training sessions in Benin:
towards borderless science education

Paola D’Angelo: Advanced methods for
the study of chemical systems by X-ray
Absorption Spectroscopy

11:25–11:45

Room 223-224 – MS-95

Advanced methods for analysis of
XAFS and crystallographic data
Chairs: M. Giorgetti,
P. Macarena Abdala

Daisuke Kawaguchi: Aggregation
States and Proton Conductivity in Perfluorosulfonic Acid Thin Films under
Humidity Condition

Tasushiro Kojima: A Crystal Flask
Composed of Huge Cage-of-Cage Metallosupramolecules for the Formation
of Polyoxomolybdate

Dubravka Sisak Jung: Crystallographic
education in real and reciprocal
spacechromechrome

Alexander Guda: Analysis of XANES
spectra for tektites using machine
learning algorithms

11:45–12:05

Club H – MS-96

Crystallography schools to promote
interdisciplinarity in science
Chairs: A. Brink, S. C. Tarantino

Francesca Catherine Fitch: Exploring
the formation of Hf metal-organic
frameworks

Suroji Bhunia: Autonomous Recombination and Self-healing of Fracture in
Piezoelectric Organic Crystals: Scopes
in Crystal Eng.

Leopoldo Suescun: Teaching crystallographic symmetry in Latin America.
A 10-year review and perspectives.

Inga Pudza: Treatment of disorder
effects in X-ray absorption spectra
by reverse Monte-Carlo simulations:
CuMoO4 case

12:05–12:25

Club D – MS-94

Organic minerals, metal-organic
frameworks, and metal-oxygen
clusters
Chairs: I. Huskić, T. Ozeki

Che-Min Chou: Transient Domain
Structure of Coalescence-Induced
Self-Organization in Droplet Phase
Separation

Faiza Habib: Encapsulations of terpenes,
aromatic and non-aromatic compound
in metal-organic framework via the
crystalline sponge method

Louise Nicole Dawe: High impact crystallography skills development through local undergraduate curriculum
and regional workshops and schools

Christopher Thomas Chantler: Novel
advanced methods in XAS – XERT and
Hybrid Techniques

12:25–12:45

Club C – MS-91

Time-resolved phase evolution,
interaction & crystallization in soft
matter: Integrative approaches
Chairs: M. Shibayma, J. Ruan

Chu-jen Su: SAXS-revealed nanostructures of poly(ethylene glycol)grafted phospholipid vescicles

Emily Gabriele Meekel: Correlated
Linker Disorder in Metal-Organic
Frameworks

Suzanna Ward: Crystallography for
all – Using the CSD to help promote
interdisciplinarity in science

Oleg Usoltsev: Machine learning
applied to operando XANES
spectroscopy for Pd nanocatalysts
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Saturday, August 21 – Plenary and Keynote Lectures – morning

10:20–12:45
10:25–10:45
10:45–11:15

Dmitry Semenok: Room-temperature
superconductivity in compressed
polyhydrides
Artem R Oganov: Electronegativity
and Mendeleev number: redefinition
of two important atomic chemical
descriptors

12:25–12:45

12:05–12:25

11:45–12:05

Christopher James Pickard: Computational challenges in the search for better
superconducting hydrides

11:15–11:45

221-22 – SMS-7

Hydrogen rich compounds: design,
properties & phase transitions at
high pressures
Chairs: A. Oganov, A. Goncharov
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Saturday, August 21 – Plenary and Keynote Lectures – afternoon

14:45–17:10
14:50–15:20

Frederic Vanmeert: Macroscopic X-ray
powder diffraction imaging for the
study of oil paintings

Siddharth Saxena: Evolution of Structural, Magnetic and Electronic Properties
with Pressure in TMPX3 van-der-Waals
Compounds

James M. Rondinelli: Towards an
iterative exploration of novel materials
exhibting electronic phase transitions.
14:45-15:05

Tomce Runcevski: Motion of a Structural
Insights into the Temperature-induced
Color Changes of [(CH3)2NH2]2NiCl4

15:20–15:50

Ashley Bucsek: A multiscale, multimodal approach to studying static
recrystallization in Mg-3Zn-0.1Ca

Natalia Dubrovinskaia: Materials
synthesis and crystallography at extreme pressure-temperature conditions

Chloe Simone Coates: Negative X-ray
expansion in cadmium cyanide.
15:05-15:25

Helena Shepherd: MD-SAXS: Smart Molecular Materials: Synthesis, Structure
and Properties

15:50–16:10

Club B – MS-100

Stimuli-responsive crystalline
compounds
Chairs: C. Massera, I. Halasz

Patrick Kin Man Tung: Trindex - 3D
Grain Orientation Mapping with
Neutron Imaging

Anna Gaydamaka: Salts of guanine and
alkali metals: preparation and structural study at broad range of T, P

Gwilhem Nénert: Crystal structure,
complex phase diagram and re-entrant phase transition in NaSrPO4.
15:25-15:45

Angiolina Comotti: Ultra-Fast Rotors
and Light Emitting Ligands in Metal
-Organic Frameworks

16:10–16:30

Club A – MS-101(18b)

Phase transitions in complex materials
(structure and magnetism) II
Chairs: Y. Shimakawa, A. Gibbs

Alejandro Rodriguez-Navarro: New
advanced tools for processing and
analysis of 2D X-ray diffraction data:
XRD2DScan software 7.0

Kamil Filip Dziubek: Phase diagram of
carbon dioxide revisited

Dorota Pullmanová: Crystal structure
of a new polymorph of Sr2TiO4 with
tetrahedral titanium. 15:45-16:05

Ejaz Ahmed: Shape-memory effects
in molecular crystals

16:30–16:50

Terrace 2B – MS-102

Crystallography using large volume
presses and diamond anvil cells
Chairs: S. Deemyad, R. Miletich

L. Dresselhaus-Marais: Visualizing
the Dynamics of Subsurface Defects
with Time-Resolved Dark-Field X-ray
Microscopy

Angelika Dorothea Rosa: X-ray study
of krypton and xenon under pressure
reveals the mechanism of martensitic
transformations

16:50–17:10

Terrace 2A – MS-104

Diffraction imaging, grain mapping
in materials and art
Chair: J. P. Wright, S. Larsen

Michela La Bella: Diffraction imaging
and tomography investigations on the
hydration of gypsum plaster

Chris Tulk: Amorphization Process
of Ice XVI at Under Pressure at Low
Temperature
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Kieran Jon Routledge: Revisiting the
crystal structure and magneto-elastic
coupling in MnZnSb
16:05-16:25
Arnau Romaguera: Phase transitions
and magnetic structures in Epsilon
-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. 16:25-16:45
Emma Helen Wolpert: Polytypism in
layered AB2 solids. 16:45-17:05

Tristan Hermann Borchers: Low-power
photo-carving of dye-volatile cocrystals: The sublime cutting edge of
light-responsive materials
Yuki Hagiwara: Crystal locomotion
driven by photo-triggered phase
transition

www.iucr25.org

14:45–17:10
14:50–15:20

Andrea Pizzi: Seleninic acids as chalcogen
bond donors: a molecular insight of
GPx activity

Tristan Ian Croll: „Enhanced peer
review“ – rebuilding early SARS-CoV-2
structures in ISOLDE

Giuseppe Cruciani: Immobilization
and removal of hazardous elements
by geomaterials: the harder and the
softer solutions

Xinlian Feng: Advances in organic 2D
crystals

Christian Jelsch: Deciphering the
driving forces in crystal packings by
analysis of hydrogen bonds, …

Jasmine Y. Young: Improving the quality
of 3D structure data in the Protein
Data Bank with coordinate versioning
supported by OneDep

Georgia Cametti: Combining XRD, XAS,
and molecular dynamics simulations
to probe metals in zeolites…

Valeria Murgulov: Crystal growth and
characterisation of organic-inorganic
lead-free 2D double perovskite for
application in radiation sensing

Sergey Arkhipov: “The role of S-bond
in tenoxicam keto–enolic tautomerization

Andrey Kovalevsky: Neutron crystallography for drug design targeting
SARS-CoV-2 viral proteins

Aurelio Borzi: Determination of stress,
cracks and defects density in crystals
after wafer-bonding processes: a novel
HRXRD–X-ray micro CT conjoint
analytical …

Maura Mancinelli: Adsorption and
degradation mechanisms of perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) on Ag-exchanged FAU-type zeolite studied by in situ
synchrotron XRD…

Vishnu Vijayakumar-Syamala: Evolution
of halogen bonding interactions in
a co-crystal system: X-ray diffraction
under pressure in lab

Daniel A Keedy: The temperature-dependent conformational ensemble of
SARS-CoV-2 main protease (Mpro)

Carlotta Giacobbe: Revealing the
lifelong bio-persistent crystal structure
of an asbestos fiber

Gemma de la Flor: Crystallography
online by the Bilbao Crystallographic
Server: new computer tools for the
study of layer and multi-layer materials

Mateja Pisačić: Tuning mechanical
responses of crystalline cadmium(II)
coordination polymers through cyano
functionality and halide anions

Agnel Praveen Joseph: Validation
of cryo-EM structures of SARS-CoV-2
and mapping genomic mutations

Pascale Launois: Mechanisms of
structural reordering during thermal
transformation of aluminogermanate
imogolite nanotubes

16:50–17:10

Eli Sutter: 1D Nanowires of 2D Layered
Materials: A New Frontier in Nanomaterials

15:20–15:50

Room 223-224 – MS-103

XAS and crystallography allied for
geomaterials and environmental
problems
Chair: J. F. Mosselmans, A. Martucci

15:50–16:10

Panorama – MS-97

New methods to fight the pandemic
Chairs: J.S. Richardson, N.M. Pearce

16:10–16:30

Club D – MS-99

Non-covalent interactions in crystal
engineering II
Chairs: G. Resnati, P. Bombicz

16:30–16:50

Club C – MS-98

2D type crystals and their heterostructures
Chairs: M. Bosi, A. Rodriguez-Romero

Jogirdas Vainauskas: Halogen Bonding
for Aromatic Hydrocarbon Assembly
in the Solid State
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René Loredo-Portales: Evolution of the
wall-crystal interface as witness of the
heterogeneous nucleation and growth
of Naica’s giant crystals
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Because we beat the
fluorescence problem
Truly exclude unwanted fluorescence interference for dramatic
data improvements in crystallography and discover more about
your materials with the new 1Der detector. Its unique features
allow you to identify the low intensity peaks
that often provide the final clues in a
Rietveld crystal structure refinement.

Never wonder if
you missed a
clue, just trust the
cleanest data

When combined with the Empyrean’s
unique optics, 1Der provides you with
trustworthy data quality for X-ray
diffraction. The data cleanliness is such as
to include the weak but significant signal
from low intensity peaks which can be the
final proof of the appropriate crystal structure
symmetry.

www.malvernpanalytical.com
Contact us for more information

APEX4
Software Without Compromise
Automation or manual control, your choice.
Fastest processing and improved GUI feedback.
Greatly improved twin handling.
Increased-efficiency screening of various data bases.

For more information please visit bruker.com/apex4

Innovation with Integrity

SC-XRD

A REVOLUTION IN AUTOMATED SAMPLE MOUNTING
AND DATA COLLECTION: XtaLAB Synergy Flow
• Keep your instrument running during times of social distancing
and limited lab access
• Eliminate instrument downtime between samples
• Additional samples can be added without halting the instrument
• Incredibly fast centering algorithm
XtaLAB Synergy Flow configured with a PhotonJet-DW VHF
X-ray source and a HyPix-Arc 150° scintillator-free detector.

Rigaku was the first to bring you robotic sample changers for the home lab with the ACTOR™ back
in 2001. Now we are pleased to bring you another first, the XtaLAB Synergy Flow, the only robotic
sample changing system that allows interruption-free sample addition and removal coupled with
safe, protective, and fast sample transport. While the original ACTOR was designed mainly for
protein crystal screening, it was also useful in small molecule applications. The XtaLAB Synergy Flow
has been designed to handle both small molecule and protein samples equally well and is the perfect
addition to an X-ray laboratory that wants to ensure better social distancing as well as operate at
maximum efficiency during a time of reduced lab access. The XtaLAB Synergy Flow was designed
with one basic concept in mind: improving the workflow of your lab.

Unique, retractable dewar access allows samples to be added
or removed without halting the instrument.

© 2021 Rigaku Corporation and its Global Subsidiaries. All rights reserved | info@rigaku.com | rigaku.com

INTRODUCING OUR NEW ELECTRON DIFFRACTOMETER:

XtaLAB Synergy-ED
• HyPix technology inside
• CrysAlisPro for easy instrument control and data processing
• Study submicron samples with ease

We wanted to lower the barrier to entry to the emerging
field of single-crystal electron diffraction, so we joined
forces with JEOL to bring the expertise of both companies
to one fantastic product.

Fully controllable from CrysAlisPro: find, center
and collect data on samples with our intuitive
control and data processing software.

With JEOL’s expertise in generation and control of electron beams and Rigaku’s expertise in HPC detectors and
crystallographic software, we bring you our new electron
diffractometer, the XtaLAB Synergy-ED.

© 2021 Rigaku Corporation and its Global Subsidiaries. All rights reserved | info@rigaku.com | rigaku.com

Features a Rigaku HyPix detector for
high-quality electron diffraction data.

Notes
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Poster sessions
Instructions for poster presenters
At this hybrid conference, there are two ways to display and discuss
posters: in person (on-site) poster sessions and virtual poster sessions.
For in person presentation and discussion, poster boards are located on
the second floor next to the exhibition area. Please put up your poster
at the morning of the day when your poster session is planned. Use
the board, which has your poster number on it. Take your poster down
at the date indicated on your poster board. Personal discussions at the
posters are planned during lunch break: 13:45-14:45 and after evening
keynote lectures some days.
On-line discussion of virtual posters is planned at 5.10-6.10 pm. You
may answer questions in chat any time, but your presence during the
designated time will be helpful to discuss online. Virtual discussion rooms
will be opened from 5:40-6.10 pm. Please use your own device for virtual
poster discussion or ask organizers for help (at least one day before your
poster session is planned).
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Poster sessions – time for online sessions (onsite sessions)
Sunday, August 15, 17:10-18:10 (19:00-19:45)

Tuesday, August 17, 16:40-17:40

1

Structural bioinformatics

17

Macromolecular and biological crystallography

2

Drug design

18

Cryo-EM

3

Crystal structure prediction

19

Pharmaceutical materials

4

Solid state photochemistry

20

Polymorphism

5

Metal-organic frameworks

21

Quantum crystallography

6

Perovskites

22

Ptychography, imaging, coherent scattering

7

Powder diffraction – general, structure refinement

8

General interest

9

Automation in crystallography

23

Protein design and engineering

10

Solution scattering

24

Crystallization

11

Structural biology of viruses

25

Electron crystallography

12

Theory and practice of supramolecular synthons
in crystal engineering

26

Combining X-Ray Diffraction and Spectroscopy to
Characterise Materials

13

Crystallographic data

27

Magnetic structures, magnetic materials

14

Advances in instrumentation

28

Porous materials

15

Thin films and surfaces

29

Solid state reactions and dynamics

16

Texture, strain, stress, real structure

30

Nanomaterials

31

Total scattering

32

Theoretical crystallography

Monday, August 16, 17:10-18:10 (19:00-19:45)
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Wednesday, August 18, 17:10-18:10 (13:45-14:45)

www.iucr25.org

Thursday, August 19, 17:10-18:10 (13:45-14:45)

Saturday, August 21, 17:10-18:10 (13:45-14:45)

33

Chemical crystallography

48

Fragment screening

34

Catalysis

49

Non-covalent interactions in crystal engineering

35

Composite and Incommensurate Modulated Crystals

50

High pressure crystallography

36

Disordered materials

51

Stimuli-responsive crystalline compounds

37

Biomineralization: Biomineralization, advanced
biomimetic

52

Time resolved phase evolution, interaction
and crystallization in soft matter

38

Materials for energy conversion and storage

53

Structure and phase transitions in advanced materials

39

Neutron scattering

54

Methods

40

NMR crystallography

55

XAFS

41

Structural biology of receptors, membrane proteins

42

Structural biology of enzymes

43

Nucleic acids and binding proteins structure and
function

44

Crystallography in art and archaeology

45

Complex structures of minerals and inorganic materials

46

SAXS, SANS

47

Synchrotron and XFEL facilities

Friday, August 20, 17:10-18:10 (13:45-14:45)
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Sunday, August 15 – Poster sessions
Sunday, August 15 – Poster sessions
P-01 Structural bioinformatics
P-01-01 Adam J. Simpkin: Exploiting new generation ab initio
and homology models from databases for MR
P-01-02 Josef Houser: The analysis of CH-π interaction in protein–carbohydrate binding
P-01-03 Consiglia Tedesco: On the role of CO…CO interactions in the
classification of beta-turns
P-01-04 Mudasar Ali Khan: Structural Characterization of missense
mutation identified in BRCA2 using Comparative Biophysical and
Dynamics Studies

Underlined authors have registered for onsite participation
P-01-12 Anders Kadziola: Patterson positivity combined with statistical
matching can estimate unobserved intensities
P-01-13 Hyejin Yoon: How the point mutation of NPC1 can affect the
cholesterol transport efficiency : Molecular dynamics study
P-01-14 Jan Niclas Wolf: Modeling large protein structures as graphs
for automated analysis of their topology
P-01-15 Jaganathan Ramakrishnan: Investigation of Furin inhibition
to block SARS-CoV-2 spike protein cleavage and Structural stability
via molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulations
P-01-16 Lada Biedermannová: The first hydration layer around biomolecules is site-specific

P-01-05 Michal Tykač: De novo detection of symmetry in cryo-EM
density maps

P-01-17 Hsiao-Ching Yang: Probing Protein Structures in Solution
by Molecular Dynamics Simulation and Small-Angle X-ray Scattering

P-01-06 José Javier Burgos-Mármol: PISACov: Expanding jsPISA with
evolutionary covariance data to better determine protein quaternary
state from a crystal structure

P-02 Drug design
P-02-1 Weixiao Song: Fragment Based Drug Discovery of SARS-CoV-2
Main Protease

P-01-07 Mihaly Varadi: PDBe-KB: a community-driven resource for
structural and functional annotations

P-02-2 Oleg Borbulevych: RS-MTDock: MovableType ligand docking
method using X-ray / Cryo-EM experimental density and integrated
realspace refinement

P-01-08 Maximilian Edich: EvoDock: Optimization of protein-ligand
binding interfaces
P-01-09 Zheng Chen: Effects of mutations in the NMDA receptor
GluN1 subunit on binding and dynamics: a computational approach
P-01-10 Małgorzata Cabaj: Base pairs and their higher order structures
P-01-11 Algirdas Gribauskas: The rotag library: generating protein
structure-specific side-chain rotamer libraries
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P-02-3 Vikram Dalal: Repurposing an ancient protein core structure:
structural studies on FmtA, a novel esterase of Staphylococcus aureus
P-02-03 Tatyana Prudnikova: Studies of LysSi3, a Gram-negative
targeting endolysin with broad bactericidal activity
P-02-04 Hirotake Furihara: Structural insight into the degradation
selectivity of C2H2 zinc finger by thalidomide metabolite

www.iucr25.org

Sunday, August 15 – Poster sessions
P-02-05 Asuka Shibuya: Structure determination of the motor
domain of centromere associated protein E

P-04-05 Ulrich Pietsch: MBE growth Monitoring of a single GaAs
nanowire by in-situ X-ray nano-diffraction

P-02-06 Joanne Lemieux: Structural studies towards the development of
an oral main protease (Mpro) inhibitor to treat SARS-CoV-2 infection

P-04-06 Christian Ludt: Controlled tuning of atomistic structure in
functional materials by acoustic standing waves and electric fields

P-03 Crystal structure prediction

P-04-07 Svetlana M. Posokhova: Structure and luminescent properties
of KGd1−xEux(MoO4)2 (0 ≤ x ≤1)

P-03-01 Detlef WM Hofmann: Machine Learning on Experimental
Crystal Structures to parametrize Models of the Gibbs Energy in
Computational Crystallography
P-03-02 Emma Helen Wolpert: Predicting the packing behaviour
of porous organic cages
P-03-03 Alexander Kvashnin: Simulation of nanoindentation
of covalent materials using machine-learning interatomic potentials
P-03-04 Ioana Sovago: Come for the drug, stay for the solvent!
P-03-05 Suma Dilipkuhar: Structural characterization
of Cu-tpy-nucleotide ternary complexes
P-04 Solid state photochemistry
P-04-01 Krystyna A. Deresz: Combined structural and spectroscopic
investigations of a series of photo- and thermoswitchable trinitrocobalt(III)
coordination compounds in the solid state
P-04-02 M.A. Islam: Structural characterization and cation distribution
of Cr3+ substituted cobalt ferrite
P-04-03 Cosmin Romanitan: Strain analysis of SiNWs-GQDs core-shell
heterostructures
P-04-04 Nicholas Thien Tam Tram: Resolution of ferrocene and
deuterated ferrocene conformations using dynamic vibrational IR
spectroscopy
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P-04-08 Hannah van Dyk: Catalytic development and medical
application of transition metal complexes (Re, Co, Cu) containing
novel Salicylidene Schiff bases
P-04-09 Frederick Jacobus Francois Jacobs: Understanding small
rhenium molecules kinetically and structurally in a macromolecular
setting
P-04-10 -Manju: Excitation energy dependent tunable emission
in SrZnO2 nanophosphors
P-04-11 Patryk Borowski: Photocrystallographic studies of novel
nickel (II) nitro complex supplemented by IR spectroscopy and
multi-temperature XRD experiments
P-04-10 Petr A. Buikin: Hybrid halobismuthates: structure and optical
properties
P-04-11 Christo van Staden: The Manipulation Of Metal-Metal
Bonding Distances By Variation Of The Size Of N-Substituents
On PNP Ligand Systems
P-05 Metal-organic frameworks
P-05-01 Albina Isbjakova: Kinetic and thermodynamic control
in assembly of rare-earth cyamelurates
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P-05-02 Alexandre Courac: High pressure, high temperature
crystallography of graphite intercalation compounds

P-06-02 Daysuke Okuyama: Suppression mechanism of the ferroelectric polarization in multiferroic tetragonal perovskiteSr1/2Ba1/2MnO3

P-05-03 Lorenci Gjurgjaj: Polystyrene modification by cellulose
derivative and organoclay

P-06-03 Y. Maximilian Klein: Distortion mode anomalies
at TMIT = TNin bulk PrNiO3

P-05-04 Karthik Kumara: Crystal structure studies, computational
analysis and hydrogen bonding attributes of halogen bonded
sulfonyl Schiff bases

P-06-04 Christian Hirschle: Thermoelastic instabilities in rare-earth
perovskites REScO3 (RE = Nd, Sm, Tb, Dy)

P-05-05 Amani Hind Benahsene: Synthesisi, structural study, biological
and NLO properties of three new hybrid compounds of dapsonE
P-05-06 Juliana Assunção Pereira de Figueiredo: Synthesis and
Rietveld Refinement of MeMOF-74 (Me= Co, Zn, Mn, Mg and Ni)

P-06-05 Candida Pipitone: Heterovalent doping of a 1D hybrid
pseudo-perovskite: B site vacancy and short-range order
P-06-06 Dariusz Jakub Gawryluk: Structure of the RNiO3 single
crystals (R = Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, Y, Ho, Er, Lu)

P-05-07 Jan Fábry: Crystallographic Aspects of the Propanoate Salts

P-06-07 Gregor Kieslich: Tilt and Shift Polymorphism in Molecular
Perovskites

P-05-08 Hirotaka Ashitani: Kinetics in the gas adsorption process of
porous coordination polymers by time-resolved X-ray powder diffraction
measurement

P-06-08 Shalene Natalia Bothma: The magnetic-structural relationships
of [CuX6]4- [X = Cl-or Br-] perovskites containing n-carboxyalkylammonium cations of various chain lengths

P-05-09 Yuki Wada: Multi-interactive coordination network featuring
a ligand with topologically isolated p-orbitals

P-06-09 Joachim Breternitz: Halide Perovskites – structural
systematisation and what we learn from it.

P-05-10 Christophe M.L. Vande Velde: Large pore isoreticular MOFs
as tunable nanoreactors

P-06-10 Chris Ling: Stoichiometric molecular hydration of interstitial
sites in a close-packed ionic lattice

P-05-11 Vania Andre: Nalidixic acid-Ca(II) derivatives: discrete
complexes and metal-organic frameworks

P-06-11 Ahmed Gadelmawla: Effect of Bi non-stoichiometry on the
crystallographic structure of Na1/2Bi1/2TiO3

P-05-12 Anantharaman Ganapathi: Multifunctional MOFs Based on
Imidazoletricarboxylic Acid for Gas Adsorption, Sensing and Catalysis

P-06-12 Marouan Oumezzine: Synthesis, Structure and Simulation of
magnetic disorder of doped Copper manganite La0.65 Ce0.05 Sr0.3Mn1-x CuxO3

P-06 Perovskites

P-06-13 Seham Kamal Abdel-Aal: Fascinating structure and physical
properties of lead-free hybrid perovskites for multifunctional
applications

P-06-01 Semёn Gorfman: Recognition of domain patterns using
high-resolution single crystal X-ray diffraction
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P-06-14 Stefania Orozco Gil: Crystal structure of SrCo1-xMoxO3-δ (0 ≤ x ≤ 1)
perovskites obtained under oxidizing and reducing conditions with
potential use as electrodes for intermediate-temperature symmetrical..

P-07-05 Maksim Kalienko: Study of Ti6242s and Ti6Al7Nb titanium
alloys after exposure at elevated temperature

P-06-15 Marek Paściak: Incommensurate structures of Pb(Zr,Sn)O3

P-08-01 Nico Graw: Ducks in space groups! Students grasping
3D-arrangement of symmetry elements with hands-on models

P-06-16 Krarcha Hadda: Prediction Mail Parameter of A2MX6 Cubic
Perovskites
P-06-17 Agata Wróbel: Experimental Electron Density Distribution
and QTAIM Topological Analysis for the Perovskite Mineral:
Sulphohalite – Na6(SO4)2FCl
P-06-18 Götz Schuck: Why the knowledge of the anharmonicity is
important for the structural processes that govern the orthorhombic/
tetragonal phase x …
P-06-19 Simone Gallus: In situ structure characterization
of perovskite-based catalysts
P-06-20 Václav Holý: Pulsed-laser deposition of LuFeO3 – an in-situ
x-ray diffraction study
P-07 Powder diffraction – general, structure refinement
P-07-01 Jan Rohlíček: Use of intermolecular distances from ssNMR
in crystal structure determination from powder diffraction data

P-08 General interes

P-08-02 Oleg Kovalevskiy: Helping researchers to solve their structures:
automation and user guidance in CCP4 Cloud
P-08-03 Diego Germán Lamas: The Argentinian Crystal Growing
Contest and other educational activities in Argentina during the
COVID-19 pandemic
P-08-04 Aleber Nibret Belay: Alarm sounded for lack of bringing
and building crystallography in Ethiopia
P-08-05 Kyeong Kyu Kim: AsCA 2022 - 17th Conference of the Asian
Crystallographic Association in Korea
P-08-06 Maria m. Garcia Alai: eSPC, an Online Data Analysis Platform
for Molecular Biophysics
P-08-07 Olga V. Grineva: University remote teaching in crystal chemistry
during the COVID-19 pandemic: positive and negative aspects

P-07-02 Shigeaki Obata: Structure determination of soft crystal polymorphs by using prediction technique with powder X-ray diffraction data
P-07-03 Thomas Degen: Easy Automation & More Accurate Analysis
with HighScore(Plus) V4.
P-07-04 Y. Maximilian Klein: Structural characterization
of MgxCo3-xP2O8 solid solutions
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P-09 Automation in biocrystallography
P-09-01 Herbert J Bernstein: A simple technique to classify diffraction
data from dynamic proteins according to individual polymorphs
P-09-02 Mark Del Campo: Introducing the XtaLAB Synergy Flow
P-09-03 Kevin Cowtan: Macromolecular refinement at any resolution
using shift field optimization and regularization
P-09-04 Julius Hållstedt: Faster turnaround of macromolecular
crystallography research
P-09-05 Mihaela Atanasova: Sails: automated model building
of carbohydrates
P-09-06 Naohiro Matsugaki: Automated crystal shaping to facilitate
native SAD phasing
P-09-07 Roeland Boer: XALOC, the MX beamline at ALBA synchrotron:
Current status and perspectives
P-10 Solution scattering
P-10-01 Ken Morishima: AUC-SAS: Integrated analysis of biomacromolecular structure with analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) and
small-angle scattering (SAS)
P-10-02 Aya Okuda: Establishment of basic techniques related
to protein sample preparation for neutron scattering
P-10-03 Rintaro Inoue: Subunit dynamics in alpha-crystallin through
deuteration-assisted small-angle neutron scattering
P-10-04 Masahiro Shimizu: Dynamics of multi-domain protein ER-60
revealed by small angle X-ray scattering data and molecular dynamics simulations
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P-10-05 Yi-Qi Yeh: Stoichiometric unfolding of bovine serum albumin
by surfactant, as revealed from HPLC/SAXS with online observation
of UV-Vis absorption and refractive index
P-10-06 Ming-Tao Lee: Sterol-crystallin interaction mediated
by membranes
P-10-07 Rohit Ashok Joshi: Study of protein-protein interactions
of human E3 ubiquitin ligase NEDD4-2 using fluorescence spectroscopy
P-10-08 Surekha Nimma: Determining the role of TIR domain
of Interleukin-1 receptor 8 (SIGIRR) in regulating TLR4 signalling
P-10-09 A. Petrenko: Forbidden reflections induced by unit-cell elastic
distortions in paratellurite crystals
P-10-11 Jan Stránský: Employing high-end X-ray technologies
for laboratory structural biology in Centre of Molecular Structure
P-10-12 Ying-Jen Shiu: Aggregation Forms of Type I Collagen Studied
by Simultaneous Small- and Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering
P-11 Structural biology of viruses
P-11-01 Youngchang Kim: Structural Characterization
of Endoribonuclease Nsp15 from SARS CoV-2
P-11-02 Sameer Velankar: PDBe-KB COVID-19 Data Portal - supporting
rapid coronavirus research
P-11-03 Qun Liu: Structural basis for SARS-CoV-2 envelope protein
recognition of human cell junction protein PALS1
P-11-04 Alberto M. Parra-Perez: 3DBionotes Covid-19 Edition
P-11-05 Sebastián Klinke: Crystal structure of the C24 protein from
the Antarctic bacterium Bizionia argentinensis JUB59, a putative long
tail fiber receptor-binding tip from a novel temperate bacteriophage
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P-11-06 Joanna Bojarska: The role of structural biology in pandemic`s
puzzles: amino acids and short peptides as key players

P-12-10 Miriam Calabrese: Tetrel bond: dipyridyl methylene as a donor site

P-12 Theory and practice of supramolecular synthons in crystal

P-12-11 Andrea Daolio: The N-methylammonium moiety: A tetrel
bond donor site

engineering

P-13 Crystallographic data

P-12-01 Duane Choquesillo-Lazarte: Conformational polymorphism
of a pharmaceutical cocrystal involving niflumic acid and caffeine

P-13-01 Vladimir Lazarenko: Exploiting new generation ab initio
and homology models from databases for MR

P-12-02 Karthik Kumara: Crystal structure studies, computational
analysis, and hydrogen bonding attributes of halogen bonded
sulfonyl Schiff bases

P-13-02 Derek Mendez: On the forward modelling of Bragg peak
profiles measured at XFEL facilities

P-12-03 Francisco Javier Acebedo-Martínez: Cocrystals of ethenzamide
with polyphenols: Solid state characterization and preliminary evaluation
of biopharmaceutical parameters
P-12-04 Jacky Sorrel Bouanga Boudiombo: Separation of Lutidine
Isomers by Selective Enclathration
P-12-05 Andrea Pizzi: Osme bond: anisotropic distribution of electron
density in action
P-12-06 Olga V. Grineva: Organic homomolecular crystals with the
shortest period of about 4 Å: the role of halogen atoms according
to the CSD statistics
P-12-07 Kateryna Kravets: Electrostatic self-assembly of organic
crystals from charged macrocycles
P-12-08 Lee Terence Birchall: Crystal engineering concepts in the
design and synthesis of a series of novel, structurally related spin
-crossover materials, characterized by variable temperature single
crystal X-ray diffraction
P-12-09 Rachida Oubouaza: Synthesis, Crystal Structure, Vibrational Study
and DFT Computation of Barium Dihydrogenomonophosphate Ba(H2PO4)
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P-13-03 Aaron Brewster: Using the Gold Standard for data archival
at kilohertz speeds
P-13-04 Herbert J. Bernstein: DC7, A very efficient lattice comparison
metric
P-13-05 Bhanumoorthy Pullooru: Formation of Standing Waves within
Crystal Unitcell
P-13-06 Dariusz Krzysztof Szarejko: Seed-skewness algorithm for x-ray
diffraction signal detection in the time-resolved synchrotron Laue
photocrystallography
P-13-07 Natalie Johnson: Metadata for better data - Growing and
improving the Cambridge Structural Database
P-13-08 Andrius Merkys: Chemical annotation in the Crystallography
Open Database
P-13-09 Dušan Ž. Veljković: Role of hydrogen bonding in modifications
of impact sensitivities of high energetic materials: evidence from
crystal structures and quantum chemical calculations
P-13-10 Antanas Vaitkus: Improvements to the data search
and validation functionality in the Crystallography Open Database
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P-13-11 Kathryn Shelley: A “post-mortem” analysis of radiation
damage in the Protein Data Bank with the Bnet metric

P-14-12 Barbara Puhr: Non-ambient X-ray diffraction – a further
dimension in crystallography

P-14 Advances in instrumentation

P-14-13 Michael Tovar: X-ray Corelab @HZB: A user lab for multi-purpose materials research

P-14-01 Thomas Ursby: MicroMAX – new opportunities
in macromolecular crystallography
P-14-02 Johanna Hakanpää: Serial and Macromolecular
Crystallography at beamline P11, Petra III
P-14-03 Michael Mrosek: Non-attended data acquisition in the
protein lab using the SCOUT sample changer
P-14-04 David Aragao: Beamline setup & calibration quality control
for synchrotron MX beamlines

P-14-14 Pavel Javorský: MGML - Materials Growth & Measurement
Laboratory
P-14-15 Jan Kutner: Core Facility for Crystallographic and Biophysical
Research to support the development of medicinal products
P-14-16 Artem Shalimov: Rigaku’s SmartLab XRD tool:
All cutting-edge technologies in one instrument
P-15 Crystallographic analysis of thin films and surfaces

P-14-05 Mads Ry Vogel Jørgensen: DanMAX – The new materials
science beamline at MAX IV

P-15-01 Philipp Hans: Investigating the crystallization behavior
of Ge-rich GST PCMs with in-situ synchrotron XRD

P-14-06 Juergen Graf: Pushing the Limits of Microfocus X-Ray Sealed
Tube Sources for Crystallography

P-15-02 Takashi Harumoto: Self-consistent diffraction stress analysis
for estimating stress and composition of alloy films

P-14-07 Shogo Kawaguchi: Development of high-speed capillary
spinner cell for in-situ powder diffraction under gas pressure control

P-15-03 Esther de Prado: Twin domains of ScN (001) films on MgO (001)

P-14-08 Hiroyasu Sato: Applications of X-ray diffraction for microcrystalline sample using the latest single crystal laboratory systems
P-14-09 Bertrand Georges Marcel Fournier: Home-made capillary
mounting setup for shaky hands
P-14-10 Claudia Aparicio: Handling of radioactive materials prior
to analysis by X-ray powder diffraction
P-14-11 Andrew O. F. Jones: The latest X-ray analysis solutions
from Anton Paar
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P-15-04 Lea Haus: Phase formations in tungsten carbide films deposited
by reactive magnetron sputtering
P-15-05 Petr Mikulík: Laboratory and synchrotron rocking curve
imaging for crystal lattice misorientation mapping
P-15-06 Jan Drahokoupil: Titanium surface modified by nitrogen ion
implantation
P-15-07 Miroslav Karlík: Ion implantation into ZrNb nanometric
multilayers
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P-16 Texture, strain, stress, real structure
P-16-01 Doriana Vinci: X-ray peak profile analysis with variance
method for the evaluation of dislocation microstructure of copper
single crystals loaded in the gigacycle fatigue domain

P-16-11 Daria Drozdenko: Deformation behavior of extruded ZN11
magnesium plate

P-16-02 Alberto Leonardi: Shape and lattice deformation contributions
to powder scattering
P-16-03 Frederik H Gjørup: Getting the most out of neutron powder
diffraction - Revealing the microstructure evolution during sintering
of magnetic nano-particles using parametric refinement
P-16-04 Solmaz Khankeshizadeh: Structural investigation of corrosion
and fouling effects in heat exchanger tubes of a TRIGA reactor
by using non-destructive and complementary methods
P-16-05 Lukáš Horák: Texture analysis of strongly oriented MAPbI3
layers using fast reciprocal-space mapping
P-16-06 Chun Li: Understanding the Residual Strain Distribution
as a Function of Depth in Alumina/ Stainless Steel Brazing Joint
P-16-07 Lucas Lemos da Silva: Induced ferroelectric phase transformation in polycrystalline BaTiO3
P-16-08 Melissa Sims: Experimental and theoretical examination
of the face-centered cubic to body-centered-cubic phase transition
and the onset of melt in shock-compressed copper
P-16-09 Pavol Mikula: High-resolution neutron three axis diffractometer
for studies of elastic and plastic deformation of polycrystalline materials
P-16-10 Pavel Strunz: Microstrain and texture in rotary swaged
W-Ni-Co pseudoalloy
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P-17-12 Stacey Marie Collister: Structural studies of C-reactive Protein

P-17 Macromolecular and biological crystallography

P-17-13 Adriana Chrenková: Structural studies of bacterial small
alarmone hydrolases

P-17-01 Susannah Holmes: MyD88 TIR domain higher-order assembly
interactions revealed by serial femtosecond crystallography
P-17-02 Sachiko Toma-Fukai: Crystal structure of atypical ubiquitin
ligase PCAF_N
P-17-03 Umesh Yadava: Experimental strategies for functional
annotation and metabolism discovery
P-17-04 Eva Fujdiarova: Structural characterization of seven-bladed
beta-propeller lectin family from Photorhabdus laumondii
P-17-05 Tomohiro Tsuchida: Structural study of the inhibitory
mechanism of tau recognition antibody to tau aggregation
P-17-06 Barbora Kaščáková: Molecular-biology and structural study
of Avian orthoreovirus non-structural proteins
P-17-07 Theo Sagmeister: Surface Layer Proteins of Lactobacillus
acidophilus - A Story of SlpA and SlpX
P-17-08 Marta Stefania Semrau: Structural characterization
of the PTG and PTG/PP1 complex
P-17-09 Julien Cappele: OrfG, a VirB8-like protein encoded by an
integrative and conjugative element in S. thermophilus, has a trimeric
architecture with intertwined subunits that may be involved in the
Gram-positive Conj-T4SS.

P-17-14 Maria Raadkjær Nielsen: Investigation of possible tolerance
mutations in a VapBC Toxin-Antitoxin system through structure
determination
P-17-15 Nina Gubensäk: Investigations on Vibrio cholerae sensory
regulator ToxR
P-17-16 Leona Švecová: FAD-dependent oxidoreductase from Chaetomium thermophilum: Crystallographic fragment screening-based
identification of putative substrates
P-17-17 Jiří Brynda: Structure-assisted design of inhibitors of CA IX
enzyme based on polyhedral boron compounds
P-17-18 Suraj Kumar Mandal: Understanding the structural and
functional aspects of a novel Mg2+-citrate-binding protein
P-17-19 Angshu Dutta: MlaC represents a unique class
of solute-binding proteins
P-17-20 Michal Buša: Evolutionary upgrade of stefins for secretion
in parasites
P-18 Cryo-EM
P-18-01 Naruhiko Adachi: Structural analysis of transcription related
complexes and operation of 200kV cryo-EM in KEK

P-17-10 Jian Yu: A solution-free crystal-mounting platform for native
SAD

P-18-02 Hadas Simon-Baram: SAMase of bacteriophage T3 inactivates
E. coli’s methionine Sadenosyltransferase by forming hetero-polymers

P-17-11 Xiaomei Sun: Structural insights into the phlorotannin binding
of EHEP and akuBGL for producing biofuel from brown algae

P-18-03 Keitaro Yamashita: Reciprocal space refinement and map
calculation for cryo-EM single particle structures
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P-18-04 Christoph Gerle: Cryo-EM structure of a functional monomeric
Photosystem I from Thermosynechococcus elongatus reveals red
chlorophyll cluster
P-18-05 Takahiro Yamauchi: Structural Comparation of heterotrimer
PCNA from Crenarchaeon Aeropyrum pernix by solution scattering,
Cryo-EM, and Crystallography
P-18-06 Hyunwoo Cho: Structural analysis of a tetradecameric
HSP100 chaperone by cryo-EM and SAXS
P-18-07 Benjamin Apker: Developments in Advanced Handling,
Storage, Transport, and Tracking of Cryo-EM Samples
P-18-08 Alexey A. Mikhutkin: Cryo-electron tomography study of
detonation nanodiamonds hydrosols
P-19 Pharmaceutical materials
P-19-01 Mayank Joshi: New salts of levofloxacin with physiochemical,
structural and biological Insights
P-19-02 Angshuman Roy Choudhury: Pharmaceutical cocrystallization:
polymorphs, salts and cocrystals
P-19-03 Arianna E. Lanza: 3D Electron diffraction for the discovery
of new crystal forms of APIs
P-19-04 Mizuki Kira: Crystal growth and optical study of thalidomide
P-19-05 Fabio Furlan Ferreira: Effect of grinding procedures on the
ritonavir-lopinavir system
P-19-06 Martin Adam: Chaperone Compounds for Co-crystallization
of Organics
P-19-07 Richard Fernando DVries: Synthesis and characterization
of metallo-drugs with potential use for overweight treatment
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P-19-08 Aleksandra Jowita Dyba: Screening for cocrystals and their
polymorphs via electrospraying deposition
P-19-09 Takashi Matsumoto: The „Molecular Grabber“ method:
Development of another crystalline sponge New idea for structure
analysis of compounds using protein
P-19-10 Graciela C. Díaz de Delgado: An unexpected and unusually
complex Co-Mefenamate with nine octahedrally coordinated
crystallographically independent cobalt atoms obtained at room
temperature
P-19-11 Attila Csaba Benyei: Nitroxide with diphenylphosphino moiety:
synthesis, supramolecular structure, biology and catalysis
P-19-12 Parimaladevi Palanisamy: New forms of pharmaceutical
co-crystals of gefitinib with resorcinol
P-19-13 Angie Paola Tamayo Carreño: Study in the Solid State, Framework
Energy and Crystal Structure by X-Ray Diffraction Techniques of Cetirizine and Levocetirizine Dihydrochloride Used as an Antihistamines
P-19-14 Subhrajyoti Bhandary: Influence of guest lattice solvents
on nanomechanical properties of pharmaceutical crystalline solids
P-20 Polymorphism
P-20-01 Anil Kumar: Importance of Polymorphism in Improving the
Potency of Bioactive Molecules
P-20-02 Stanislav Nikolaevich Melnikov: Tunable temperature of
reversible phase transitions in a series of heterometallic carboxylate
complexes with CaZn2-backbone
P-20-03 Rekha Kumari: Structural analysis, Ferroelectric and dielectric
properties of single component organic multifunctional materials
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P-20-04 Natasha Di Benedetto: Stacking differences and similarities
between a new and two old lapachol polymorphs

P-21-04 Florian Kleemiss: The benefit and challenges of non-spherical
refinements – NoSpherA2

P-20-05 Nahir Vadra: Synthesis & crystallographic, spectroscopic and
computational characterization of O-R substituents effects on the
torsional angle of 3,3‘,4,4‘ substituted biphenyls

P-21-05 Alexander A. Korlyukov: Charge density distribution of API
in crystals and ligand-receptor complexes

P-20-06 Marta K. Dudek: A difficult art of crystallizing and characterizing elusive polymorphs of meloxicam

P-21-06 Milan R. Milovanović: How flexible is the water molecule structure?
Cambridge Structural Database and ab initio calculations study.

P-20-07 Anton V. Savchenkov: The phenomenon of polymorphism
within the stereoatomic model of crystal structures

P-21-07 Natalia Alvarez: Intermolecular interaction analysis from
SCXRD and their relationship with observed properties in potential
pharmaceuticals

P-20-08 Silvina Pagola: Crystal and molecular structures of small-molecule solids solved with the free-distribution software PSSP and
WinPSSP

P-21-08 Adilson Barros Wanderley: Three-Dimensional topological
analysis of the experimental and theoretical electron density
of a 5-Fluorocytosine/Isoniazid cocrystal

P-20-09 Andrés Felipe Pérez: Influence of the Lewis basicity hardness
of recrystallization solvents on the coordination sphere of the complex [Co(3,5-dinitrobenzoate-O,O’)2].

P-21-09 Sajesh P. Thomas: Chalcogen bonding interactions:
Quantitative insights and relevance in crystal engineering

P-20-10 Toms Rekis: Determination of the crystal structure
of magnesium stearate hydrate using micrometre size single crystals
P-20-11 Tenma Muroya: Three differently-colored polymorphs
of a diketopirolopyrrole derivative having butyl groups
P-21 Quantum crystallography
P-21-01 Yuji Takiguchi: Crystallographic and Computational Electron
Density of dx2-y2 Orbitals of Azo-Schiff Base Metal Complexes Using
Conventional Programs
P-21-02 Danijela S. Kretić: Evidence of strong hydrogen bonding
in crystal structures of transition metal complexes

P-21-10 Yoann Levis Launay: N-representable one-electron reduced
density Matrices reconstruction at non-zero temperatures
P-21-11 Marlena Gryl: Quantum crystallography, spectroscopic
methods, and hot stage microscopy in the study of chromic
multicomponent materials
P-21-12 Saravanan Kandasamy: QM/MM-based charge density
analysis of protein-ligand complexes: Towards medicinal chemistry
and drug design perspective
P-21-13 Sofie Stampe Leiszner: Experimental and theoretical charge
density study of two tetranuclear transition metal clusters with single
molecule magnet properties

P-21-03 Daisuke Takagi: Computational analysis of intermolecular
interactions in a crystal with structural phase transitions
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Notes

P-21-14 Michael Peter Patzer: Charge Density Studies of in-situ
Crystallized Liquids with Hirshfeld Atom Refinement, Invariom-Model
and Multipole-Model
P-21-15 Parthapratim Munshi: Understanding the Proton Tautomerism
Mechanism in Organic Molecular Ferroelectrics: Insights from
Quantum Crystallography
P-22 Ptychography: Ptychography, imaging, coherent scattering
P-22-01 Dmitry Karpov: Ptychographically-assisted X-ray fluorescence nanotomography for characterization of complex materials
P-22-02 Dmitry Karpov: Coherent X-ray imaging at ID16A: status and plans
P-22-03 Gerard Neale Hinsley: Toward dynamic ptychography using a
spatiotemporal overlap constraint
P-22-04 Daniyal Younas: Coherent X-ray diffraction imaging to
investigate structure and morphological evolution of calcium carbonate microparticles
P-22-05 Jakob Soltau: Super-resolution X-ray holography
P-22-06 Michela La Bella: Diffraction imaging and tomography
investigations on the hydration of gypsum plaster
P-22-07 Christopher Reiner Greve: Grazing-incidence small angle X-ray
photoncorrelation spectroscopy: limitations and opportunities
P-22-08 Norihiro Oshime: Development and improvement of Bragg
coherent diffraction imaging for expanding observable particle-size
range
P-22-09 Trey Wilson Guest: Wavefield Characterisation of MHz XFEL Pulses
P-22-10 Ricarda Nebling: Ptychographic image reconstruction using
total variation regularization
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P-23 Protein design: Protein design and engineering
P-23-01 Tobias Beck: Engineering of protein nanocages for superlatttice formation and nanoparticle encapsulation

Underlined authors have registered for onsite participation
P-24-07 Dumisani Kama: Exploring Structural Implications of diphosphinamine ligands in Medicine and Catalysis
P-24-08 Vinicius Danilo Nonato Bezzon: Combining RMC and PDF
methods to characterize amorphous drug

P-23-02 Elena Lizbeth Garcia-Villegas: Structural characterization of
the lid of lipase 2 of Pseudomonas alcaligenes

P-24-09 Lerato Bosman: Halogenated rhodium(I) complexes as model
catalysts for methanol carbonylation

P-23-03 Sudhir Kumar Pal: Structural and functional studies of key
enzyme (LpxC (UDP-3-O-acyl-N-acetylglucosamine deacetylase)
from salmonella typhi involved in Gram-negative bacterial lipid A
biosynthesis

P-24-10 Sanjukta Pahar: Reactivity, bonding and structural elucidation
of pendant methyl-pyridinato β-diketiminate ligand moiety
P-24-11 Xiaojiao Liu: Pressure-induced Phase Separation of Miscible
Liquids: 1:1 n-pentane/iso-pentane

P-23-04 Paulina Wróbel: Crystallographic and biophysical studies of
interactions of new β-lactoglobulin variants with tricyclic drugs

P-25 Electron: Electron crystallography

P-23-05 Staf M. L. Wouters: SAKe: Computationally Designed Modular
Protein Building Blocks for Macromolecular Assemblies

P-25-01 Holger Klein: Dynamical refinement of beam sensitive crystals: going below a total dose of 0.1 e-/Å²

P-24 Crystallization: Crystallization

P-25-02 Gunther Steinfeld: An electron diffractometer : A novel device
for electron crystallography experiments

P-24-01 Feng-Zhu Zhao: A novel sample delivery system based on
circular motion for serial crystallography

P-25-03 Fraser White: Synergy ED: A new electron diffractometer for
microED

P-24-02 Jindřich Hašek: Dynamic theory of protein crystallization

P-25-04 Sacha De Carlo: SINGLA – Hybrid-Pixel direct electron
detector for CryoEM

P-24-03 Da-Chuan Yin: Nucleation and growth of a single suspended
protein crystal by merging phase separated droplets
P-24-04 Xiaoqian Jin: Preparation of hemoglobin crystals of desired
size
P-24-05 Subhash Narasimhan: Microtubule Associated Protein 2c
interacts with multiple partners at specific sites
P-24-06 John H. Beale: Batch crystallisation methods for serial crystallography experiments
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P-25-05 Eric Hovestreydt: The ´Why´ and ´How´ of a Dedicated
Electron Diffractometer
P-25-06 Hilke Petersen: Ab initio structure determination of two new
titanium phosphates synthesized via molten salt synthesis.
P-25-07 Erik Svensson Grape: Structure of Century-Old Metallodrug,
Bismuth Subsalicylate, Finally Solved by Electron Diffraction
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P-25-08 Mauro Melone: Effect of nano-SiC doping on the structure
and superconducting properties of Mg (B1-xCx)2
P-25-09 Daphne Vandemeulebroucke: Investigating structure transformations of LaxSr2-xMnO4-δ using in situ 3D electron diffraction in
a gas environment
P-25-10 Bryan David Esser: Investigating nanoparticle surface energetics using 4D-STEM
P-25-11 Tarik Ronan Drevon: Simulation of electron diffraction
patterns of organic crystals under continuous rotation
P-25-12 Christoph Grininger: The perks of a Zeiss Libra 120 plus TEM First steps towards electron diffraction
P-25-13 Richard Beanland: Machine Learning Calculation of Large
Angle Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction Patterns
P-26 Combining X-Ray Diffraction and Spectroscopy
to Characterise Materials
P-26-01 Tina Weigel: Structure of ferroelectric low temperature phase
of yttrium manganate YMn2O5 revisited
P-26-02 Andre L. C. Conceição: Exploiting the complementarity
between X-ray scattering and absorption techniques to investigate
breast cancer metastasis
P-26-03 Enida Nushi: Refractory materials structural and surface
changes by sulfuric acid treatment

P-27 Magnetism: Magnetic structures, magnetic materials
P-27-01 Rasmus Degn: Investigation of the viability of structural
information determined with X-ray diffraction employed to determine
anisotropic magnetic susceptibility
P-27-02 Dan Porter: The magnetic materials beamlines at Diamond
Light Source
P-27-03 Kun Zhang: Symmetry breaking and Optical property
of high-temperature superconductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ
P-27-04 Rodolfo Tartaglia: Magnetic Structures of RNiSi3
(R = Gd, Tb and Ho)
P-27-05 SRIKANTA GOSWAMI: Non-collinear magnetic order coupled
with magnetic glassy behaviour and enhancement of magnetocaloric
effect under high pressure
P-27-06 Pharit Piyawongwatthana: Magnetic properties and
magnetic structure of the quasi one-dimensional antiferromagnet
Cu2(MoO4)(SeO3)
P-27-07 Nikita Snegirev: Hyperfine interactions of 57Fe nuclei
in a weak ferromagnet FeBO3
P-27-08 Kowsik Ghosh: Synthesis and characterization of mullite-type
NdMnTiO5: structural, spectroscopic, thermogravimetric and magnetic
susceptibility analyses
P-27-09 Olga N. Khrykina: Rare-earth dodecaborides: still cubic or not?

P-26-04 Digvijay Nath Dubey: Ferroelectricity driven by ‘A’ and ‘B’ site
off-centered displacements in cubic phase with Pm-3m space group

P-27-10 Alasdair J. Bradford: Frustrated magnets with chemically
tailorable interactions

P-26-05 Laura Díaz: Preparation, polymorphic study and structural
resolution by X-ray diffraction of polycrystalline samples of (E)-Nbenzylidene-4-haloanilines

P-27-11 Verónica Paredes-García: One-dimensional coordination
polymers based on cobalt(II) and nickel(II)
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P-27-12 Madeleine Geers: Structural and magnetic investigations
of post-perovskite thiocyanate frameworks
P-27-13 Bharti Singh: Magnetic aspects and assemblies of solvent-mediated layered manganese dicarboxylate based coordination polymers
P-27-14 Charles Herve Marie Hervoches: Crystal structure
and magnetism in Nd1-xSrxFeO3 (0.1≤x≤0.9)
P-27-15 Cinthia Antunes Corrêa: Intermet. compounds containing
f-elementts: synthesis of some of the comp. from the system R2TGe6
(R=Dy,Er;T=Ni,Cu, Pd)
P-28 Porous materials
P-28-01 Asma Mansouri: Low-dose imaging of metal-organic
frameworks and study of their electron-beam stability
P-28-02 Sanjay Naik: Biophysical and preliminary crystallographic
studies of Lectin from Entada rheedii seeds
P-28-03 Biserka Prugovečki: Ternary coordination compounds of
copper with amino acids and 1,10-phenanthroline –structural insight
and biological activity
P-28-04 J. L. Jorda: Use of alkylarsonium cations as probe molecules
for the study of zeolites
P-28-05 Maura Mancinelli: Adsorption of perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA)
and perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) emerging contaminants on Y and
silver-Y exchanged zeolites using thermal analysis and XRD facilities.
P-28-06 Takashi Kikuchi: Application of the Crystalline Sponge
Method for Structure Determination of Persistent Organic Pollutants
of Agrochemical Degradation Products
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Underlined authors have registered for onsite participation
P-29 Solid state reactions and dynamics
P-29-01 Valentin Akkuratov: In-situ time-resolved X-ray diffraction
studies of crystalline materials under static mechanical load
P-29-02 Holub Tamara: Synthesis and crystal growth of Rh(IV) oxides
with double perovskite structure
P-29-03 Christelle Noelle Dzesse Tekouo: Single crystal to single crystal
transformations in Co(II) dynamic framework
P-29-04 Pennie Petrus Mokolokolo: Structure and Reactivity of Rhodium(I)
Carbonyl complexes as Model Nano-Wired Assemblies and Catalyst
P-29-05 Najlaa HAMDI: Synthesis, crystal structure and catalytic
oxidation studies of a new acid pyrophosphate metallate
P-29-06 Anton Kulikov: Thin layer formation in TeO2 single crystals
due to migration of charge carriers
P-29-07 Shodai Hasebe: Photothermal high-speed crystal actuation
and the simulation
P-30 Nanomaterials
P-30-01 Danil Pashkov: The size and shape analysis of gold
nanoparticles with UV-vis spectroscopy and machine learning
P-30-02 Snejana Bakardjieva: Sc doped TiO2 nanocrystals with
core-shell morphology
P-30-03 Y. Mansilla: Combined structural and electrical characterization
of zirconia-based thin films for energy applications
P-30-04 David Mutegi Marikah: Carbonate and Strontium Substituted
Fluorapatites: Application in Solid Phase Extraction of Phospholipids
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P-30-05 Nirman Chakraborty: Understanding the gas sensing mechanism in vanadium doped tin oxides using X-ray diffraction and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy
P-30-06 Mustafa Zafer Belirgen: Grafen/CNT doped polymer based
nano composites: RF Shielding properties of the nano composite
coated fabric materials.
P-30-07 Dickson Andala: Preparation and Characterization of Pd
modified TiO2 nanofiber catalyst for carbon–carbon coupling Heck
reaction
P-30-08 Mohammed S. M. Abdelbaky: Impact of Co2+ substitution on
microstructural evolution and magnetic properties of zinc ferrite nanoparticles synthesized by precipitation and hydrothermal-joint method
P-30-09 Santiago Garcia-Granda: High-purity crystalline silicon gels
P-30-10 Jose Reyes-Gasga: Crystallography of the human tooth
enamel crystals
P-30-11 Tereza Václavů: Structure identification of Fe-FexOy core shell
nanoparticles and their time stability
P-30-12 Prabal Dasgupta: A novel electrolytic method of preparing
Nano sized α-Ferric oxide from scrap iron
P-30-13 Kun-Ta Lin: Impacts of mutual phase interactions
on piezoelectric and dielectric properties
P-30-14 Azat Khadiev: Growth and stability of SmS-TaS2 nanotubes
studied by XAFS and DAFS methods.
P-30-15 Milan Dopita: Fast Debye equation calculation on graphics
processing units - GPU used for calculation and fitting of
nanoparticles real structure
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P-31 Total scattering
P-31-01 Valeri Petkov: Temperature and composition evolution
of lattice, charge density wave and superconducting orders
in Ta-based dichalcogenides by total x-ray scattering
P-31-02 Stefano Canossa: Single-crystal total scattering meets
metal–organic frameworks: deciphering the elusive structure of ZIF-90
P-31-03 Joseph Ferrara: PDF Analysis of Crystalline and Amorphous
Materials on a Home Laboratory Diffractometer
P-31-04 Yuanpeng Zhang: Implementation for coping with sample
and instrument effects for reverse Monte Carlo modelling of total
scattering data
P-31-05 Joohee Bang: Studying local order in ferroelectric oxide
superlattices with three-dimensional diffuse X-ray scattering
P-31-06 Miguel A.G. Aranda: Characterization of C-S-H gels by pair
distribution function analysis
P-32 Theory: Theoretical crystallography
P-32-01 James H. McKenzie: Algebraic analysis of topological domain
-interface defects in crystals
P-32-02 Sandra H. Skjaervoe: Local structure representation beyond
symmetry constraints: Glazer tilts in perovskites
P-32-03 Yusuke Shimoyama: A comparative research between atomic-based and chemical calculation-based descriptor for cocrystal
screening machine learning model
P-32-04 Pascale Launois: Specific water structure in a geo-inspired
nanotube and interrelated dynamics
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Notes

P-32-05 Sergey Dmitriev: Dynamical effects in the integrated X-ray
scattering intensity from single crystals with microdefects in Bragg
diffraction geometry
P-32-06 Pui Sum Yuen: Result of using atoms and centrosymmetric
cubic space groups
P-32-07 Konstantin Grigorievich Seravkin: New powerful approach of
periodic space tile by polycubes lattice translation
P-32-08 Pui Sum Yuen: Determination of structure of CoS2 by the
means of a simple new method; a solution to the phase problem for
centrosymmetric cubic crystals
P-32-09 Igor Baburin: On the density of homogeneous sphere
packings
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P-33 Chemical crystallography

Underlined authors have registered for onsite participation
P-33-12 Michaela Harmošová: Zinc complexes with nitroderivatives
of quinolin-8-ol
P-33-13 Václav Eigner: Radiation decay of (ZnI2)3(tpt)2 crystal sponge

P-33-01 Lucy Ellen Kapp: Structure-activity relationship of imidazo[4,
-f ]1,10-phenanthroline type ligands and their Rhenium(I) complexesphotoluminescence and DNA intercalation

P-33-14 Pia Lena Lange: Pr1.333[P2Se6]: A link between two
non-isotypic relatives

P-33-02 Apurba Kumar Pal: X-ray crystallography investigation
of Iron-nucleotide ternary coordination complexes

P-33-15 Ayodele Temidayo Odularu: Synthesis, characterization
and in vitro activities of aniline dithiocarbamate crystals

P-33-03 Dumisani Kama: Exploring Structural Implications
of diphosphinamine ligands in Medicine and Catalysis

P-33-16 Said Ouaatta: Crystal structure of lead dinickel iron
tris(orthophosphate): PbNi2Fe(PO4)3

P-33-04 Sanjay Dutta: Thermos-responsive single-component organic
materials: Iso-symmetric phase transition, polymorphism and negative
thermal expansion

P-33-17 Avantika Hasija: Butterfly Effect: Tracing Shape Memory
Effect and Elastic Bending in a Conformationally Flexible Organic Salt

P-33-05 Susobhan Das: Harnessing molecular rotations in plastic crystals:
a holistic view for crystal engineering of adaptive soft materials
P-33-06 Maria Celeste Gardey Merino: Effect of fuels in combustion
synthesis of CoCr2O4 pigments
P-33-07 Diogo Gabriel Sperandio: New insights about chemical
etching for revelation of spontaneous fission tracks in garnets

P-33-18 Shaun Redgard: Nucleophile assisted carbon dioxide fixation
for a cleaner environment
P-33-19 Merrill Margaret Wicht: Structure diversity of transition metal
coordination compounds based on pyridine derivative co-ligands
P-33-20 Sakuntala Gupta: Molecular packing of mesogenic bicyclohexylnitrile compounds

P-33-08 Emilie Skytte Vosegaard: Experimental Electron Density of Melamine

P-33-21 Tenma Muroya: Three dfferently-colored polymorphs
of a diketopirolopyrrole derivative having butyl groups

P-33-09 Tamás Holczbauer: Resolving P-stereogenic enantiomers
at nonambient-conditions

P-33-22 Yevheniia Kholina: Metastable disordered phase
in flash-frozen Prussian Blue Analogues

P-33-10 Thomas Schleid: HoF(OH)2: A fluoride-containing holmium(III)
hydroxide with UCl3-type crystal structure

P-33-23 Mokete Motente: Rhodium(I) N,O hydroxamic acid complexes
as model catalystst

P-33-11 Martin Russin: Crystallochemistry of Ni(II) complexes based
on halogen derivatives of 8-hydroxyquinoline with different bridging
of central atoms
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P-33-24 Sizwe Joshua Zamisa: Predicting molecular isomerism of
symmetrical and unsymmetrical N,N’-diphenyl formamidines in
the solid-state: crystal structure, Hirshfeld surface analysis, pairwise
interaction energy, ∆Hfusion and ∆Sfusion determination
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P-33-25 Martin Schoeller: Syntheses and crystal structures of new
ruthenium(II) organometallic compounds with NSAID type ligands
P-33-26 Constantin Buyer: Synthesis, phase characterization and crystal structure comparison of a self-made SmF2–SmFCl–SmFO mixture
by XRD and EDX
P-33-27 Tomoji Ozeki: Polyoxometalate crystals exhibiting twinning
by merohedry

P-35 Composite and Incommensurate Modulated Crystals
P-35-01 Joanna Maria Smietanska: A novel, statistical approach for
structure determination of modulated pathogenesis-related protein
(Hyp-1) complex with ANS
P-35-02 Anna Maria Makal: Incommensurately modulated structure a means for increased luminescence efficiency in the solid state

P-34 Catalysis

P-35-03 Elen Duverger-Nédellec: Successive transitions to modulated
states in the {R}Pt2Si2family

P-34-01 Agnieszka Wojciechowska: In-situ XRPD analysis of active
carbon supported Co-Mo ammonia synthesis catalysts activation

P-35-04 Marion Antonia van Midden: Local analysis of periodically
modulated quasi-one-dimensional structures

P-34-02 Artur Jurkowski: Dependence of wustite based iron catalyst
crystallite size on ammonia synthesis reaction analysed by in-situ XRPD

P-35-05 Geoffroy de Laitre: Dynamical Properties of the Incommensuratly Modulated Rb2ZnCl4 Phase

P-34-03 Aleksander Albrecht: How does precipitation pH affect
structural transformations during activation of Co-Mo catalyst? In
situ XPRD study

P-35-06 Radosław Strzałka: High-temperature structural studies
of d-AlCuRh – phasonic stabilization

P-34-04 Paweł Adamski: In-situ XRPD study of ammonolysis of cobalt
-molybdenum ammonia synthesis catalysts with defined Co to Mo ratio

P-35-08 Somnath Dey: Modulated molecular crystals: Incommensurate,
high Z´ forms and their variation as function of temperature and stress

P-34-05 Oussama Oulhakem: Immobilization of tungsten trioxide on
the surface of mesoporous silica: structural investigation of the role
of crystalline water on photocatalyst stability.

P-35-09 Janusz Wolny: Multidimensional analysis vs. statistical
method of diffraction and structure description of aperiodic systems

P-34-06 Alina Skorynina: Detailed information about the core/shell/
surface structure of palladium nanoparticles by combined in situ and
operando X-ray absorption and diffraction data
P-34-07 Andrei Tereshchenko: Evolution of Pd/CeO2 surface morphology in situ monitored by FTIR spectroscopy
P-34-08 Jonas Ruby Sandemann: Crystal growth and structural
studies of spinel ferrites

Praha, 2021

P-35-07 Nazife Ozdes Koca: Dodecahedral Structures from D6 lattice

P-35-10 Piotr Fabrykiewicz: Crystal symmetry for incommensurate
helical and cycloidal modulations
P-35-11 Hirotaka Uryu: Exploration of new quasicrystals and
approximants by using machine learning
P-36 Disordered materials
P-36-01 Patricia Carolina Rivas Rojas: Preferred orientation
in modified clay/polymer composite films
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Underlined authors have registered for onsite participation

P-36-02 Hitoshi Abe: Surface sensitive x-ray spectroscopy (TREXS)
for nanoscale surface study and multi-modal development

P-37-06 Konstantin Grigorievich Seravkin: New powerful approach
of periodic space tile by polycubes lattice translation

P-36-03 Joe Andrew Rawlinson: Structural refinement of aqueous
zirconium oxychloride using total scattering methods

P-37-07 Dorota Niedzialek: Photoswitchable dismantlers
of biomaterials made of amyloid fibrils.

P-36-04 Christian K. Christensen: Disordering mechanism during
Li-ion intercalation in nano-rutile TiO2

P-37-08 Alaa Adawy: Antimicrobial nanolayered and nanofibrous
metal phosphates for prospective biomedical applications

P-36-05 Daniel M. Többens: An anomalous diffraction study
of Cu2Zn(Ge,Si)Se4

P-37-09 Wei-Tsung Chuang: Biomimetic Strategies for 4.0 V All-Solid-State Flexible Supercapacitor: Moving toward Eco-friendly, Safe,
Aesthetic, and High-Performance Devices

P-36-06 Jonathan Campbell Hanson: Spectroscopic and Pair Distribution
Evidence for Hexamethylenetetramine (HMT) as Adsorbents and
Absorbents of Nano-ceria
P-36-07 Shinji Kohara: The structure of bulk Al2O3 glass
P-36-08 Yohei Onodera: Structure of sustainable lead-free low-melting vanadate glass
P-37 Biomineralization, advanced biomimetic materials
P-37-01 Giuseppe Falini: Ecomorphological, behavioural and physiological patterns in otoliths
P-37-02 Anthea I. Arns: Rietveld and pair-distribution function analysis of nanogranular mesocrystalline shells of hyaline foraminifers
P-37-03 Amar Khelfane: Synthesis and properties of MAl(XO4)2
crystals (M= Li, K or Na and X= W or Mo)
P-37-04 Joanna Bojarska: Bio-complexes as supermolecules: towards
the design of idealized peptide-based ligands
P-37-05 Bryan Gencianeo Alamani: Unique Mode(s) of Action of Ions
on Calcium Oxalate Mineralization
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P-38 Materials for energy conversion and storage
P-38-01 Xiaoping Wang: Hydrogen bonding in hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite materials
P-38-02 Yelizaveta Morkhova: Combined crystallochemical and
quantum-chemical search for new high-valent chalcogen-containing
ionic conductors
P-38-03 Susan Schorr: Cation disorder in zinc-group IV- nitride and oxide
nitride semiconductor materials revealed through neutron diffraction
P-38-04 Thomas Bjørn Egede Grønbech: Anharmonic motion and
aspherical nuclear probability density functions in caesium halides
P-38-05 Igor Lyubutin: Crystal structure and Mössbauer studies
of gallium iron borate single crystals
P-38-06 Kazuki Ishizaki: Model construction of actuation performance of a photo-bending crystal using machine learning-based
regression.
P-38-07 Alex Brown: Expanded chemistry and mixed ionic-electronic
conductivity in vanadium-substituted variants of γ-Ba4Nb2O9
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P-38-08 Zanele Morerwa: Environmentally Friendly Rhodium(I) Model Catalysts tailored by various bidentate and monodentate (water-soluble) ligand.

P-39-02 Takashi Ohhara: Upgrades of a TOF single-crystal neutron
diffractometer SENJU for improvement of versatility

P-38-09 Joaquín Grassi: Synthesis, characterization of high-temperature properties and evaluation of REBa2Cu3O6+δ (RE = La, Nd and Y)
as cathode for Intermediate Temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cells.

P-39-03 Leighton Coates: The Second Target Station of the Spallation
Neutron Source

P-38-10 Frederick Marlton: Lattice disorder and oxygen migration
pathways in pyrochlore and defect-fluorite oxides
P-38-11 Xabier Martinez de Irujo Labalde: LiFe2-xInxSbO6 Oxides
as Li-ion Cathode Materials
P-38-12 David Gordon Billing: Enigmatic Structure Property
Behaviour in SOFC & SOEC electrolyte materials
P-38-13 Shinobu Aoyagi: Time resolved structure analysis of vibrating
gallium phosphate under alternating electric field
P-38-14 Raphael Yerly: Analysis of multi-layer thin film materials
using benchtop XRD and XRF systems
P-38-15 Mario Falsaperna: Exploring the magnetocaloric effect in the
Ln(HCO2)(C2O4) family of Metal-Organic Frameworks
P-38-16 Andreas Keilbach: Operando SAXS/WAXS studies for
structure determination of energy storage materials using a unique
electrochemical-scattering cell
P-38-17 Gugulethu Charmaine Nkala: The role of Al3+, Dy3+ co-doping
on the structure-property correlations in NASICON-type LiTi2(PO4)3
solid-state electrolytes
P-39 Neutron scattering

P-39-04 Andreas Ostermann: Macromolecular Neutron Diffraction
at the Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum
P-39-05 David McDonagh: Towards generalised diffraction
integration software: neutron diffraction analysis in DIALS
P-39-06 Gabriela C. Schröder: Toward elucidating the mechanism
of lytic polysaccharide monooxygenases: Chemical insights from
X-ray and neutron crystallography
P-39-07 Ryoji Kiyanagi: Application of machine learning and kernel
density estimation for efficient data treatment on single crystal
diffraction data
P-39-08 Ichiro Tanaka: Protein neutron diffraction experiment with
dynamic nuclear polarization
P-39-09 Dean Myles: Amplifying hydrogen: neutron diffraction using
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization
P-40 NMR crystallography
P-40-01 Cesar Leroy: Exploring zinc-terephthalate complexes through
multi nuclear ssNMR and in-situ reaction monitoring by Raman
spectroscopy
P-40-02 Zainab Rehman: Solid - State NMR Crystallography Analysis
of Lorlatinib, an Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient

P-39-01 Akiko Nakao: Identification of crystallographic planes
of a polyhedral crystal at SENJU

Praha, 2021
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P-41 Structural biology of receptors, membrane proteins
P-41-01 Shubhashish Chakraborty: Structural anomalies in the Eph
receptor due to clinically relevant mutations and the subsequent
effect on kinase domain
P-41-02 Tereza Skalova: Influence of glycosylation on the structure of human
natural killer cell receptor NKp30 in complex with its tumor ligand B7-H6
P-41-03 Lisa Ciacchi: CD4+ T cell recognition of pneumolysin,
a pore-forming cytolysin derived from Streptococcus pneumoniae
presented by a common HLA allotype
P-41-04 Ivana Nemčovičová: Molecular characterization of the native
(non-linked) CD160-HVEM protein complex revealed by initial crystallographic analysis
P-41-05 Michael Hennig: Structure-based drug discovery enabled
for membrane protein targets
P-41-06 Rie Aruga: Optimization of the NZ-1 labeling technique
for the application to 3D structure analysis
P-41-07 Michael Landsberg: Structure, function and evolution of the
orally active insecticidal toxin complex, YenTc
P-41-08 Mengqi Pan: Understanding the structural basis of TIR-domain
assembly formation in TRAM- and TRIF- dependent TLR signalling
P-42 Structural biology of enzymes
P-42-01 Shadi Magool: Structural characterisation of mitochondrial
complex IV assembly factors
P-42-02 Lissy Z. F. Gross: Chemical biology and structural studies on the mechanism of regulation of phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase 1 (PDK1)
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Underlined authors have registered for onsite participation
P-42-03 Guillaume A. Petit: Structure of the Caulobacter Crescentus
suppressor of copper sensitivity protein C
P-42-04 Mariusz Jaskolski: The structural panorama of L-asparaginases
includes an alien from nitrogen-fixing bacteria
P-42-05 Gert Weber: Structures of a DYW domain shed first light
on a unique plant RNA editing regulation principle
P-42-06 Julie Maria Jozefa Bouckaert: Seeing is believing: glycosylation
in the crystal structure of human myeloperoxidase
P-42-07 Pavel Pohl: 14-3-3 protein dependent modulation of ubiquitin
ligase Nedd4-2
P-42-08 Kyohei Arita: Molecular mechanism of DNA methylation
maintenance mediated by a ubiquitin signal
P-42-09 Hans-Petter Hersleth: Bacillithiol disulfide reductase Bdr - insight
into a new type of FAD-containing NADPH-dependent oxidoreductases
P-42-10 Prerana Dash: Exploring Polysaccharide lyases of PL-5 family
through the lens of structure, function, and dynamics
P-42-11 Tamara Margot Isamel Berger: Structural and functional characterization of a DNA binding protein of pIP501– a broad-host-range plasmid
P-42-12 Eva Mocchetti: First crystallographic study of a glutathione
transferase from cyanobacteria
P-42-13 Tess R. Malcolm: Structural insights into the ferroxidase
and iron sequestration mechanisms of ferritin from Caenorhabditis
elegans
P-42-14 Yusuke Ohnishi: Precise Redox-dependent Structural Change
of the plant-type Ferredoxin revealed by X-ray structures at 0.77 Å
resolution, originated and propagating from the [2Fe-2S] cluster
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P-42-15 Changsuk Oh: Crystal structure of carbohydrate esterase
SmAcE1 from Sinorhizobium meliloti
P-42-16 Elżbieta Wątor: Half way to hypusine. Structural characterization of human deoxyhypusine synthase.
P-42-17 Anna Kluza: On substrate binding cavity of hyoscyamine
6β-hydroxylase from devil’s trumpet
P-42-18 Zuzanna Wojdyla: Control of hydroxylation regioselectivity
by hyoscyamine 6β-hydroxylase as revealed by crystallographic
and QM/MM studies
P-42-19 Masakazu Sugishima: Domain movements of NADPH–cytochrome P450 oxidoreductase (CPR) are required for the smooth electron
transfer from CPR to heme–heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) complex
P-42-20 Marie Elizabeth Fraser: Conservation of a glutamate residue
in ATP-citrate lyase and succinyl-CoA synthetase
P-42-21 Kévin Rollet: Monitoring the crystallization of two enzymes
in real time by dynamic light-scattering
P-42-22 Mohamed Ibrahim: Investigating The Structural Dynamics
of the Water and Proton Channels Using snap-shots of Photosystem II
P-43 Nucleic acids and binding proteins structure and function
P-43-01 Raju Mandal: Biophysical characterization of the interaction
between Forkhead Box O4 (FOXO4) and p53 transcription factors
P-43-02 Kei Hirabayashi: Structural basis for the specific binding
between metal ion and chemically modified mismatched base pairs
P-43-03 Petra Havlíčková: Structural and Functional Studies of TBEV
Non-Structural Protein 5
P-43-04 William Anthony Neale: Lipopolysaccharide Recognition
by human Surfactant Protein D
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P-44 Art: Crystallography in art and archaeology
P-44-01 Ruslan Barannikov: Characterization of metal carboxylates
relevant for degradation of oil paintings by complementary XRPD
and ssNMR
P-44-02 Jan Fábry: Meaning of Wenzel Jamnitzer’s treatise Perspectiva
corporum regularium (Nürnberg, 1568) and its relationship to history
of modern science
P-45 Complex structures of minerals and inorganic materials
P-45-01 Biljana Krüger: The crystal structure of the new mineral
devilliersite, Ca4Ca2Fe3+10O4[(Fe3+10Si2)O36]
P-45-02 Moustapha Sawadogo: Formulation of clay refractory bricks:
influence of the nature of chamotte and the alumina content in the clay
P-45-03 Tania Isabel Garcia-Manzano: Structural analysis of ilmenite
concentrates treated by acid-assisted high energy ball milling
P-45-04 Ajana Dutta: Investigation of structural phase transitions
and superionic property of a Vanthoffite mineral, Na6Co(SO4)4
P-45-05 Gerson Anderson de Carvalho Lopes: Raman, crystallographic
and chemical characterization of roméite-group minerals
P-45-06 Artem Kuznetsov: Search of new rare-earth borate with
buetschliite-type structure
P-45-07 Felix Eder: Cd4Te5O14, consisting of [Te5O14]-chains, a novel
structure element for oxidotellurates(IV)
P-45-08 Piotr A. Gunka: Water induced variety of arsenic(III) oxide
intercalates with alkali chlorides
P-45-09 Amina Sergeevna Ulanova: Study of the NdO1.5-TiO2-ZrO2 ternary system of potential matrices for the immobilization of actinide wastes
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P-45-10 Petr Cejpek: Ni2MnGa shape memory alloy studied by X-ray
diffraction measured in-situ in tension

P-45-21 Dounia Tlamsamani: Investigation of The Relationship
between Groups and Subgroups in C3S’s Structure Transition

P-45-11 Oxana Anosova: 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy study
of the Fe-bearing, Ge,Ga-rich synthetic tourmalines

P-45-22 Amit Mondal: Metal-like Ductility and Malleability in Organic
Plastic Crystals

P-45-12 Ayodele Temidayo Odularu: Synthesis, characterization
and in vitro activities of aniline dithiocarbamate crystals

P-45-23 Viktoria Falkowski: Synthesis and topotactic manipulation
of layered oxysulfide CaSrMnO2Cu4-δS3

P-45-13 Ibrahima Elhadji Thiam: Co-crystal structure of a dinuclear
(Zn-Y) and a trinuclear (Zn-Y-Zn) complexes derived from a Schiff
base ligand

P-45-24 František Laufek: Ag, Cu, Hg, Pt, and Te substitutions in the
synthetic analogue of palladseite, Pd17Se15: an experimental
mineralogical study

P-45-14 Siham Slassi: Copper(II) and zinc(II) complexes based on azo Schiff
base ligand: Synthesis, crystal structure and photoisomerization study

P-45-25 Agnieszka Huć: Charge density in fluorapatite, Ca5(PO4)3F,
from X-ray diffraction measurements on mineral and synthetic crystals

P-45-15 Lamine Zerbo: Geopolymers based on some clay from Burkina
Faso : preparation and characterization

P-45-26 Winnie Wong-Ng: Crystal Chemistry, Phase Diagrams, and
Thermoelectric Properties of the Ca-M-Co-O (M=Sr, La, Sm, Eu, Gd,
and Ho) Systems

P-45-16 Galina Kuz‘micheva: Impact of dopant type (Tm, Co, and Mn)
and doping method on the local and statistical structure of framework whitlockite-type Ca3(VO4)2 crystals. New crystal-chemical effect

P-45-27 John Cattermull: Structural complexity in Prussian blue
analogues

P-45-17 Alicia Maria Manjon Sanz: Understanding the structure-property relationships of lead-free piezoelectric systems

P-45-28 Sergey Volkov: Crystal chemistry of halide containing silver
borates

P-45-18 Daniela Delgado: New lead- and tellurium-free
thermoelectric materials: AgSnm(SbxBi1-x)Sem+2

P-45-29 Sabeeha Parveen: Imidazole Based Ambiphilic Ligands for
Anion Sensing, Metalation and Photophysical Properties

P-45-19 Teodoro Gauzzi: What are the crystallographic and genetic
implications of a naturally occurring polycrystal composed of two
mineral phases of distinct symmetries and anionic groups? …

P-45-30 Jaromír Kopeček: Phase structure of metallothermally reduced deep-sea concretion

P-45-20 Stefanie Gärtner: Effects upon Substitution in Alkali Metal
Thallides: How far can X-Ray Structure Determination of Strongly
Absorbing Compounds go?
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P-45-31 Shailabh Tewari: Structural Landscape of Lanthanide coordinated Polyoxometalates
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P-46 SAXS, SANS

P-47 Synchrotron and XFEL facilities

P-46-01 TingWei Hsu: Structural characterization of liposomes using
integrated methods of HPLC/AF4, UV-Vis absoprtion, Refractive
Index, MALLS, DLS, and SAXS

P-47-01 Eleanor Lawrence Bright: Beam heating from a fourth-generation synchrotron source

P-46-02 Tien-Chang Lin: Solution Structures of Intrinsically Disordered
Dipeptide-Repeats Studied by SAXS and Molecular Structure Simulation
P-46-03 Christoper Garvey: Nanostructural changes in commodity
polyethylene during environmental exposure
P-46-04 Vasyl Ryukhtin: Investigations of the precipitation
microstructure in the alloys, hard metal composites, and powders
using SANS
P-46-05 Gözde Bayazit Sekitmen: R&D Studies on metal oxide-based
nanoparticles: Structure dependent physical and chemical properties
P-46-06 Yu Sheng Lin: Revealing the Metal-Ligand Coordination
effects on the Structure modifications for Balanced Tensile Modulus
and Self-Healing of Polyurethane Films
P-46-07 R. Joseph Kline: Development of reference standard for small
angle scattering measurement q calibration
P-46-08 Christian Appe: Towards a better understanding of structure-performance relation in PEMFC fuel cells based on ptychography
X-ray nanotomography and scanning small angle X-ray scattering

P-47-02 Stefan Brandstetter: Advances with EIGER2 (CdTe) detectors
for Synchrotron and Laboratory
P-47-03 Zdeněk Matěj: Azimuthal integration and crystallographic
algorithms on field-programmable gate arrays
P-47-04 Roman Svetogorov: High-resolution synchrotron powder
diffraction with the use of scanning 2D detector
P-47-05 Uta Ruett: The APS upgrade: New Opportunities for Materials
and Applied Science
P-47-06 Melanie Nentwich: Conceptual design of a scattering/diffraction beamline for the Russian synchrotron Ultimate Source for
Synchrotron Radiation
P-47-07 Oskar Aurelius: The BioMAX beamline for macromolecular
crystallography at MAX IV
P-47-08 Christian W. Lehmann: The Chemical Crystallography
Beamline P24 - Status and Future Developments
P-47-09 Joerg Strempfer: Possibilities at the Polar beamline at APS

P-46-09 Nobuhiro Sato: Structural analysis of antibody complexes by
inverse contrast-matching small-angle neutron scattering combined
with size exclusion chromatography (SEC-iCM-SANS)
P-46-10 Nobutaka Shimizu: Small-angle X-ray scattering beamlines
at the photon factory
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P-48 Fragment screening
P-48-01 Tatjana Barthel: Hundreds of starting points for spliceosomal
PPI modulators identified by crystallographic fragment screening
with the F2X-Universal Library
P-48-02 William D. Figg Jr: HIF-Prolyl-Hydroxylase 2 Clinical Inhibitor
Complex Structure and XChem Fragment-Based Screen Obtained
with Succinate Co-Product Used as a Crystallisation Tool.
P-48-03 Tobias Krojer: Updates from FragMAX, a crystallographic
fragment screening platform at MAX IV Laboratory
P-49 Non-covalent interactions in crystal engineering
P-49-01 Helena Lidia Butkiewicz: How guest molecules affect on the
self-assembly of carboxylated pillar[5]arene in its complexes
P-49-02 Jelena Blagojevic Filipovic: Supramolecular arrangements
in the crystal structures and the interaction energy calculations of
resonance-assisted hydrogen-bridged (RAHB) rings - RAHB/RAHB
and RAHB/C6-aromatic contacts
P-49-03 Francesca Scarpelli: Polymorphism and structural characterization of a Silver(I) coordination polymer: an inorganic-polymer
co-former in the preparation of curcumin containing co-crystals
P-49-04 Sourav De: A bug in enantiomer separation: double salt formation – diastereomeric and double salt structures of 1-cyclohexylethylammonium 2- and 4-chloromandelate
P-49-05 Nóra V. May: Structural study of Clopamide drug and copper (II)
complexes under different crystallization conditions

Underlined authors have registered for onsite participation
P-49-07 Anna V. Vologzhanina: Two sides of a molecular surface for
analysis of non-covalent interactions
P-49-08 Mateusz Gołdyn: Synthesis and supramolecular analysis of
novel purine alkaloid cocrystals with trimesic and hemimellitic acids
P-49-09 Rama K. El-khawaldeh: Tailoring Crystal Structures and Polymorphs of Halogen-Bonded Supramolecular Assemblies: Co-Crystals
of Hexahalogenated Benzenes and 2,3,5,6-Tetramethylpyrazine
P-49-10 Mahsa Armaghan: Synthesis and single crystal structure
determination of a new mixed-metal organic–inorganic hybrid of
discrete transition metal halide complexes and α, ω-diammonioalkane assembled through non-covalent intermolecular interactions:
[NH3(CH2)6NH3]4[RhCl6][FeCl4]Cl4
P-49-11 Pawel Socha: Influence of steric hindrance on the hydrates
formation. The case of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine and 3,3,5,5-tetramethylmorpholine
P-49-14 Albert Singa Lundemba: σ-hole interaction properties of
divalent sulfur
P-49-15 Daria Barbara Budzikur: Architecture of hydrogen-bonded
anionic substructure vs cation type in thiazolium hypodiphosphates
P-49-16 Mizuki Fujino: The crystal structure of four solvates
of a bisphenol derivative.
P-49-17 Lana Klara Hiscock: Controlling π-Stacking Interactions
in a Series of Novel Heteroacene Derivatives
P-49-18 Joanna Bojarska: The first supramolecular consideration
on crystal of DFMO – promising antiviral and anticancer pan-drug

P-49-06 Goran A. Bogdanovic: Interaction between metallocene units
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P-50 High Pressure Crystallography
P-50-01 Tilman Donath: EIGER2 CdTe detectors for hard X-ray
research under extreme conditions
P-50-02 Daniel Tchoń: Completeness of data in XRD experiments
using Diamond Anvil Cell

P-51-02 Biswajit Bhattacharya: Mechanical Flexibility in 1D Coordination Polymer Crystals
P-51-03 Adam A.L. Michalchuk: Exploring mechanically flexible
crystals with pressure

P-50-03 Piotr Rejnhardt: Pressure dependence of crystal and molecular
structure and NLO response of L-Arg homologue salts.

P-51-04 Saikat Mondal: Mechanical-Bending-Induced Fluorescence
Enhancement in Plastically Flexible Crystals of a GFP Chromophore
Analogue

P-50-04 Keishiro Yamashita: Reinvestigation of site-disorder in dense
ice by in-situ neutron diffraction techniques

P-52 Time resolved phase evolution, interaction and crystallization in soft matter

P-50-05 Vinícius E. S. Frehse: Uniaxial pressure in a High-resolution
X-ray Diffraction environment

P-52-01 Margarita Marchenkova: The organization of stable pre-crystallization phase from oligomers in lysozyme solution with different
precipitates and the thin films formation at the air-liquid/air-substrate interfaces from the crystallization solutions

P-50-06 Tobias Rathmann: In situ XRPD of the synthesis of corundum
from boehmite during ball milling.
P-50-07 Wenge Yang: Polyamorphizationinduced superconductivity
in Sb2Se3
P-50-08 Phuong Quang Hoang Nguyen: New materials development
utilizing mechanochemical synthesis
P-50-09 Nandini Garg: Exploring the high pressure bcc alloy phase of
topological Insulator PbBi4Te7: synchrotron x-ray diffraction measurement and DFT simulations
P-50-10 Luhong Wang: Researches on pressure induced phase transitions using multiple synchrotron X-ray techniques: From crystalline
to non-crystalline samples
P-51 Stimuli-responsive crystalline compounds
P-51-01 Torvid Feiler: Polymorphic tuning of a flexible organic crystal
optical waveguide
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P-52-02 Kseniia Ilina: The formation of pre-crystallization oligomers
in protein solutions during crystal growth
P-52-03 Iuliia Vladimirovna Kordonskaia: Study of the behaviour of
lysozyme oligomers in solutions by the molecular dynamics method
at different temperatures
P-52-04 Atsuomi Shundo: Evolution of heterogeneity and gelation
of poly(N‑isopropylacrylamide) aqueous solution at a temperature
below cloud point
P-52-05 Chen-An Wang: Study on the intercalation of fullerene
derivate into ordered phases liquid crystalline polymer
P-53 Structure and phase transitions in advanced materials
P-53-01 Sneh Patel: Substitutional doping of trirutiline transition
metal antimonates, MSb2O6
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P-53-02 Cora Lind-Kovacs: Tuning Expansion and Phase Transition
Behavior in the Scandium Tungstate Family

P-53-19 Mohamed AKOUIBAA: Synthesis, crystal structure and catalytic activity of a new organic-inorganic hybrid cobalt phosphite

P-53-03 Petr Doležal: Phase transition in CePt2Al2

P-53-20 Jose de Jesus Velazquez Garcia: Crystallographic studies of
the spin state transition of three Fe(II) metallogrids: thermal vs ultrafast photoswitching

P-53-04 Ruggero Frison: Short-range charge density wave order in
La1.88Sr0.12CuO4 under uniaxial pressure
P-53-05 Sander van Smaalen: Atomic mechanisms for the formation
of charge-density waves in 3-dimensional electronic crystals
P-53-06 Flavia Regina Estrada: Revisiting phase transitions in Ca-modified lead titanate ceramics using synchrotron XRD
P-53-07 Svetlana Olegovna Shapovalova: Temperature and time-resolved XANES studies of novel valence tautomeric cobalt complex
P-53-08 Ekaterina S. Smirnova: Structural peculiarities of bismuthcontaining RFe3(BO3)4 (R = Ho, Y, Sm, Nd)
P-53-09 Thorsten M. Gesing: Modeling of lattice thermal expansion
close to phase transitions: a DEA model extension.
P-53-10 Yukana Terasawa: Preferences of Chirality and Polarity in
Triglycine sulfate Crystals
P-53-11 Alexandre Courac (Kurakevych): Crystallography of silicon
element: stable and metastable crystalline forms
P-53-16 Christian L. Jakobsen: Operando PXRD and PDF Investigations of Disordering in NaCrO2-CrO2
P-53-17 Martin Aaskov Karlsen: Electrochemically driven phase
transitions in crystallographically challenged electrode materials for
rechargeable batteries
P-53-18 Yui Fujihisa: Crystal Structures and Phase Transitions of the
Methylammonium Tin Halide Perovskites
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P-53-21 Miloš Janeček: Phase Transformations in Ti-Nb-Zr-Ta-O Beta
Titanium Alloys with High Oxygen and Reduced Nb and Ta Content
P-53-22 Stephanos Karafiludis: Crystallization and nucleation study of
transition metal struvite and related compounds
P-54 Methods
P-54-01 Matthias Zschornak: Advances in the Parameter Space Concept
for Crystal Structure Determination – a maximum resolution study
P-54-02 Yusuke Shimoyama: High-pressure CO2 for lipid-mediated
cocrystallization of theophylline and nicotinamide
P-54-03 Josef Simbrunner: GIDInd: an automated indexing software
for grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction data
P-54-04 Jaydeep Patel: Towards real-time analysis of liquid jet
alignment in SFX
P-54-05 Josef Simbrunner: An efficient method for indexing grazing
-incidence X-ray diffraction data of epitaxially grown thin films
P-54-06 Masahide Hikita: Development of microspectrophotometer
for the macromolecular crystallography beamline at the Photon
Factory, Japan
P-54-07 Shigeru Sugiyama: Growth of protein crystals in high-strength hydrogels with the dialysis membrane
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P-54-08 Yoshihisa Ishikawa: Development of Reciprocal Space
Mapping Software for Single Crystal Diffraction

P-55-08 Jungyoun Cho: Unraveling unforeseen disorders in silicates
with 3D electron diffraction

P-54-09 Richard I. Cooper: Identifying problems in your single crystal
diffraction data

P-55-09 Ludmila Leroy: Mapping the thermo-induced valence tautomerism in Cobalt dioxolane single crystals

P-54-10 Pui Sum Yuen: Application of result of atoms and centrosymmetric cubic space groups for sharpening of Patterson function
P-54-11 Pui Sum Yuen: An attempt to find the use of atomic scattering factors and centrosymmetric cubic space groups; two choices
of random phases in direct methods
P-55 XAFS
P-55-01 Oleg Usoltsev: Machine learning applied to operando XANES
spectroscopy for Pd nanocatalysts
P-55-02 Chanh Quoc Tran: Complex atomic fine structure
in the phase domain: exciting opportunities and challenges
P-55-03 Michael Bodensteiner: Dispersion Refinements in the Range
of Absorption Edges
P-55-04 Ryan McEvey Trevorah: Solving Self-Absorption in Fluorescence
P-55-05 Elizaveta Kozyr: X-ray absorption spectroscopy study of metal-organic frameworks functionalized by Pd: Formation and growth
of Pd nanoparticles
P-55-06 Daniel Sier: High accuracy determination of photoelectric
crosssections, X-ray Absorption Fine Structure and nanostructure
analysis of zinc selenide using the X-rayExtended Range Technique
P-55-07 Abdelaziz Aboraia: Facile synthesis of nano-structure LiCoPO4@UiO-66 particles and its in-situ XAS, structural properties and
electrochemical characterization for lithium batteries
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Diamond, our well-known software for crystal and molecular
structure visualization and exploration, is already used in
more than 1,300 institutions in 64 countries all around the
world. The combination of an elaborate user interface with a
large variety of outstanding features and functions makes it
the ideal tool for crystal structure visualization in research
and teaching. Investigate crystal structures on the atomic
level, understand their building principles, and finally create
pictures that represent your personal view of the structure!
Due to Diamond's integrated POV-Ray(TM) interface, even
photorealistic crystal structure pictures can be designed for
presentation and publication.

Match! is used in more than 1,500 institutions in 93
countries all around the world for phase analysis using
powder diffraction data. It is an affordable, easy-to-use
software that can be run on Windows, macOS and Linux.
The powerful matching algorithm along with its elaborate
restraining features allows the easy qualitative and
quantitative analysis of multiple phase mixtures. As
reference database, you can apply the included free-ofcharge COD database, use any ICDD PDF product, and/or
create a user database based on your own data. Match!
provides a gentle introduction into Rietveld refinement,
using the well-known program FullProf in the background.

Endeavour is a powerful software for crystal structure
solution from powder diffraction data, especially for inorganic
materials. The combination of its innovative concept and its
elaborate user interface makes the solution of small to
medium sized crystal structures as easy as possible. The
structure solution is performed using a combined global
optimization of the difference between calculated and
observed diffraction pattern and of the potential energy of
the system. Advanced users can adapt the software to their
own requirements by fine-tuning a variety of parameters.

Pearson's Crystal Data is a comprehensive database of
inorganic crystal structures, edited by P. Villars and K.
Cenzual (published by ASM International). The current
release 2020/21 contains about 350,000 structural data sets
for about 195,000 different chemical formulas, roughly
20,500 experimental and 297,000 calculated powder
diffraction patterns. The database comes with an innovative
software developed by Crystal Impact, providing a large
variety of elaborate features which makes retrieval of the
desired information extremely easy.
Tel.: +49 (228) 981 36 43
Fax: +49 (228) 981 36 44
E-mail: info@crystalimpact.de
https://www.crystalimpact.de

